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Preface

Varia Informatica 2011 is the result of international cooperation between three
European universities: University of Alicante (Alicante, Spain), Lublin University of
Technology (Lublin, Poland), College of Enterprise and Administration (Lublin,
Poland); two Russia universities: Kazan State Technical University (Kazan, Tatarstan,
Russia) and Voronezh State University (Voronezh, Russia); and two Kazakhstan
universities: al-Farabi Kazakh National University (Almaty, Kazakhstan) and
Karaganda State Technical University (Karaganda, Kazakhstan). The cooperation
has been developed since 2006 within the framework of the European Union called
TEMPUS.
Due to the relatively large variety of theme, the book is addressed to various
groups of readers. A student, a researcher and a computer specialist from industry
can find here something interesting for himself. A special recipient of the book is
a Computer Science student, who wants to extend his knowledge in informatics.
Master studies require the use in education the results of research and
implementation activities in the field of Computer Science. The results of these works
and the descriptions of created systems are included in this book. A separate group
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of subjects covered in the book are the educational aspects of Computer Science and
the use of information technology in education.
Some topics presented in this book were reported at the conference of
XVIII Microcomputer Workshop on Technical University of Lublin in 2011, and during
international scientific seminars in Computer Science Institute, Lublin University of
Technology in June 2011.
Due to the relatively large variety of theme, the book is addressed to various
groups of readers. A student, a researcher and a computer specialist from industry
can find here something interesting for himself.
The book was published due to high commitment of the chapters’ authors and the
reviewers. I want to express my thanks to everyone who has contributed to the
creation of this book.

Marek Miłosz
Editor

1
Test Driven Development Approach in Practice

Nowadays it is essential to be familiar with both programming languages and
methodologies used during creating a whole information system. Over years the
software industry introduced a various engineering models of a project lifecycle. Each
of these models elaborates a wide variety of the software development methodologies
that help organizations and project teams to plan and control the process of
developing an information system.
The software development methodologies gives the ability to create reliable
applications. Each should be viewed as a generic starting point for specific project to
make it most effective for organization. Each methodology provides a set of principles,
practices and tools to specific needs use [LAW08].
One of the practice which brings some of the most significant advances in the
area of software quality and reliability is Test Driven Development (TDD). TDD
belongs to software engineering concept of Extreme Programming (XP) started in
1999 and has gained added visibility thanks to this Agile methodology. Its attitude is
based on the idea of creating at first tests, then writing code, check it according to the
previous tests and finally perform the code refactoring. While writing a whole
complicated information system, it is difficult to test all of its functionality, especially
when there is not enough time to perform it. But using Test Driven Development cycle
with Unit Tests method makes it possible to obtain high quality and well-tested code.
Although programming with the use of Test Driven Development takes longer than
without it but it is great benefit is that implementation part is shorter because the code
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contains less defects. That is why TDD is worth considering in a process of creating
new systems.

1.1.

TEST DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

Testing is good practice in software development. But in traditional approach to testing
there are several problems. Firstly, tests are not usually automated and they are not
performed frequently or in the same way each time. Secondly, tests are often written
by other programmers and it is possible that testing may be not comprehensive
enough. Also writing tests by other programmers or after all the code is ready, it
demands more time and effort. Finally, it is possible that fixing faults may creates
problem elsewhere. Test Driven Development solves all of these problems and
provide additional benefits [AST03].
Test Driven Development is a software development practice of creating and
maintain the code. It was created by Kent Beck [BEC02]. TDD is a part of Extreme
Programming as well as other Agile methodologies. According to its name, this
practice is mainly based on tests that ensure reliable code. As a result, a clean and
simple code is created.

Fig. 1.1. The fundamental TDD cycle [FRE09]

While applying TDD method in programming, there are two rules that have to be
followed: write new code when automated test has failed and try to eliminate
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duplication [BEC02, FRE09, NEW04]. In order to follow these two rules, there are
several steps to perform in order to create code according to TDD practice. A special
TDD cycle has been developed that has to be obtain. It is presented in fig. 1.1.
TDD completely turns traditional development around. The cycle starts on
choosing a task (new functionality or defect) and writing a test that fails (Red), then the
test is made to work by writing code demanded by failing test (Green) and finally code
is refactored (Refactor) [FRE09, MAR10]. These steps are called “Red, Green,
Refactor” rule [BEC02].
TDD cycle generates the following individual and group behaviors [ABM11,
BEC02]:


programmers make a design which must consist of highly cohesive, loosely
coupled components to make testing easier;



programmers clarify the acceptance criteria early in the project;



programmers get feedback between decisions thanks to running code;



programmers write tests by themselves several times per day;



development environment must provide rapid response to small changes allowing
for frequent testing.

1.2.

UNIT TESTING

Test Driven Development is approach that focus on the rule that firstly all unit tests
should be created which will check the particular feature functionality. As was
mentioned, after they are run, all should fail. Secondly, the code is written which is
verified by passing these tests.
A test can be understood as a small specification to a part of a system or
application.
It is a great importance for developers to learn how to write effective unit tests
having the following attributes [ABM11, BEC02, FRE09]:


run fast,



run in isolation,



use data that makes them easy to read and to understand,
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use real data when is needed,



represent one step towards the overall goal,



serve as documentation.

1.3.

TDD PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE IN C#

Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 gives the possibility to write test cases without having
code. It possesses several enhancements to help creating high-qualified code
[MIL10]. An example of savings account is presented in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010
in C# using Test Driven Development approach. The part of creating tests, writing
code and running the tests is presented based on a chosen functionality of a saving
account.
Creating the tests is strictly related to the functionality that has to be implemented
in the project. That is why, as a first step of Agile programming [SHO07], the
assumptions are presented.
The savings account is an application which can perform several functionality. In
this paper the chosen examples of it will be implemented using TDD programming
which presents the attitude of creating new programs. The basic aspects taken into
the considerations are:


creating new savings account with initial values such as: balance and interest rate,



withdrawing money from the savings account,



depositing money into the account.
The proper analysis of functionality has to be performed in order to distinguish all

the tests that have to be implemented.
In Microsoft Visual Studio two projects are created. The first one is connected
with the functionality of the savings account named SavingsAccount.cs and the other
named SavingsAccount.Tests.cs which concerns the implementation and running
testing methods. The second has got a public class AccountTests that contains all the
test to be checked.
According to the first functionality, there are presented four tests which verify the
given aspects.
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It is possible to create a new savings account with the initial given parameters:
balance and interest rate. This includes two test methods are presented in the
listing 1.1. During the tests, a new object (account) is created with the given two
parameters: sequentially balance (2000) and interest rates (5%). Then the result is
verified with the use of method AreEqual() belonging to Assert class.
[TestMethod]
public void BalanceShouldMatchConstructiveParam()
{
Account account = new Account(2000, 5);
Assert.AreEqual(account.Balance, 2000);
}
[TestMethod]
public void InterestShouldMatchConstructiveParam()
{
Account account = new Account(2000, 5);
Assert.AreEqual(account.Interest, 5);
}
List. 1.1. Test methods verifying creating new accounts with the initial parameters

After writing the tests, they are run and as can be seen in fig. 1.2 they are failed.
It is due to false returned value of AreEqual() method. The information about it can be
read from the Error Message part in fig. 1.2. Then the proper piece of code in project
SavingsAccount.cs is written. If the code is correct, then the presented tests after
running are passed (fig. 1.3).
These steps to be followed are according to the TDD “Red, Green and Refactor”
rule [FRE09, MAR10].

Fig. 1.2. Test results for methods: BalanceShouldMatchConstructiveParam() and
InterestShouldMatchConstructiveParam()
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In order to pass the tests, a piece of code has to be written. In project
SavingsAccounts.cs, there is a constructor, where two objects: balance and interest
rate are initialized. The added instructions are shown in listing 1.2.
After this operation, the tests will pass which is presented in fig. 1.3.
public Account(float balance, float interest)
{
this.balance = balance;
this.interest = interest;
}
List. 1.2. Code added to SavingsAccounts.cs, in order to implement the functionality tested by
the methods in list. 1

Fig. 1.3. Passed test results for methods: BalanceShouldMatchConstructiveParam() and
InterestShouldMatchConstructiveParam()

Another tests have to audit the aspect of the balance and interest rate values. It is
not possible to create a new account with negative balance and interest rate. The test
methods of these propositions are presented in listing 1.3.
These tests (listing 1.3) create an empty object and then intercept the exception
of the incorrect values. If an exception has occurred than the test passes. Otherwise
the test fails. This aspect can be checked in the program by adding the conditional
instructions in the public constructor Account(float balance, float interest) (listing 1.2).
After implementing the described functionality and running the test methods, the
information about passing these tests (fig. 1.4) are received.
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[TestMethod]
public void CannotCreateAccountWithNegativeBalance()
{
Account account = null;
try
{
account = new Account(-2000, 5);
} catch (Exception e)
{ }
Assert.IsNull(account);
}
[TestMethod]
public void CannotCreateAccountWithNegativeIntrest()
{
Account account = null;
try
{
account = new Account(2000, -5);
}
catch (Exception e)
{ }
Assert.IsNull(account);
}
List. 1.3. Two test methods verifying creating new account with proper values of balance and
interest rate

Fig. 1.4 The test results of first described functionality

Second functionality of exampled application is withdrawing the money from the
savings account. The testing mainly concerns the aspects of taking out money which
is a positive amount. Moreover it is not possible to withdraw more than the balance
value. The above limitations are verified by the test methods described in listing 1.5.
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[TestMethod]
public void CannotWithdrawNegativeAmountOfMoney()
{
Account account = new Account(2000, 5);
float withdraw = -200;
account.WithdrawMoney(withdraw);
Assert.AreEqual(account.Balance, 2000);
}
List. 1.5 Test method verifying withdrawing negative sum of money from the account

This test creates an object of Account class and defines the amount of money to
withdraw. It uses the method WithdrawMoney(withdraw) defined in Account class.
This function has to be added to success build the project. Then it should contain the
body (listing 1.6).
The function presented in listing 1.6 is not completely correct, because it does not
distinguish the case of giving the withdrawing value that is below or equal zero. That is
why the previous test will fail (fig. 1.5). In other words it means that comparing function
Assert.AreEqual() will give false result because the WithdrawMoney() function allows
to withdraw an inappropriate sum of money.
public void WithdrawMoney(float sumOfMoney)
{
this.withdraw = sumOfMoney;
balance -= withdraw;
}
List. 1.6 Creating function of withdrawing the money from the account

This problem is easily solved by adding the conditional instruction to the
WithdrawMoney() function (listing 1.8).
Another aspect is that it is not allowed to withdraw more money than it exists on
the account. This functionality is verified by the test method presented in listing 1.7. It
is analogous to the previous described one. The whole WithdrawMoney() function is
presented in listing 1.8.
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[TestMethod]
public void CannotWithdrawMoreThanBalance()
{
Account account = new Account(2000, 5);
float withdraw = 4500;
account.WithdrawMoney(withdraw);
Assert.AreEqual(account.Balance, 2000);
}
List. 1.7 Test method verifying the withdrawing more than the account balance

public void WithdrawMoney(float sumOfMoney)
{
this.withdraw = sumOfMoney;
if ((withdraw > 0) & (withdraw <= 0))
balance -= withdraw;
}
List. 1.8 Function of withdrawing the money from the account

Properly written WithdrawMoney() function results in passing the test methods
which is presented in fig. 1.5.
Third functionality concerns the possibility of adding some amount of money into
the existing savings accounts. Also in this case there are some tests that check the
correctness of this part in the project. For example it is necessary to verify that the
value of the deposit amount has to be positive. This test is analogous to the presented
in listing 1.3.

Fig. 1.4 Failed test results for methods: CannotWithdrawNegativeAmountOfMoney() and

CannotWithdrawMoreThanBalance()
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Fig. 1.5. Passed test results for methods: CannotWithdrawNegativeAmountOfMoney() and

CannotWithdrawMoreThanBalance()
Another functionality can be added by writing more test methods, the proper code
and testing them. This presented attitude allows to create the application which
eliminates the great amount of mistakes.
The last part of the presented rule is refactoring [MAR10, SHO07]. This is
a process of code modification which does not influence on its functionality. However,
the refactoring improves structure of the code, makes it more simply, legible and
understood by other programmers.

1.4.

TDD BENEFITS AND SHORTCOMINGS

The analysis of TDD indicates the following TDD disadvantages [DAM05, GEO04]:


lack of design and documentation up front,



applicability of practice,



strong skill level dependency,



excessive reliance on refactoring.
TDD often does not include any up front design. Thus the applicability of the later

approach is limited by the comprehension capacity of programmers abilities and
experience.
In practice project also can suffer from lack of conceptual integrity. Because the
implementation process focuses more on how the elements need to be implemented
and less on the logical structure, it can be argued that adoption of TDD might result in
missing the complete picture of the information system.
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What is more, the overall philosophy of this development approach is high risk high return, this means if TDD works it can lead to time and cost saving, but if it fails,
then there is no normal defense as with explicit design and documentation [GEO04].
Additionally, some codes are hard to test using TDD like GUI. So practice
requires considerable effort to be expended on writing mock test objects. TDD utilizes
refactoring and rigorous testing to achieve better code understanding and to manage
software complexity. Refactoring is essential for reducing complexity in TDDdeveloped code. Writing test cases for hard-to-test code requires a high level of
experience and determination from programmers. Average programmers might lack
the required level of experience.
To TDD approach benefits should be include following aspects [ABM11, GEO04,
MAR08]:


system comprehension,



short programming feedback loop,



high-quality code without needless complexity and repetition,



high programmers efficiency,



software testability,



reducing defect injection,



up to date documentation (as tests).
A significant advantage is that TDD approach helps in system comprehension

because it encourages programmers to explain their code using test cases and code
itself, rather than by using external documentation. It enables to take small steps when
writing software.
Secondly, it ensures that the test cases are up to date. Knowing how to pass the
tests really helps the programmers to focus on writing the minimum code to satisfy
those tests. It acts as a force against the tendency to over engineer the code, goldplating and potentially add both complexity and bugs.
The fine granularity of the test first cycle gives continuous feedback to
programmer. Defects are identified quickly as new code is added to the system,
because the source of the problem is more easily determined. What is more,
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debugging and maintenance are often perceived as a low cost activity, in which
a working code defect is patched to alter its properties. And specifications and designs
are neither examined nor updated. Reducing defects not only decreases the
maintenance cost, but also have some positive psychological and social effects
among the project teams.
TDD enables software testability. The use of the TDD practice drives
programmers to write code that is automatically testable.
Creating tests before start writing code has got another advantage. The test
methods can be treated as a way of software documentation. It gives precisely
information how to call out a function or create a new object. It seems that test
methods are the examples that simplify working with software both for users and
programmers [GOR09].
Test Driven Development is supporting evolutionary development. TDD applied
any with Agile methodology significantly reduces negative symptoms of projects such
as: rigidity, fragility, immobility, opacity, viscosity and so on [MAR08, MAR10].

1.5.

SUMMARY

Test Driver Development is completely different approach of creating software than
traditional. Programming with the use of TDD is more complex. It imposes to work in
a short cycles which consist of creating tests, adding an appropriate code and verify
the test methods. These steps are repeated until the whole software is ready.
This approach has got advantages and disadvantages. Very obvious negative
effect is spending a lot of time on preparing various tests. But there are much more
positive aspects of it, such as: existing test methods for almost every function in the
program, an approach focusing on functionality from the point of view of a future
software user and on less dependencies in the system.
Writing tests for each functionality can simplify further programming and adding
new features. It helps to verify whether the new functionality does not have the
negative effects on the previous written code. TDD approach also facilitates and
encourage any modification of software.
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Beginning programming from writing tests, software is created in a way that it is
possible to validate every its aspect. This kind of approach is difficult, however it
results in creating software which does not have unwanted behaviors.
Due to the Test Driven Development advantages it is worth considering TDD as
a useful practice.
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2
Web Accessibility Implementation
in Spanish Public Administration

Nowadays the web is presented in all fields of our life, from information and service
web pages to electronic public administrations (e-government). This makes that users
are a heterogeneous and multicultural public, with different abilities and disabilities
(Visual, hearing, cognitive & motor impairments).
These characteristics represent a huge challenge if we hope to provide access to
all possible users, specially if the intention is to fulfill web accessibility guidelines
WCAG 1.0 y WCAG 2.0 (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines) [ACG08] of the WAI
(Web Accessibility Initiative).
Web accessibility aims at enabling all users to have equal access to information
and functionalities on the web. More specifically, Web accessibility means that people
with all disabilities can perceive, understand, navigate, and interact with the Web.
To assure web accessibility, several studies have suggested numerous
evaluation methods [BRA06], [VIG07] as a mean to verify, measure and certify the
fulfillment of accessibility guidelines and therefore to supply full accessibility to
disabled people ensuring that laws are being upheld. Many of these evaluation
methods were implemented, thus creating a number of automatic tools to simplify the
evaluation process and by that way providing a technical infrastructure for all software
developers to guarantee minimal access.
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Despite these technical facilities and the fulfillment of laws and moral obligations
towards disabled persons, unfortunately many public administrations and people
representations still doesn’t apply the minimal accessibility condition for their websites.
In many cases they are the ones whom established these laws as we will see
next in this paper analyzing the Spanish Senate website.
The Senate of Spain is the upper chamber of the Parliament and a constitutional
body. Since 2002, several decrees and laws provide that the website of the Public
Administrations must be accessible, thus ensuring universal access and applying the
no discrimination statements of European Union. For example, the Royal Decrees
1494/2007 [BOE07a] & 56/2007 [BOE07b] states that the Internet sites of public
administrations must meet at least AA level of WCAG 1.0. However, as we will see
next in the analysis of the Senate’s website, the page is full of errors that prevent the
information to be accessible. Therefore, the Senate breaks the same laws they create.
Or as the Spanish proverb say, "Do as I say, not as I do.”

2.1.

A BACKGROUND ABOUT WEB ACCESIBILITY

Concern about websites accessibility has been growing steadily since the mid-1990s.
This cause has been supported by researchers, community organizations, web
standards bodies, and governmental agencies. This broad community has attempted
to raise awareness of accessibility issues and to encourage accessible design
practices through a number of different methods, laws and techniques. Web standard
organizations have developed technical guidelines that attempt to codify accessible
design techniques, WCAG 1.0 & WCAG 2.0 are the most important guidelines
developed in 1999 and 2009 respectively. Researchers by its turn, have created
automatic evaluations tools for these guidelines such as ATRC [WAC11], A-Prompt
[WAV11], WAVE 4.0 [WAE11], EvalAccess 2,0 [WST11], TAW [AWA11], and Cynthia
Says [CST11] to assist web developers in evaluating accessible web sites. On the
other hand, government organizations in some countries implemented legal
requirements for accessible web pages [WAM11].
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WCAG defines three levels of accessibility (A, AA, AAA) and provides a set of
checkpoints or success criteria for each level. A web page must satisfy all priority
A checkpoints or criteria to be considered minimally accessible. Web developers may
implement priority AA and priority AAA checkpoints or criteria to provide increased
accessibility for users.
Although web accessibility guidelines such as WCAG are designed to be easy to
follow, verifying a site’s accessibility can be a time-consuming task and needs
expertise evaluators validate it. For that reason, several researches like [BRA06],
[VIG07] have proposed methods to support evaluators.
These methods are divided into two types: the analytical and the empirical
methods. These methods estimate the accessibility of an interface so as to validate,
certify or compare it to other similar systems. Automatic tools are the most useful
analytical methods due to its quick results and ease of use.
These tools may assist developers in the creation of accessible web sites, but
may not be able to identify all accessibility issues; several comparisons between them
show quite contradictory results [DIA09], [THA06], on the other hand, the other
analytical methods mostly used like manual revisions also does not guarantee full
accessibility [BRA08] and depend largely on the evaluators experience and the
adopted guidelines.
For this reason, automated tools are often used in combination with some type of
manual evaluation (Expert evaluation) and empirical methods like user test method
[MAS10], which are strongly recommended to be applied in order to guarantee the full
accessibility to all disable people [DRC04].

2.2.

LEGAL ASPECTS CONCERNING WEB ACCESSIBILITY

Governments worldwide have also begun to consider the application of web
accessibility to electronical and digital products [WAM11].
In the United States, Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 [SEC07]
stipulates that all electronic information produced by federal agencies must be
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accessible to people with disabilities. Section 508 also provides a set of mandatory
accessibility checkpoints for federal government web sites.
The United Kingdom also adopted laws and legislations concerning web
accessibility, the [DDA95] were introduced to end discrimination against disabled
people.
The European Union in its term, adopted many important legislations concerning
web accessibility especially that such laws comply with the principle of nondiscrimination set up in the Treaty on the European Union, eEurope 2002, eEurope
2005, i2010& Digital agenda for Europe 2010-2020 [DIG10] Action plans were
launched in 2000, 2002, 2005 and 2010 respectively.
Recently The EU adopts WCAG 2.0 guidelines and level AA as mandatory for all
public sites, they also boosts and pressures all member countries to have a continuing
development policies related to people with disabilities and web accessibility.
Particularly in Spain, since 2002, several decrees and laws like 1494/2007
56/2007, and 49/2007 [BOE07c] provide that the website of the Public Administrations
must be accessible at least with level AA of WCAG 1.0. Violation Of these rules are
severely punished by 49/2007 decree.

2.3.

SPANISH SENATE WEBSITE ANALYSES

When we initially decided to assess the Spanish Senate website, we believed that we
are going to face an inclusive, accessible, modern designed web site and not an old
non professional one, since the Senate is the Spanish governing body of legislative
policies regarding web accessibility and in general the promoter of rights for all
disabled persons.
Initially

our

preparations

were

focused

to

fit

the

implementation

of

a comprehensive empirical evaluation methodology in order to see with details which
degree or level of accessibility this site meets, but when we connect to the site our
surprise was unbelievable, we thought that the site was under hackers attack or
something like that. Only after some checks we recognized that the Spanish Senate is
the first public legislative representation in breaking the above mentioned laws, which
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means his proper laws and decrees. The penalty for the violation of the above
mentioned laws was established by the law 49/2007 of 26 December which severely
punishes public administrations that doesn’t comply with a fine up to 1 million euros,
so should the Spanish Senate punish him self and pay this fine?. Following we see the
applied method of the accessibility evaluation process.
Applied Method
As a consequence of the non-fulfillment of the above-mentioned decrees and laws by
the Spanish Senate website, we have had to start our analysis from the initial steps of
any evaluation method, which means from the manual inspection of code and
automated evaluation tools. In this approach we centered our effort in the analytical
methods and the tools that support this methods leaving empirical evaluation as
exposed in [SSE10a] for the next step, that means after the Spanish Senate carry out
the modernization of his proper website satisfying accessibility rules.
Our applied method was divided into 2 steps [SSE10a, SSE10b]:
1. Pre-analysis Evaluation Step


Localization of the Senate’s real website, thus assuring its identity.



Navigating some pages of the site to have a general idea.



Appling available software (ex. Web developer tool) to revise cleanliness
of used HTML language and image volume used in the site.



Comparison between the actual web and latest versions by using an
automatic service system (ex. Archive.org).



Applying text browsers (ex. WebbIE) to verify if information is accessible
and equivalent to that provided by a graphical user interface browser.

2. Automatic Evaluation Stage


Validation of mark-up language using HTML Validation Service of W3C.



Validation of CSS style sheet using CSS validation service.



Automated Accessibility evaluation using TAW software.
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Pre-analysis evaluation step
First of all, we have to verify and make sure that the domain name senado.es really
belongs to the Senate of Spain, for that:


We access the page www.nic.es to verify whether the site is registered under
senate property.



We found in the registered data that this domain name uses REDIRIS DNS
servers.



REDIRIS is the academic and research Spanish network which provides
advanced communications services to the scientific community and public
administrations.



To check that, we access www.rediris.es and under the link SOBRE REDIRIS >
INSTITUTOS > LISTA, we localize that the Spanish Senate belongs to REDIRIS
which means that the website under analysis is the official website of the senate.

Starting the analysis of the homepage, the first thing that causes a very bad
impression upon entering the page was the wasted space that we found; over 60% of
the page is completely empty, this is because the site used a form of design called
fixed design, in this case it is designed for a screen resolution of 800*600 pixels, this
resolution was very normal before 10 years but now nobody use it. Secondly, upon
navigating different pages we found different presentations styles which are noncoherent between each other, for example visiting Saludo Del presidente, Novedades
and Sala de Prensa links; we identify directly the two following problems:


Non-coherent presentation style.



Non-coherent navigational mechanism.
The Spanish Senate’s website looks like as if it belongs to another era. It seems

taken from the trunk of memories. So we decided to check from when the senate’s
website exists and its evolution. For that purpose we accessed www.archive.org and
used wayback machine service which allows us to see how this site was in the past.
The returned list shows 482 old versions of the Senate’s site listed from 1998 until
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2011. Comparing them, we easily noticed that the similarities are many, therefore,
there were no important changes done for the over 10 past years.
The second issue to treat was the main accessibility problems of the page, for
that purpose, we used web developer tool bar and Webbie text browser [SRB11].
Through the first we could highlight the main structure of the page, which provides us
an idea about practiced technical issues. The main accessibility barriers identified
were the use of:


Frames: Non-recommended and cause serious accessibility problems.



Images : although to the naked eyes text appears, texts link are really images.



Animated links: scandalous feature, used in Novedades link.
Through Webbie we could simulate vision disabled persons accessing the web,

the main problems we faced was the lost of almost all important links due to:


Exaggerated use of Image-links: All the home paged formed by images.



Non-labeling of Image-links: Only 11 links labeled out of 28 and in an insufficient
way, this means that’s they know how to do but they didn’t.

Instead of offering accessible website, the Senate computer service provided a textonly version for disabled people, although offering a ¨text-only version¨ is a bad idea
and it’s not recommended by W3C, this solution wasn’t effective and doesn’t offer
accessibility because the link wasn’t labeled and therefore vision impaired people
can’t localize it.
The last step of this pre-analysis stage ends with the revision of HTML source
code. We select the only-text page for the revision purposes. The first mistake we
found and surprise us was the following:


Incorrect use of HTML code: expressed many times in the page and represented
in the mix between tags and attributes in uppercase and lowercase. <Br> tags
used between two lists items which cannot be done usually.



Use of strongly discouraged HTML code: some nonsense use of tags such as the
use of <Font> tags which are discouraged from years, especially if its use is to
give size for a text and create titles. Instead, headings tags like <H1>, <H2> must
be used, which are much more useful and allow greatly improve the accessibility
of a web page [HEA11].
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The following are the checkpoints that were unfulfilled: 1.1, 3.3, 3.5, 11.4, 12.1, 12.2,
13.4 & 14.3.
Automatic evaluation step
The first step in this section is to check the validity of HTML language, for that purpose
we used the W3C HTML markup validator service and WDG HTML Validator
[WDG11]. The returned results shown that the document can’t be check due to
unrecognized DOCTYPE definition. The declared DOCTYPE is obsolete and doesn’t
fit W3C accessibility recommendations.
Our next step was the checking of the validity of CSS language, but this is
useless because although it is difficult to believe, the site is developed without CSS!
To conduct a rapid assessment of accessibility, the next step was the use of an
automated evaluating tool, such as TAW . Selecting Priority AAA compliance to check
the main homepage, the analysis gave us back the report in tab. 2.1.
Table 2.1. Automatic accessibility evaluation results

Automatic errors

Manual errors

Priority 1 or A

41

31

Priority 2 or AA

25

53

Priority 3 or AAA

33

22

Priorities

Following are some of the most important accessibility faults detected during this
step and their respective violated criteria:
1. None defined character set <CHARSET>: This can cause serious problems
displaying information.
2. None defined CSS style sheet for layout presentation.
3. None defined HTML doc. Language: It must be defined through language attribute
¨Lang¨ and not through <CONTENT> tag.
4. Wrong use of maps and Images: Maps used to represent simple link-texts and
without providing descriptions through <ALT> & <LONGDESC> tags, also in some
occasions maps used to represent only one active zone.
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5. Wrong use of table for layout structure: Another committed error is the use of
tables to present page content inside columns.
6. None defined table’s summary attribute.
The following are the checkpoints that were unfulfilled: 1.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.3, 5.1, 5.3 5.5,
5.6 & 11.1.

2.4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present a comprehensive accessibility analysis of an important
European public representation website, such as the Spanish Senate website. We
have shown that achievements of web accessibility in the technological and legislative
fields still not materialized in the practical field, it is still a problem for the top public
administrations to comply with accessibility guidelines, which suppose to give the
example and be the first in applying their proper legislations and decrees.
The analysis results present clearly that the Spanish Senates website is an old
non-professional designed site and overall an inaccessible website for all disabled
people. We have found a significant level A accessibility problems. We also conclude
that Senate’s computer service knows well how to apply accessibility rules in some
places, but unfortunately they didn’t do it completely and for the whole site.
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3
Internet Portals as a Recruitment Tool in the
Process of Employee Acquisition

Employee acquisition is a process enabling an organisation to find and retain
a suitable amount of human capital, and to use the capital as productively as possible
[ARM07]. Employing appropriate staff is substantial for the future shape and
functioning of an organisation. As A. Pocztowski [POC98] argues, employees are the
most valuable resource in a company, which he supports with the following
statements:


the effectiveness of a company’s activities depends on the productivity of its
employees, on their abilities, practical skills, education, value, personal traits,
goals and motivation,



the majority of problems in organisations are caused by employees, and they are
the ones who should solve them,



people are a strategic resource for companies. They have traits due to which they
perceive the opportunities and threats faced by the company. They have the
ability to learn and master their potential.

One of the most important goal of human resources management is to find people
“whose attitudes and behaviour will correspond to those which, according to the
management, are appropriate and conducive to the success of the organisation and in
line with the accepted strategy” [ARM07].
An employer searching for a competent employee faces a difficult challenge.
Finding a suitable person is associated with fine-tuning to the requirements of the
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particular position, organisation, and harmonising him/her with the goals of the
organisation. Acquiring an employee depends on many external factors (competition,
globalization, technology, politics and law, labour market, socio-cultural factors,
demography) and external factors (organizational structure, the company’s strategy,
production and tasks, participants of the organization, organizational culture,
leadership) which have impact on the level of difficulty of finding a suitable person
[ŁUC02].
Both internal and external factors influence the entire process of human
resources management, especially the recruitment stage. This stage has a key
significance due to the fact that wrong decisions made at this point have
consequences in all the remaining areas of human resources management (HRM).

3.1.

THE ESSENCE AND POSITION OF RECRUITMENT IN THE STAFF
ACQUISITION PROCESS

Staff recruitment is one of the first stages of human resources management and
constitutes a basis for further development of human resources policy. Appropriate
staff is a factor influencing the shape and functioning of the organisation.
Recruitment has three basic functions [POC98]:


informational – presenting the work conditions and employment needs,



motivational – raising interest in applying for a given position of suitable
professional groups,



preselection – preliminary verification of applications of interest to the company
and rejecting the ones which are inappropriate.

The aim of the above is to gather a sufficient number of candidates with features
suitable from the point of view of requirements of the given position and the team.
However, this does not indicate that as many people as possible should be acquired
because both the recruitment and the next function of staff management, selection,
would then be too time consuming and costly. The opposite situation, i.e. minor
interest in a particular job position, is also unfavourable as it considerably restricts the
selection.
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In the recruitment process, effects should be maximised, and simultaneously
costs should be kept to the minimum. The process should be organised in an optimal
way so that it would make it possible to acquire suitable candidates at the lowest cost
possible.
“Professional staff acquisition is more than “supplying” the company with
employees. This is also, perhaps most importantly, a marketing tool of influencing the
labour market, offering one’s own company as a sort of “product” which provides for
people’s various needs” [POC98]. This activity is based on the rules of marketing, i.e.
presenting one’s product in the best way possible so that the company could become
attractive to potential clients. In order to acquire the most competent staff, the
company should distinguish among others on the market and present an offer which
will attract the most skilful candidates.
The recruitment action is equivalent to the marketing campaign [KOS06]. When
creating an effective message about a vacancy, the AIDA model is applied. This is
a marketing model of creating a message addressed to a particular recipient. In the
case of recruitment advertisements published by employers, recipients are persons
looking for a job or intending to change their current place of employment. Especially
in the second case, the employer should make sure that the recruitment
advertisement includes not only formal requirements regarding the candidate but also,
perhaps most importantly, to create a positive image of the company. This involves
the necessity to design a well thought-over message, both in terms of merits and the
visual aspect. The AIDA model is described in four dimensions, which should evoke
specific reactions in the recipient.


Awareness – focusing the recipient’s attention on a particular offer in the situation
of struggle between many other competitors. In the case of recruitment
advertisements, developing awareness should involve a special distinction of
fragments of text through a properly chosen size of the font, colour pattern, layout,
etc.



Interest – should be caused by an encouraging and interesting content concerning
the job position, conditions and rules of employment, qualification requirements
towards an ideal candidate, as well as interesting and important information about
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the company. In this way the image of the company on the labour market is
created already during the first contact with the interested persons.


Desire – the willingness to possess. In the context of recruitment this is action
directed at raising the need to take the position, which can be done by preparing
an attractive employment proposal, offering high remuneration additional benefits,
and providing the possibility of development and fulfilling one’s professional
career.



Action – persuading someone to take particular steps encouraged in the message.
In the context of recruitment this is persuading candidates to apply for a specific
position or to prepare and submit the required documents, or to participate in the
subsequent stages defined in the procedure.

In order for AIDA to ensure success to the organisation in carrying out the recruitment
process, all of its stages need to be present because it is impossible to evoke the
desire to take the position without prior raising awareness of the vacancy and raising
interest in it.
The effectiveness of recruitment depends on the knowledge and skilful use of the
mechanisms of this process. One of them is to apply the so called human resources
marketing – constructing the image of the company. Recruitment then becomes an
attempt to sell the job position. The organisation, in return for the offered product,
wishes to get a good price, which in this context takes the form of a qualified
employee [SCH97]. Promoting the job position and shaping a positive image of the
company also plays a substantial role here. Candidates pay attention to the prestige,
financial conditions of a job, as well as development and promotion perspectives.
Thus, this directly refers to the previously discussed AIDA model.
Due to the constantly changing job market, apart from selecting proper sources,
there is a need to choose suitable methods and techniques which will be applied in the
process of recruitment of candidates. Their goal is to provide the necessary
information about the vacancy to the labour market, to motivate candidates and carry
out a preselection [POC98]. When choosing the methods and techniques, the
heterogeneity and complexity of the modern labour market need to be taken into
consideration. In the case of limited requirements in terms of access to and
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completeness of information relating to vacancies which require a low technology
level, in relation to which supply considerably exceeds demand, simplified information
signals will be sufficient. A full range of information signals including the marketing
presentation of the company will be necessary when searching for employees for
positions requiring high qualifications and numerous abilities [SZA00].
The diversity of recruitment methods and techniques, which can be divided into
internal and external, are presented in tab. 3.1.
The newest and rapidly developing method belonging to the group using external
sources is Internet recruitment, also called e-recruitment. Due to the easiness of
access and huge resources, searching for employees on the Internet is becoming an
effective and convenient method of recruitment.
Tab. 3.1. Methods and sources of candidate recruitment

Internal methods

External methods

Interview, observations

Advertisements in the press or the radio

Superiors' recommendation

E-recruitment

Internal advertisements

Public employment services

Planning the course of the career

Outsourcing recruitment

Analysing human resources documents

Contacting schools and universities

Succession plan

Summer placement

Intranet

Labour fair

Corporate bulletins

Candidates applying independently

Networking

Oral information
Human resources counselling agencies
Head-hunters
Employing recommended persons

Source: Own study on the basis of [ZBI96]
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3.2.

E-RECRUITMENT AS A MODERN METHOD OF SEEKING EMPLOYEES

E-recruitment is based on the common access to the network of unlimited number of
candidates on the global labour market. “The Internet makes it possible to post
advertisements concerning vacancies, passing information about the vacancies and
about the employer as well as exchanging correspondence between employers and
candidates” [ARM07]. This method provides an opportunity to get more information
about the job position and the company, and to adjust curriculum vitae to the
requirements of a given organisation. Websites of companies often contain a form
replacing CV and cover letter, which makes the recruitment and candidate selection
process more efficient. This is also a convenience for candidates, allowing them to
send their application in an easy way.
Websites of companies provide the candidate with an opportunity not only to
become familiar with advertisements concerning vacancies, but also to take a closer
look at the activities conducted by the organisation. “The Internet has an advantage
over press advertisements consisting of the fact that on the website there is
a possibility to describe in detail the organisational culture of the company, together
with its human resources policy” [LUN03].
Recruitment advertisements published via the Internet are gaining in popularity
due to the following reasons [SUC09]:


increasingly common access to the Internet,



the easiness of searching through job offers,



interactivity (the possibility to direct the candidates to any place in the web, e.g.
forms, online tests, or even an interview),



considerably lower the costs of publishing an advertisement on the Internet
compared to the press,



convenience of managing applications sent via electronic mail in comparison to
the traditional mail.

Another way of communication between the employer and the candidate is to post
advertisements on the specially designed websites. They include both advertisements
of the companies offering employment and of people looking for a job [HAY10].
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When visiting recruitment portals it is possible to find, among other things,
information about the job position and the company, as well as an online application
form [ARM07]. This is, however, only a small part of services offered by these
websites. Recruitment portals offer a variety of services in many different areas.


Application selection – a service enabling employers to shift the load of selection
to consultants from a selected recruitment website. After the prior arrangement
with the employer concerning the selection criteria, they deal with application
selection. However, in this procedure carrying out job interviews and the final
decision belong to the employer.



Application preselection –the employer, upon request, after the prior arrangement
of criteria and the finished recruitment process, can receive applications of
candidates segregated into 3 groups: applications meeting all the criteria defined
by the employer, applications meeting most of the requirements, and applications
which do not fulfil the criteria.



Curriculum vitae database – enables employers to browse applications of people
who completed the curriculum vitae form on the recruitment portal. This service
accelerates the recruitment process because the interested employer seeks
candidates him/herself, without losing time for creating an advertisement and
waiting for applications.



Image services – consist of supplementing the offer with graphic signs of the
employer’s company, at the same time making it possible to strengthen client
image simultaneously with the recruitment process and to develop the brand
among potential candidates.



Mailing – there is a possibility of selecting a group of candidates according to
strictly defined criteria and sending e-mails with a job offer to them.

In the virtual world the people willing to find a job can also participate in a labour fair.
Similar to the traditional fair, the candidates can receive information about the selected
organisation, fill in an application or file a CV, become familiar with examples of
careers possible to develop in a given company, talk to the employer face to face or
participate in a discussion on one of thematic discussion forums. The virtual space of
the fair is then divided into rooms by industry for employers to choose from. Within
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their stands, employers can choose which presentation tools (chats, discussion
forums, online applications, etc.) they wish to use in order to make Internet users
interested in their company.
In order to make use of the benefits of e-recruitment on the labour market, there
are applicant tracking systems, providing many benefits to the employer. Among the
many advantages, the following can be enumerated:


a more professional communication with candidates,



limiting the costs of posting advertisements,



limiting the number of published job offers,



enhancing information exchange,



reducing the amount of time devoted to administrative tasks.
To sum up, Internet portals are playing an increasingly important role in the

recruitment process. At present they are most frequently used in the process of
recruiting staff for specialist and management positions. An increasing significance is
being drawn to applicant tracking systems and social portals, which make it possible
to get to know the candidate without the necessity to arrange a meeting. E-recruitment
is a phenomenon which will develop dynamically, replacing the traditional recruitment
methods.

3.3.

REALISING THE CONCEPT OF E-RECRUITMENT ON THE BASIS OF
EXAMPLES FROM THE POLISH LABOUR MARKET

Among the frequently visited Polish Internet portals functioning in the field of candidate
recruitment,

the following

examples

can

be

enumerated:

www.abcpraca.pl,

www.hrk.pl, www.jobs.pl, and www.epuls.praca.gov.pl. They fulfil similar functions,
however, each of them usually has a feature distinguishing it from the competition.


www.abcpraca.pl The ABC network contains several information and service
websites addressed to Internet users searching for information concerning the
opportunities of their professional development. The website offers information on
the labour market for students and persons with professional experience, as well
as for specific groups, e.g. the disabled. Persons seeking employment can find
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here individual counselling and support, browse job offers and prepare their own
application documents in a convenient way. Recruitment agency is supplemented
with a rich collection of information and advice.


www.hrk.pl is a labour market website run by HRK, a human resources
counselling company. It is available both for filing one’s application documents,
and for seeking candidates to employ. The website includes current information
concerning the labour market in Poland and in the world, a review of press and
specialist publications, articles and expert advice concerning human resources
management, as well as tests, psycho quizzes, templates of documents, and
remuneration calculators. The website offers modern tools and technologies for
human resources management.



www.jobs.pl is an Internet employment website founded in 1998. The mission of
Jobs.pl is to match employees with employers with the use of the newest IT
technologies and HRM counselling. The services of the website are addressed to
employers who can find suitable employees via Jobs.pl, and to all the people who
are looking for a job or would like to change their employer for various reasons.



www.epuls.praca.gov.pl "e-Plus agency" is an Internet service which publishes
job offers coming from labour offices in the whole Poland. They are updated
hourly on the basis of data sent from offices.

Apart from the above, there is a huge number of portals supporting e-recruitment on
the Polish labour market. Their goal is content-related and technical support for
employers searching for employees not on the basis of traditional sources of acquiring
applicants (such as the press) but of modern solutions and tools.
At present 56% employers always place their job advertisements on their
website, and 49% on recruitment portals, while only 24% employers favour the press
in this respect. The trend is deepening and e-recruitment is gaining more and more
proponents, both on the side of employers and employees because the Internet is free
of bureaucracy, is available 24/7, as well as it enables time saving and is highly
effective.
The research conducted on the Polish labour market show that a typical person
seeking for a job on the Internet is aged from 20 to 40, completed higher education
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and works in the position of specialist (Expert report “Recruitment in the Polish
Internet”, 2010). He/she has worked for from 2 to 10 years. He/she most often works
in the sector of financial services, sales, IT or telecommunications. In 68% of cases
this person is male. As many as 73% of jobseekers using the Internet for this purpose
declare the knowledge of a foreign language - 63% of the surveyed speak English,
25% - Russian, and 15% - German. Over 25% of candidates confirm the knowledge of
two languages. The level of education of people looking for a job via the Internet is
substantially higher than the average for the country. Most of candidates completed
university education (almost 40%). Many people sending their applications declare
graduating from more than one higher education institution, or even completing
several majors of post-graduate studies.
As far as traits of candidates using the popular website jobpilot.pl are concerned,
it can be stated that over 80% of users of the website is aged below 35. 38% of them
are within the 18-25 age group. A large group of users of the portal are students and
graduates, and people actively looking for a job, which is not surprising given the
present unemployment rate.
In conclusion, it should be noted that e-recruitment cannot be applied to every
candidate. The basic condition of success is his/her ability to move in the Internet
environment. For people who have a competence gap, this way of finding employment
is very limited, or even totally unavailable.

3.4.

FUNCTIONS OF E-RECRUITMENT ON THE EXAMPLE OF SELECTED
INTERNET PORTALS IN POLAND

Recruitment portals are an effective way of seeking candidates. They provide endless
possibilities both to the employer and to the candidate. The traditional methods of
looking for a job are increasingly often being replaced with the convenient and quick
method of seeking employment via the Internet. According to the research conducted
by the team of ”GazetaPraca”, in 2009 in Poland over 1.1 million recruitment
advertisements were published (Expert report “Recruitment in the Polish Internet”,
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2010). The market of recruitment portals is constantly developing, as new services
and opportunities for users are created (tab. 3.2).
Tab. 3.2. Popularity ranking of recruitment portals in Poland

No

Portal

Real Users

Hits

Market

Number

Share

1.

Grupa Gazeta.pl – Praca

1 771 246

38 016 835

10,65%

2.

Grupa Pracuj.pl – Praca

1 594 084

34 573 922

9,58%

1 190 482

9 878 097

7,16%

1 040 418

26 375 844

6,26%

3.

Grupa

Wirtualna

Polska

Praca

–

4.

infopraca.pl

5.

praca.pl

763 143

8 685 295

4,59%

6.

praca.money.pl

737 198

11 561 710

4,43%

7.

jobrapido.pl

639 280

6 967890

3,84%

8.

gratka.pl/praca

621 348

11 757 186

3,74%

9.

Szybkopraca.pl

511 867

4 337 182

3,08%

10.

Grupa Allegro – Praca

507 328

4 694 758

3,05%

11.

praca.gospodarka.pl

491 781

4 678 267

2,96%

12.

Grupa Axel Springer – Praca

442 575

3 522 927

2,66%

13.

monsterpolska.pl

391 051

2 769 552

2,35%

14.

gowork.pl

379 568

4 855 041

2,28%

15.

careerjet.pl

206 991

4 015 290

1,24%

16.

Grupa hrc.pl

203 835

1 351 230

1,23%

17.

Grupa Onet.pl - Praca

196 585

3 109 585

1,18%

18.

eu-praca.pl

192 803

722 850

1,16%

19.

pracanowo.pl

185 195

758 369

1,11%

20.

Grupa Interia.pl - Praca

170 488

1 329 461

1,03%

Source: Own study on the basis of the results of Megapanel PBI/Gemius, May 2009
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The popularity ranking presented in tab. 3.2 indicates that the Gazeta.pl Group
maintains the first position. On its website it offers complex services, many articles,
e-books and other elements useful in moving through the website, preparing job
offers, or looking for candidates.

The operation of a career platform on the example of the portal
GazetaPraca.pl
Recruitment portals were created in order to make the recruitment process easier for
employers and candidates. Apart from advertisements, the website also includes
career advice, comprehensive articles, a forum, a social portal and information
concerning the labour market.
The most important rule of using the platform is registration. After that the
employer has an opportunity to create his/her own multimedia website, which perform
a marketing and informational function. The amount of time which an employer
devotes to preparing his/her profile determines the future interest of potential
candidates. Fig. 3.1 presents an exemplary employer’s profile.

Fig. 3.1. An exemplary employer’s profile
Source: own study on the basis of www.gazetapraca.pl
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A detailed presentation of the company can also be found in section “Internship
and placement”. The function of a large number of materials, articles, photographs
and video files is to provide information about the values appreciated in the company
and to encourage young skilled people to start a career in the given organisation. Fig.
3.2 presents an exemplary presentation of the company.

Fig. 3.2. An exemplary presentation of the company
Source: own study on the basis of www.gazetapraca.pl
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Browsing profiles makes it possible to get to know the employer before applying
for an offered position. Each employer’s profile contains the correspondence address,
website address and job offers, always placed under the presentation of the company.
Figure 3.3 presents offers prepared according to the templates offered by the portal. In
addition, the employer has an opportunity to enrich the advertisement with graphic
elements, e.g. colour patterns, logo, background.

Fig. 3.3. Exemplary job offers
Source: own study on the basis of www.gazetapraca.pl

Portals offering applicant tracking systems
Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS) are a natural component of recruitment processes
in the world. Despite the fact that in Poland this tool is only gaining proponents, many
interesting platforms have appeared supporting the use of recruitment portals. The
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traditional recruitment process consumes a lot of time for creating press
advertisements, analysing the received applications, and contacting potential
candidates. At the same time, in the light of developing a positive image of the
company, it deprives the employer of the possibility of responding to rejected
candidates. Applicant tracking systems are raising more and more interest among
employers. They are quite simple and offer a comprehensive database, providing
a large amount of information and enabling greater possibilities of selecting the best
people according to various criteria. Moreover, they make it possible to save time,
money, and to develop company image among potential candidates. The following are
the most popular applicant tracking systems:


HumanWay.pl – a system for managing candidates’ applications, whose purpose
is to support putting them in order and to enhance the effectiveness of the
recruitment process. It makes it possible to manage applications and job offers.



e-exporter.pl – is a system which provides an opportunity to use independent
multiposting of recruitment advertisements in one place. The platform allows
identification of recruitment portals which particular applications documents come
from, filtrating and evaluating them, creating any preferred user structure,
communicating with candidates, managing recruitment on-line and many
additional services.



mrted.pl – the producer offers the system Cloud 9, which is a platform enabling
adjustment to the recruiter’s individual needs, making HR specialists’ everyday
recruitment work easier. This is possible due to a personalised desktop, which
limits the necessity of switching between displays and concentrating all functions
in one window.



erecruiter.pl – eRecruiter is „a user-friendly, intuitive system for on-line
recruitment, whose aim is to supports recruiters in their everyday work”
(http://erecruiter.pl/). On this platform it is possible to find a base of candidates
with a filtering option, on-line applications forms, message templates, together
with the option of publishing advertisements on different portals at the same time,
access to CV base, and many others.
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The functioning of an applicant tracking system on the example of
HumanWay
The portal HumanWay.pl is a way to increase the effectiveness of recruiters’ work. It
makes it possible to save time and limit the costs, offering a platform which gathers all
the necessary tools in one place. Figure 3.4 presents the main page of the portal
HumanWay.pl.

Fig. 3.4. The portal HumanWay. Main page
Source: own study on the basis of www.humanway.pl

Portals supporting the recruitment process, with the main goal to save time and
limit the costs, make it possible to place an advertisement on several employment
portals at one time. HumanWay offers an increasing number of portals with which it
cooperates (fig. 3.5). In addition, the user can create their own templates of replies to
the candidates and track the correspondence history. Regardless of whether the
candidate is going to be hired, or whether he/she is going to be invited to a job
interview, he/she will receive an appropriate message. This will allow effective
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information flow at a high level of professionalism, with positive effects for the
company’s image. The portal generates templates of possible answers. However, they
can be modified and the user can create their own texts (fig. 3.6).

Fig. 3.5 Employment portals in HumanWay
Source: own study on the basis of www.humanway.pl

Fig. 3.6 Reply templates in HumanWay
Source: own study on the basis of www.humanway.pl
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Open recruitment sessions can be viewed any time. With the use of the tags
presented in fig. 3.7, the recruiter can filter and create lists of candidates who
answered to the supplied job offers. The tags perform the cataloguing function and
they can be modified according to one’s needs. They substantially facilitate the
process of verification of the received applications as it makes it possible to look at
only those candidates who are interesting in terms of a selected criterion.

Fig. 3.7 Labels for grouping applications
Source: own study on the basis of www.humanway.pl

The transparent user interface of the portal HumanWay.pl offers one more very
interesting service which enables analysing the whole recruitment process. The tab
“Statistics” allows the employer to check many parameters which characterise the
completed recruitment process. The statistics present the following:


the number of applications sent weekly or monthly,



the average cost of applications sent from employment portals,



the share of particular sources – provides information on the number of application
documents sent from other portals.

Results of analyses can be filtered by selected criteria (e.g. label, month,
advertisement), which is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The available results can have
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influence on future recruitment processes, and the choice of portals on which
advertisements will be posted.

Fig. 3.8. Examples of statistics
Source: “A Guide to HumanWay. Step by step” 2010, p.10
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The applicant tracking system has many advantages. Using the system supporting
recruitment provides an opportunity to create one’s image with the use “Career page”.
Regular updates of the system introducing new functions will improve the whole
recruitment process and make it possible to optimise costs, and save time which could
be devoted to a more detailed verification of candidates. One of the new elements
introduced by recruiters in Polish companies is the convenient possibility of quickly
checking profiles of candidates on such portals as Nasza-Klasa, GoldenLine and
Facebook. This is connected with meeting customer expectations and the
requirements of the labour market as recruiters often seek information about
candidates in non-standard sources such as social portals.

Social portals
Social portals and microblogs were created in order to gather people with common
features, interests and people who share bonds. Their purpose is to exchange
information and establish contacts without the necessity of direct contact. “Many wellknown organisations use the opportunity of joining people which is provided by social
portals in order to increase efficiency, innovativeness, intensify cooperation, improve
the company’s reputation and commitment of its employees” („Social networks versus
management. Using the power of social portals”, 2010, p. 2). This also created the
possibility of using social media (especially the ones focusing on professional life) as
non-standard sources of candidates and information for recruitment processes. The
phenomenon is called employer branding and its purpose is to “create the identity of
the organisation and managing its image by the employer” ([WOJ10], p. 20). Social
portals and microblogs the most popular in Poland are presented in graphs 3.1 and
3.2.
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Graph 3.1. The number of users of social portals
Source: Megapanel PBI/Gemius, January-October 2009

Graph 3.2. The number of users of microblog portals
Source: megapanel PBI/Gemius, January-October 2009
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Approximately 2/3 Internet users from the whole world use social portals [NIE09].
According to the research conducted by D-Link Technology, in Poland the proportion
is approximately 81% users. Due to the fact that the Internet is developing
dynamically, changing the world and people, it creates many possibilities of its
utilisation. The research carried out by the Deloitte company indicates that 23%
companies in the world use social portals for recruitment purposes [DEL09].

The operation of social services on the example of GoldenLine
The platform which to a large extent is created by a society of Internet users focused
in groups, and it offers many possibilities to its users. It gathers people who share
bonds, work, similar interests, and a common initiative.
In order to be able to contact other users, it is necessary to register. The amount
of information displayed in the profile depends on the person who registered, and will
enable other users to find a given profile. GoldenLine, apart from basic information
such as name, contact details, recommends its users to provide information in their
profile about education, present job position, or even to present video files and
pictures.
The users will find on the portal many services whose purpose is to encourage
people to use this particular portal. Apart from numerous discussion groups, everyone
has the possibility to browse advertisements concerning training, courses, job offers
and sending applications.
Social portals play a significant role in meeting current recruitment needs. Many
people find a job due to recommendations, which result from many months of
maintaining contacts on social portals. The employer has the possibility of carrying out
a recruitment campaign on portals of this type, and, most importantly, has a direct
contact with candidates. Employers can check and confirm the identity of a candidate,
verify information supplied in application documents by watching profiles and
statements posted on the portal.
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The operation of microblog portals on the example of Twitter
"After the events in Iran Twitter has become the fastest information channel, and "The
Economist", the prestigious weekly, passed the verdict: "Twitter - CNN 1:0". Today the
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and most embassies of Germany, USA, France and
Canada have accounts on the portal [MIS09]. Twitter (fig. 3.9) breaks the canons of
information circulation and makes them only 140 characters long, which provides an
opportunity to place on the portal only necessary information written on a mobile
phone, iPod, iPhone, or directly on a computer, and it is also possible to browse them
in the same way.

Fig. 3.9. Twitter, the microblog portal
Source: Own study on the basis of www.twitter.com)

Many people use Twitter in order to comment on situations which took place in
their industries. They go through the posts of other leaders in the industry, they
establish contacts, or even find a new job. If not directly through Twitter, through
a parallel website tweetmyjobs.com (fig. 3.10), which joins the two portals and allows
browsing job offers from the whole world posted on Twitter.
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Fig. 3.10. The portal Tweetmyjobs.com
Source: own study on the basis of www.tweetmyjobs.com)

“Many companies, especially from the industry of marketing, public relations and
technology, place information about vacancies on Twitter. The portal is also used by
managers responsible for recruitment” [WEI10]. Twitter provides a valuable source of
staff, offering endless opportunities to the employees of human resources divisions in
terms of reaching and gaining interest of future employees.
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The company’s own website
According to B. Lundén [LUN03] „a good way to find candidates for a job is to use
your own website for this purpose”. This enables the people who visit websites of
companies to apply for a job by filling in an application form.
At present the use of companies’ websites is an inseparable part of the
organisation’s strategy. Their goal is to catch candidate’s attention and to encourage
them to find out more about the company. Companies’ websites are supposed to
improve the recruitment process, allowing the candidates to browse the website
easily, to access the necessary information, and to file an application in a simple and
quick way.

The operation of the company’s own website on the example of Grupa
Żywiec
The current employer market requires increased expenditures on the recruitment
process in order to seek the best candidates. There is a quite interesting practice of
creating career pages for candidates interested in working in a given organisation.
Grupa Żywiec created its own career page (fig. 3.11) and divided it into zones for
students and for professionals in order to facilitate efficient use of the website. There
are tabs including a lot of information about the company itself, about its history,
organisational structure, people presently employed in the company, the training
system, benefits, etc.
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Fig. 3.11. The website kariera.grupazywiec.pl
Source: own study on the basis of www.kariera.grupazywiec.pl

In the tab concerning jobs (fig. 3.12), each visitor can find job offers. The
candidate has the possibility of filing an online application for the selected position, or
filing a general application if he/she has not found a suitable offer. In such case he/she
will be informed on a regular basis about new job offers.
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Fig. 3.12. An exemplary job offer of Grupa Żywiec
Source: own study on the basis of www.kariera.grupazywiec.pl

The online application process, after the previous creation of a personal profile, if
necessary, or after logging in, guides the candidate through subsequent stages. The
candidate must complete contact information, fill in a questionnaire and add
attachments.
Creating a form for recruitment purposes limits the flow of unnecessary
information to the human resources division. In addition, there is a possibility to
combine the previously discussed applicant tracking systems with the career page
and, at the same time, further improve the whole recruitment process. Filtering results,
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application document bases, and time saving are only some of the benefits of this
approach to the recruitment process.
Grupa Żywiec offers an interesting kind of support for candidates through its
career page. Everyone visiting the tab “virtual advisor” (wirtualny doradca) has an
opportunity to obtain practical advice concerning the cover letter, the CV or the job
interview (fig. 3.13).
The job interview was presented in the form of a simulator so that everyone could
verify one’s candidacy and answer questions which can appear during a real interview
conducted in the headquarters of Grupa Żywiec.

Fig. 3.13. The “virtual advisor” tab
Source: Own study on the basis of www.kariera.grupazywiec.pl

Company’s websites gives employers many opportunities and is now becoming
a basic element for each organisation.
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CONCLUSIONS

The use of Internet portals in the recruitment process is a phenomenon which is
gaining more and more attention among employers. The new trend means new
possibilities and benefits. Internet labour fairs, social portals and microblogs give
employers complete freedom in developing the process of employee recruitment. The
most innovative among portals make it possible to optimise the recruitment process,
which ensures access to a large candidate base, and at the same time provides an
opportunity to save time and money.
As various research conducted among employers and employees of human
resources departments shows, Internet portals are now the fastest and the most
eagerly used way of recruiting employees. At the same time, to an increasing degree
they become competitive in relation to traditional methods of seeking candidates. The
pace at which e-recruitment takes over some clients of traditional recruitment
companies indicates that in the next years it will be one of the fastest developing fields
of human resources management.
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4
Models and Algorithm of Designing of
Databases with the High Degree of Expansibility

Duration of life cycle of information systems, and it is especial, duration of the period
of its operation, are essentially determined by how the information system meets the
requirements of a subject domain. If requirements of a subject domain change, it is
necessary to make development of information system. A nucleus of information
system is the database (DB) representing model of a subject domain. Any changes in
a subject domain entail changes in a database of information system. Changes of
a condition of a subject domain can be classified on qualitative and quantitative
changes. Quantitative changes of a condition of a subject domain are reflected in
changes of the data of DB, and qualitative changes of a subject domain are reflected
in changes of structure of a DB. Changes of structure of a DB can cause changes of
program modules of system, that as a whole it is undesirable for maintained systems.
In this connection at designing information systems there is an important
problem: it is necessary so to design structure (model) of a DB of information system
to minimize influence of structural (qualitative) changes of a subject domain on
information system.
In the given work the models and a algorithm of designing of a DB of information
systems with a high degree of expansibility of structure of the DB, based on
introduction of the special relational model using only two types of relations is offered:
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"relation - essence" and "relation - linkages" which should be in domain-key normal
form (DKNF)[FAG81].

4.1.

THE URGENCY OF PROPERTY OF EXPANSIBILITY OF DATABASES

The basic criteria of an estimation of quality of model of a DB are «integrity of the
data», «absence of anomalies of updating» and «absence of redundancy of the
data». The structure of a DB should satisfy to the specified basic criteria of quality of
a DB. If infringement even one of the above-stated criteria the given structure will be
reconstructed is found out until it will not meet the specified requirements. In due
course any subject domain changes or supplements the requirements; hence, in the
structure of the DB developed for initial requirements, already not adequate to new
requirements, it will be necessary to make changes. Brought changes in structure of
a DB can bring changes in application program modules.
The lacks of functioning of information system revealed above arise because of
low expansibility of structure of a DB. The given situation shows, that property
« expansibility of structure of a DB » is very important for prolongation of the period
of operation of information system.

4.2.

CRITERIA OF DESIGNING OF SCHEME OF A DB

The database is a fundamental component of information system, and development
and use of its structure should be considered from the point of view of the widest
requirements of the organization. By development of model of a DB is made its
analysis on conformity to the certain criteria with which the constructed model of a DB
should satisfy. In the given work the basic attention is given development of model of
a DB, which satisfies not only to the basic criteria (integrity, absence of anomalies,
absence of redundancy) of designing of DB, but also satisfies to not less important
criteria Expansibility.
Construction of model of a DB with a high degree of expansibility is necessary
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for flexibility of structure of a DB at variability of requirements of a subject domain for
which this model has been created. Unfortunately, traditional models of a DB are
effective and optimum only at the period of system engineering. As shows
experience, the models of a DB developed thus, are not prepared for new changes or
additions of a subject domain, causing a number of the problems conducting to
redesigning structures of a DB, and after to redesigning of information system that is
not desirable procedure as carries behind itself a different sort of an expense.
Now there is a number rules, on which the model of a DB is created, but they
basically, are intended for construction of structure of a DB at the period of
development which at the future changes of a subject domain will lead to additional
expenses for all information system. In this connection, there is a necessity for
development not only model of a DB with a high degree expansibility, but also
a method for construction of such model of a DB.
Development of suggested model of a DB is carried out within the framework of
relational model of the data. In 1970 E.F.Codd has published article [COD70] in which
he has applied concepts of the relational algebra to a problem of storage of great
volumes of the data. This model represents the certain way of structurization and
processing of a database. At designing structure of a DB it is necessary to adhere to
the certain rules which do not suppose construction of incorrect model of the data.
These rules usually are named criteria of an estimation of model of a DB, the basic
which are:


integrity of a DB;



absence of redundancy;



absence of anomalies.

Integrity of a DB. Integrity of a DB means a correctness and consistency of the
data stored. Integrity is usually described with the help of restrictions that is rules of
support of consistency which should not be broken in a DB. Restrictions can be
applied to elements of the data inside one record or to connections between records.
For example, restriction of integrity can show, that the rate of the student should not
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exceed value 4, or, for example, a specialty on which the student is trained, should
correspond to a real-life specialty.
In relational model objects of the real world are submitted as set of the
interconnected relations. Integrity is understood as conformity of information model of
the subject domain stored in a database, to objects of the real world and their
interrelations during each moment of time. Any change in a subject domain,
significant for the constructed model, should be reflected in a database, and thus
unequivocal interpretation of information model in terms of a subject domain should
be kept.
Support of integrity in relational model of the data in its classical understanding
includes 3 aspects:
First is a support of structural integrity which is treated that relational DBMS
should suppose work only with homogeneous structures of the data such as «the
relation». Thus the concept of " the relation» should satisfy to all restrictions in the
classical theory of a relational DB (absence of duplicates of trains, accordingly
obligatory presence of a primary key, absence of concept of orderliness of trains). In
addition to structural integrity it is necessary to consider problem uncertain NULL
values. Uncertain value is interpreted in relational model as value, unknown at
present time. This value at occurrence of the additional information at any moment
can be replaced with some concrete value. At comparison of uncertain values
standard rules of comparison do not operate: one uncertain value is never considered
equal to other uncertain value.
Second is a support of language integrity which will be, that relational DBMS
should provide languages of the description and a manipulation with the data is no
lower than standard SQL. Others low-level tools of a manipulation the data not
corresponding to the standard are not permission,. For this reason access to the
information stored in a database, and any changes of this information can be
executed only with use of operators of SQL language.
Thirdly is a support of reference integrity, means maintenance of one of the set
principles of interrelation between copies of trains of the interconnected relations:
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trains of the subordinated relation are destroyed at removal of a train of the basic
relation connected to them;



trains of the basic relation are modified at removal of a train of the basic relation
connected to them, thus on a place of a key of the parental relation is put
uncertain NULL value.

Reference integrity provides support of a consistent condition of a DB during the
operations of updating or removals.
Except for the specified restrictions of integrity which in a general view do not
define semantics of a DB, there is a concept of semantic support of integrity.
Structural, language and reference integrity define a rules of DBMS with relational
structures of the data. Requirements of support of these three kinds of integrity show
that everyone DBMS should be able to do it, and developers should take into account
it at construction of databases with use of relational model. And these requirements of
support of integrity are abstract enough, they define the allowable form of
representation and processing of the information in relational databases. But on the
other hand, these aspects in any way do not concern the contents of a database. For
definition of some restrictions which are connected to the contents of a database,
other methods are required. These methods also are shown in support of semantic
integrity. Infringement of integrity of the data historically connects with redundancy
and anomalies of updating. Absence of these problems in the data is the following
criteria of development of correct model of a DB.
Absence of redundancy and anomalies. Superfluous data are superfluous in a
DB which occupy significant volume of physical memory СУБД and lead to problems
of work with the data. That is, in storehouse of the data there should not be identical
records about essences. If to allow it at updating or removal of the data of this
essence, whether it will be clearly necessary to carry out the given action for all
records, or it is necessary to work only with one record, hence, redundancy of the
data leads to anomalies of updating. Anomalies of updating of the data carry out
incorrect data processing. Elimination of redundancy of the data or the control over it
allows to reduce risk of occurrence of inconsistent conditions.
The described basic criteria, provide construction of standard model of a DB
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which at the period of development can be optimum, but serve such model long time
cannot. It is connected by that by development of model other important criterion
"expansibility" providing construction of model of the data with a high degree of
expansibility has been ignored. Unfortunately, many designers of structure of a DB do
not include criterion "expansibility" in a set of the basic criteria, and consider, that for
model of a DB the given criterion is additional and unessential. But having allowed it,
in due course it is found out, that the given statement is erroneous, as users and
developers face considerable problems at updating structure of a DB which has been
caused according to the changed or added requirements of a subject domain. The
problems which have arisen after updating of structure or model of a DB, can be the
following:


decline of productivity of system;



increase quantity of mistakes;



increase in probability of reflection of the incorrect data;



infringement of integrity of the data;



occurrence of the superfluous data;



increase in physical memory of storehouse of the data;



incorrect data processing and others.
If as a result of updating model of a DB, infringement of one of the basic criteria

it is required redesign of scheme of a DB which demands undesirable time and
financial expenses has been noticed.
Hence, at designing structure of a DB according to rules, alongside with the basic
criteria it is necessary to take into account criteria "Expansibility" which as has shown
experience, is very important criterion of an estimation of model of a DB.

4.3.

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING METHODS OF DB MODELS DEVELOPMENT

The structure of the DB being model of a subject domain is developed in phases of
conceptual, logic and physical designing the data. Conceptual and logic designing of
a database - the important stages of success of developed information system.
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The conceptual model of the data helps to understand the general (common)
circuit of the certain subject domain, and is under construction on the basis of the
information which have been written down in specifications of requirements of the
user. Creation of conceptual representation of a DB, is carried out by means of the
certain method of modeling. Entered by Peter Chen in 1976 [CHE76] model "Entity relation" it is most popular for development of conceptual model of the data. This
method for creation of conceptual model is used in the given work, but a little
modified.
In relational model, unfortunately, not all relations are equally desirable. The
relation adequate to the minimal definition of the relation, can have inefficient or
improper structure. For some relations change of the data can lead to the undesirable
consequences named anomalies by updating which in details have been described in
the previous point. Anomalies can be eliminated by splitting the initial relation into two
or more relations. In most cases normalized relations) are more preferable.
At a stage of logic designing each relation is normalized with the help of process
of normalization which has offered E.F.Codd in 1972 [COD72].
Process of normalization is based on concepts of functional dependence and
a primary key [KRO03, p. 154]. Functional dependence is a connection between
attributes. Subset Y of set of attributes of table R of a relational DB functionally
depends on subset X of table R in only case when for any allowable trains (lines) in R
truly following statement: if these trains coincide on values of attributes X they also
coincide on values of attributes Y. In a symbolical kind enters the name as X → Y (X
functionally defines Y).
The primary key is group of one or more attributes which unique identifies a line
(train) of the relation. As it was already marked, it is far from being all relations in the
original form are desirable for storage and data processing. Namely, there are such
problems, as redundancy of the data and anomalies of updating. Redundancy of the
data consists available concerning the identical or superfluous information.
Minimization or elimination of redundancy of the data, first of all, reduces a memory
size of a DB and raises productivity of data processing. At work with the relations
containing the superfluous data, there can be problems which refer to as anomalies of
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updating.
E.F.Codd has defined the following normal forms of relations: the first normal
form (1NF), the second normal form (2NF), the third normal form (3NF). Later Boyes
- Codd (BCNF) normal form has been entered, and then are determined the fourth
normal form (4NF) and the fifth normal form (5NF). These normal the form are
enclosed that is if the relation is in the third normal form it automatically is the second
and first normal forms. With each output of normal forms the relation were improved.
These normal forms helped, but there was no the theory guaranteeing, that any from
these forms will remove all anomalies: each form could remove only their certain
kinds. This situation was resolved in 1981, when R. Fagin has entered a new normal
form which has named domain-key normal form (DKNF) [FAG81]. The relation is in
DKNF if each restriction of integrity of the relation is consequence of restrictions of
integrity of domains and keys. In DKNF three terms are used: restriction, key and
domain. Restriction is the rule regulating possible static values of attributes and exact
enough that was to establish, it is carried out whether or not. As it has already been
determined, key - the unique identifier of a train of the relation. Domain is a
description of allowable values of attribute.
As it was marked in [KRO03, p.185] and till now any algorithm of transformation
of the relation to DKNF is unknown; it is not known even what relations can be
resulted to DKNF. Despite of all this, at practical transformation of databases DKNF
serves extremely as a useful reference point. If we can enter relations in such a
manner that all restrictions imposed on them are logic consequences of domains and
keys in such relations there will be no anomalies of updating.
In the given work we offer conceptual, logic models and algorithm for design of
DB with the high degree of expansibility. The main task of an offered method - to
develop structure of the DB, satisfying all listed criteria, including to criterion
"Expansibility".
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DEFINITION OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL "ESSENCE - LINKAGE"

The conceptual model of a DB in the given method is a basis for creation of logic
model of a DB. Development of conceptual model is carried out with the help of
a method ‘Essence – linkage’ where are defined essence of a subject domain, and
properties as attributes and linkage between them. In an offered method the
conceptual model of a DB does not demand the indication of detailed connections
between essences, enough to specify their presence, thus, the model "Essence linkage" is simplified. Thus, the simplified model "Essence - linkage" includes:


Essence with their attributes;



Linkages between essences without the indication of their attributes, i.e. presence
of linkages between essences is underlined to linkage only (the example of the
model "Essence - linkage" see in fig. 4.4).

4.5.

SPECIAL LOGIC RELATIONAL MODEL "RELATION - ESSENCE AND
RELATION - LINKAGES"

The special logic model of a DB in which two kinds of relations "relation - essence"
and "relation - linkages" are used and which should be in domain-key normal form
(DKNF) is offered. The given model is named RERL under the first letters of these
relations.
For suggested special logic model of a DB we shall distinguish three kinds of
attributes:


set of own attributes - the set of attributes which is not including attributes of
others essences, describes only one concrete essence;



set of reference attributes - the set of attributes consisting only from identifiers of
essence or keys of relations;



set of additional attributes - a set of attributes, employees for display of the
additional necessary information according to a subject domain.
In suggested special logic model of a DB two kinds of relations are entered:
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relation - essence is a relation reflects one concrete essence of a subject domain
and will consist only of set of own attributes which describes essence;



relation - linkage is a relation connects relation- essences among themselves and
will consist of set of the reference attributes being keys of connected relationessences, and also at necessary requirements of a subject domain can have set
of additional attributes.

Fig. 4.1. Two kinds of relations in logic model RERL

Let's enter the following designations. The finite set of attributes {A1,A2,…,An} refers
to as the circuit of relation R. To each attribute Ai is put the set Di named the domain
of attribute Ai, 1  i  n . The domain of attribute Ai, we shall designate also as dom
(Ai). Let D  D1  D2  ...  Dn . The relation r with circuit R is a finite set of displays
{t1,t2,…,tp} from R

to D where each display t  r should satisfy to the following

restriction: t(Ai) belongs Di, 1  i  n . These displays refer to as trains. A-value of a
train t is a concrete value of a train t on attribute A, and is designated as t (A).
The key of the relation r with circuit R is subset K = {B1, B2, …, Bm}  R where
for any two various trains t1and t2 in r exists such B  K, that t1 (B) ≠ t2 (B).
Let's enter the following designations of types of attributes:

P  {P1 , P2 ,  , Pk } - The set of own attributes - the set of attributes which is not
including attributes of others essences, also describes only one concrete essence;
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C  {C1 , C 2 ,  , Cm } - The set of reference attributes - the set of attributes
consisting only from identifiers of essences or keys of relations;

S  {S1 , S 2 ,  , S l } - The set of additional attributes - a set of attributes,
employees for display of the additional necessary information according to
representation of a subject domain.

Definition 1: Relation-essence re with the circuit Re with set of attributes Ae is



a finite set of displays te1 , te2 ,  , te p

 from

Re in De where each display te  re

  belongs  ,1  i  n , and set of attributes

should satisfy to restriction te Aei

Ae to

satisfy to restriction Ae  Pe , where Pe - set of own attributes for the relation re .
Definition of 2: Relation-linkage rc with the circuit Rc with set of attributes





Ac is a finite set of displays tc1 , t c2 ,  , tc p from Rc in Dc where each display tc  rc

  belongs D

should satisfy to restriction tc Aci

ci

, 1  i  m ,and set of attributes Ac to

satisfy to restriction Ac=Cc or Ac  C c , S c  , where Cc - set of reference attributes,
Sc-set of additional attributes for the attitude relation rc.
In the theory of relational DB methods of normalization of relations of logic
model of the DB, based on various types of normal forms are used. All normal forms,
except for DKNF, have the certain algorithm of construction of model of the DB,
focused on satisfaction to the basic three criteria of an estimation of model of a DB.
DKNF being the latest and accomplished from all normal forms, according to the
definition has no any anomalies and lacks [FAG81]. Unfortunately, at present there is
no algorithm of reduction of model of a DB to DKNF. The offer in the given work of
algorithm of designing of model of DB in DKNF became possible due to introduction
of two base types of the relations which are taking place in DKNF.
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4.6.

ALGORITHM OF DESIGNING OF A DB WITH THE HIGH DEGREE OF
EXPANSIBILITY

The offered algorithm of designing of a DB includes stages of creation of conceptual
and logic models of a DB.
The conceptual model of a DB in the given algorithm of designing is based on
the simplified model ‘Essence – linkage’ in which detailed connections between entity
are not specified, such as "one for one", « one to many » or « many to many », it is
enough to specify only presence of linkage.
The algorithm of construction of logic model of DB based on transformation of
the simplified conceptual model of a DB ‘Essence – linkage’ to logic model RERL will
consist of the following of four stages:
1-stage. Transformation essence to a relations. All of essence in conceptual
model "Essence - linkage" are transformed to relations. Essence e1 , e2 ,  , en with set



of attributes A13 , Ae2  Ae2 , Ae2 ,  , Ae2
1

2

l

,…, A

15

are transformed to relations r1 , r2 , , rn with the circuit R which corresponds to
set

of



attributes







R1'  C1   C11 , C12 , C13 ,



A2  A21 , A2 2 , , A2 l ,…,



An  An1 , An2 ,, An m .
2-stage. Decomposition of a relations on "relation - essence" and
"relation - linkages". At this stage it is necessary to analyze each relation r, received
on the first stage, with the purpose of definition in the analyzed relation r the attributes
referring on other relations. Such reference attributes it is determined with the help of
the operator of crossing of circuits or attributes of relations. Let K will be set of keys
for the relation r (A) with the circuit R  A  A1 , A2 ,, Al 
where A - the final set of attributes including set of keys K  A.
Let





ri  Ai  with the circuit Ri  Ai   Ai1 , Ai 2 ,, Ail , K i  Ai ,





r j A j  with the circuit R j  A j   Aj1 , A j 2 ,, Aj p , K j  A j
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will be anyone not identical relations which connection is visible from model
"Essence - linkage" then decomposition is carried out by the following rule:

   

 

ri  Ai  , rj A j  , i  j , i, j  0 : Ai  A j  Ø, Aik  A j m  Ai'  Ai  Ai k ,

Eei  Ai' ,

(1)

Where 1≤k ≤, l, 1≤m ≤, p, E ei - set of own attributes of the relation ri. In other

 

words, if in a set of attributes Ai of the relation ri there is an attribute Aik , belonging

  from

to a set of attributes Aj of the relation rj , it is necessary to remove attribute Aik
set of attributes Ai . In result we receive relation - essence

ri  Ai  with circuit Ri = {Ai = Ei},
where Ei - set of own attributes for the attitude relation ri, and another relation essence

rj A j  with circuit Rj = {Aj},
which initially contained set of own attributes.
Connection between relation - essence ri and rj is realized with the help of
introduction of new relation - linkage

rc' with circuit Rc = {Cc} or with circuit Rc = {Cc, Sl},





where Cc-the set of reference attributes consisting of a set of keys Cc  K i , K j ,
and S l - the set of additional attributes, which presence depends on concrete
requirements.
Thus, relations ri and rj were decomposed on two relation - essences and one
relation - linkage.
3-stage. Performance of restrictions on domains and keys. At the given
stage it agrees DKNF all restrictions of a subject domain it is necessary to present as
logic consequences of definition of domains and keys. The definitions of keys realized
at the second stage, covers the restrictions concerning to keys, as shown in fig. 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2. Restrictions on domains and keys

Restrictions on domains are defined with the help of their physical and logic
(semantic) description. The physical description is a set of values which can accept
attribute, and the logic description is a sense of the given attribute. Restrictions of
keys are carried out at level of DBMS, and restrictions of domains can be executed
and at level of DBMS, and at a level of a program code if with help of DBMS it is
impossible to realize required restriction on the domain.
4-stage. An establishment of connections between relations. At this stage it
is necessary to realize connection between "relations - essence" by means of the
indication of connections with « relations- linkage ».
As a result of performance of four stages, the logic model RERL submitted in
a schematically variant in fig. 4.3 will be constructed. Dotted arrows specify an
opportunity of connection with other relations, not displayed on the circuit. The given
model will be with a high degree of expansibility, and it is resulted to DKNF as all
relations of model RERL are in DKNF.
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Fig. 4.3. Logic model RERL

4.7.

EXPERIENCE IN REALIZATION OF A DB WITH USE OF THE OFFERED
MODELS AND ALGORITHM

Realization of offered model and algorithm is considered by the example of a subject
domain of educational process of university.
For development of model of a DB it is necessary to specify requirements of
a subject domain, and then on the basis of application of the offered method to
execute all process of designing of structure of a DB.

Definition of requirements of a subject domain
Educational process on credit technology will consist of numerous requirements,
rules, problems and the functions, demanding automation. In this connection the
following processes of credit technology are considered:


registration of students on disciplines;
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formation of individual curriculum (IC) of the student;



formation of educational groups on the registered disciplines;



formation of DB of teachers;



work of advisors with students;



conducting electronic journals of visiting and progress education.

For the specified processes the following requirements are determined:


students are registered on the disciplines specified in a component at the choice
of the following semester in certain terms;



for everyone registered to discipline if quantity of the students registered on this
discipline more 11 form educational group;



the student has the academic group and educational group on the chosen
disciplines;



IC the student it is formed on the basis of the disciplines chosen him;



among teachers it is appointed advisors;



advisors it is appointed to educational groups;



teachers can teach students of different groups, specialties, rates, branches,
forms of training and faculties;



teachers can teach some disciplines in one semester;



the score in electronic journals should be displayed in electronic sheet;



after closing electronic sheet, access to electronic journals is closed.

Development of conceptual model "Essence - linkage". Development of
conceptual model of a subject domain, we sell with the help of the simplified model
"Essence - linkage". The considered subject domain according to the specified
requirements has the following of essence:


e1=STUDENT;



e2=TEACHER;



e3 = ADVISOR;



e4 = THE SPECIALITY;



e5 = FACULTY;
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e6 = GROUP;



e7 = DISCIPLINE;



e8=IUP;



e9 =IC;



e10 = ELECTRONIC MAGAZINE;



e11 = THE ELECTRONIC SHEET;



e12 = THE PLACE OF TRAINING;



e13 = SUB FACULTY.
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We determine attributes for each essence. Essence the STUDENT has the following
attributes: A1 = { A11 = the Identifier of the student, A12 = Number of the record book,

A13 = the Surname, A14 = the Name, A15 = the Patronymic, A16 = Date of a birth,
A17 = the Rate, A18 = the Code the Place of training, A19 = the Code of the Academic
group, A110 = the Code of group at a choice, A111 = Code ОUP, A112 = Code IC}.
Essence TEACHER one of the basic essence of educational process for which
the following attributes are determined:

A2 = { A21 = Identifier PPS, A22 = the

Surname, A23 = the Name, A2 4 = the Patronymic, A25 = Date of a birth, A26 = the
Code of a degree, A27 = the Code of a rank, A28 = the Code of faculty}.
Among TEACHER according to requirements of credit technology it is appointed
advisor, carrying out functions of the adviser on registration to disciplines and to
formation IC for students. Advisor it is appointed to the certain group or groups,
depending on quantity (amount) of students in group. Thus, essence ADVISOR has
the following attributes: A3 = { A31 = Identifier TEACHER, A32 = the Code of group}.
The following essence the SPECIALITY should concern to the certain faculty,
hence, has the following attributes: A4 = { A41 = the Code of a specialty, A4 2 = the
Name of a specialty, A43 = the Code of a specialty, A4 4 = the Code of faculty}.
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For essence FACULTY the following attributes are determined: A5 = { A51 = the
Code of faculty, A5 = the name of faculty, A53 = Decan}.
2

According to the requirement of credit technology the group can be two kinds:
the basic academic group and group at a choice which is formed on the basis of the
chosen disciplines by students. Hence, essence the GROUP has the following list of
attributes: A6 = { A61 = the Code of group, A6 2 = the Name of group, A6 3 = Type of
group, A6 4 = the Code a place of training, A6 5 = the Code of discipline}.
Essence the DISCIPLINE has the following attributes: A7 = { A71 = the Code of
discipline, A7 2 = the Name of discipline, A7 3 = Type of discipline, A7 4 = the Code of
faculty}.
IUP it is created on a concrete specialty, year of receipt and has a set of
disciplines on all semester. Hence, essence OUP has the following list of attributes:

A8 = { A81 = Code of IUP, A82 = Year of receipt, A83 = the Code of a specialty, A84 =
the Code of discipline, A85 = the Semester, A8 6 = Date the beginning, A8 7 = the Date
closed, A88 = Quantity(Amount) of rates, A89 = Quantity(Amount) of semester}.
Attributes of essence IUP the following: A9 = { A91 = Code IC, A9 2 = the Identifier
of the student, A93 = the Code of discipline}.
The essence ELECTRONIC MAGAZINE has the following list of attributes: A10 =

{ A101 = Identifier TEACHER, A10 2 = Type of teaching, A103 = the Code of discipline,
A10 4 = the Semester, A105 = the Identifier of the student, A106 = Date of filling, A107 =
Result}.
Essence the ELECTRONIC SHEET has the following attributes: A11 = { A111 = the
Code of the sheet, A112 = Type of the Sheet, A113 = the Code of group, A114 = the
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Code of discipline, A115 = the Semester, A116 = the Identifier of the student, A117 =
Result, A118 = Date of creation}.
The essence the PLACE of TRAINING has the following attributes: A12 = { A121 =
the Code a place of training, A12 2 = the Code the Specialty, A12 3 = the Code of a step,

A12 4 = the Code of the form of training, A125 = Branch}.
Essence the SUB FACULTY has the following attributes: A13 = { A131 = the Code
of Sub Faculty, A13 2 = the Name of Sub Faculty, A133 = the Code of faculty}.
After definition essences and their attributes, we specify presence of linkages
between essences. The simplified conceptual model "Essence - linkage" within the
framework of the specified requirements of educational process on credit technology
is shown in fig.4.4.
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Fig. 4.4. The simplified model "Essence - linkage"

Development of logic model of a DB. According to the offered method of
designing of logic model of a DB, the logic model of a DB is created by
transformation of conceptual model "Essence - linkage" to logic model RERL.
Transformations of model "Essence - linkage" to model RERL will consist of four
stages:
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1-stage: Transformation essences to relations. The conceptual model has
essence [e1, e2, …, e13]= [the STUDENT, TEACHER, ADVISOR, SPECIALITY,
FACULTY,

GROUP,

DISCIPLINE,

ОUP,

IC,

ELECTRONIC

JOURNAL,

ELECTRONIC SHEET, PLACE TRAINING, SUB FACULTY] which are transformed to
relations. Names of relations will correspond to the name of essence, and the name
of fields or attributes of relations will correspond to the name of attributes. In result we
receive the following relations and attributes:

-

r1=STUDENT, A1 = { A11 = the Identifier of the student, A12 = Number of the

test book, A13 = Surname, A14 = Name, A15 = Patronymic, A16 = Date of a birth,

A17 =Rate, A18 = Code the Place of training, A19 = Code of Academic group, A110 =
Code of group at a choice, A111 = Code OUP, A112 = Code IC};

-

r2=TEACHER, A2 = { A21 = Identifier PPS, A22 = Surname, A23 = Name,

A24 = Patronymic, A25 = Date of a birth, A26 = Code of a degree, A27 = Code of a
rank, A28 = Code of subfaculty};

-

r3 = ADVISOR, A3 = { A31 = Identifier PPS, A32 = Code of group};

-

r4 = SPECIALITY, A4 = { A41 = Code of a specialty, A42 = Name of a

specialty, A43 = the Code of a specialty, A4 4 = Code of faculty};

-

r5 = FACULTY, A5 = { A51 = the Code of faculty, A5 = the Name of faculty,
2

A53 = Deccan};

-

r6 = GROUP, A6 = { A61 = the Code of group, A62 = the Name of group,

A63 = Type of group, A64 = the Code the Place of training, A65 = the Code of
discipline};

-

r7 = DISCIPLINE, A7 = { A71 = the Code of discipline, A7 2 = the Name of
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discipline, A7 3 = Type of discipline, A7 4 = the Code of faculty};

- r8=ОUP, A8 = { A81 = Code ОUP, A82 = Year of receipt, A83 = the Code of a
specialty, A8 4 = the Code of discipline, A85 = the Semester, A8 6 = Date the beginning,

A87 = the Date closed, A88 = Quantity(Amount) of rates, A89 = Quantity(Amount) of
semester};

- r9 =IC, A9 = { A91 = Code IC, A92 = the Identifier of the student, A93 = the Code
of discipline};

-

r10 = ELECTRONIC MAGAZINE, A10 = { A101 = Identifier PPS, A10 2 = Type of

teaching, A10 3 = the Code of discipline, A10 4 = the Semester, A10 5 = the Identifier of
the student, A10 6 = Date of filling, A10 7 = Result};

-

r11 = the ELECTRONIC SHEET, A11 = { A111 = the Code of the sheet, A112 =

Type of the Sheet, A113 = the Code of group, A114 = the Code of discipline, A115 = the
Semester, A116 = the Identifier of the student, A117 = Result, A118 = Date of creation};

-

r12 = the PLACE of TRAINING, A12 = { A121 = the Code a place of training,

A12 2 = the Code the Specialty, A123 = the Code of a step, A12 4 = the Code of the form
of training, A12 5 = Branch};

-

r13 = SUB FACULTY, A13 = { A131 = the Code of sub faculty, A132 = the Name

of sub faculty, A133 = the Code of sub faculty}.
2-stage: Decomposition of relations on "relation - essences" and "relation linkages". Decomposition of relations is carried out with the help of the analysis of
each relation on presence of attributes of others essences according to a rule (1) of
second stages.
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The relation r1=STUDENT with circuit R1 = { A1 } contains in a set some
attributes of others essences:

r1 (A1), r12 (A12), i=1, j=12, i, j> 0: A1 ∩ A12 ≠ Ø, { A18 } = { A121 }  A1 { A18 },
r1 (A1), r6 (A6), i=1, j=6, i, j> 0: A1 ∩ A6 ≠ Ø, { A19 } = { A61 } and
A1 ∩ A6 ≠ Ø, { A110 } = { A61 }  A1 - { A19 }, A1 - { A110 },

r1 (A1), r8 (A8), i=1, j=8, i, j> 0: A1 ∩ A8 ≠ Ø, { A111 } = { A81 }  A1 { A111 },
r1 (A1), r9 (A9), i=1, j=9, i, j> 0: A1 ∩ A9 ≠ Ø, { A112 } = { A91 }  A1 { A112 }.
Hence, for the relation r1 the set of own attributes will be the following:
'

A1 = A1 - { A18 } - { A19 } - { A110 } - { A111 } - { A112 }, EeI = A1

'

As we exclude attribute A18 = the Code the Place of training together with this
attribute it is necessary to exclude attribute A17 = the Rate as this attribute for the
student is defined on a basis his place of training.
In result attributes A17 = the Rate, A18 = the Code the Place of training, A19 = the
Code of the Academic group, A110 = the Code of group at a choice, A111 = Code ОUP,

A112 = Code IC have been removed from the relation r1=STUDENT and the following
of relation - essence is received:

r1 (A1) with circuit R1 = { EeI },
where EeI = { A11 = the Identifier of the student, A12 = Number of the test book,

A13 = the Surname, A14 = the Name, A15 = the Patronymic, A16 = Date of a birth}.
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All removed attributes are necessary for including in relation - linkages to keep
connection with relation - essence r1. It is impossible to store kinds in the relation of
essence, for example, the group which can be or academic, or at a choice,
accordingly has two kinds. As the student has two kinds of groups it is necessary in
property of essence GROUP, in a case if there is no this property, to add the attribute
determining type of group, attribute the type of group in the relation GROUP is
specified in this case.
All rules on decomposition and requirements of a subject domain are taken into
account, thus, we create the following two relation - linkages:
-

r1' C1  =STUDENT_PLACE



OF

TRANING

with

the

circuit



R1'  C1  C11 , C12 , C13 , where C1 = { C11 = the Identifier of the student, C12 = the
Code the Place of training, C13 = the Rate};
-

r2' C2  =STUDENT_GROUP with the circuit R2'  C2   C 21 , C22 , where

C 2 = { C21 = the Identifier of the student, C22 = the Code of Group}.
Other relations of logic model of a DB of educational process are similarly
formed.
3-stage: performance of restrictions on domains and keys. Logic restrictions
on keys are executed at the previous stage.
Restrictions on domains are carried out on the basis of requirements to a subject
domain, for example, that the rate of the student cannot exceed value 4, or the date
started of filling of electronic magazine should not begin before September, 1.
4-stage: an establishment of connections between all of relations. After
restrictions on keys and domains are already determined and established, it is
necessary to establish connections between relations. The establishment of
connections between relations, as well as the previous stage, is realized at level
DBMS. Connection is carried out, an establishment such as connection between
corresponding attributes.
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The constructed logic model of a DB for educational process on credit
technology relations - linkages are illustrated with light color in fig. 4.5 where
«relations - essence» are allocated dark color.

Fig. 4.5 - Logic model RERL of the DB of educational process

4.8.

CONCLUSIONS
The offered method of designing of model of a DB has a number of advantages

in comparison with traditional methods of designing of model of a DB:


there is no necessity to investigate model “essence – linkage” on presence of a
different sort of dependences (transitive, multiple-valued, dependence of
connection);



the logic model will consist only of two base types of relations which are in DKNF;
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is present algorithm of designing of relations of a DB in DKNF;



the high degree of expansibility of logic model of a DB when there are a structural
(qualitative) changes of a subject domain.
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5
Multimedia Data Storage in Database Systems

Contemporary database management systems are required not only to efficiently
handle alphanumeric data (strings, numeric values, dates), but also multimedia data,
characterized by a complex structure and large size [JAN04]. In practice, it is
nowadays considered that the multimedia data are images, audio sequences, videos
(video sequences, usually complemented by audio sequences and optional subtitles in
text form - metadata), and heterogeneous multimedia documents (e.g., geographical
data), encoded in a computer readable format.
At the turn of 1991-1992, a small group of developers under the auspices of the
IEEE released specifications for Structured Full-text Query Language (SFQL)
[MEL01]. The achievement of SFQL was defining the extension of SQL that could be
used for searching text data in repositories. The community was greatly interested in
the proposal, but then it was quickly criticized in some circles that dealt with database
management. For example, the CONTAINS keyword was used both in the context of
text databases (to indicate that a given word or phrase exists in a given piece of text),
as well as spatial multimedia databases (to indicate that an object contains another
object). Mainly because of these problems, the concepts of SQL extension for text,
spatial and multimedia databases support was abandoned. The concept of developing
a new standard prevailed. It included specifications for libraries based on the SQL99
object types, each of them designed to handle individual specialized data and
application types. This new standard quickly became known under the name of
SQL/MM ("MM" from"Multimedia"). Based on the SQL/MM SQL specification on SQL
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object types, the functionality of libraries is in a natural way available from the level of
SQL commands, for example, by calling the methods of library object types in SQL
expressions.

5.1.

STILL IMAGES IN THE SQL/MM STANDARD

One of the most rapidly developing database areas is the area of image storage and
processing (e.g., photographs). One of the biggest challenges of such data
manipulation (management) is the way of storing them (allocating them in the
database). The SQL/MM Still Image offers a partial solution to these problems.
A part of Still Image provides a user-defined structured data types and methods
that allow for:


image storage,



pattern searching,



modifications,



scaling and rotations,



image cropping,



format conversion,



thumbnails generation.

In the SQL/MM standard, images are represented by the SI StillImage (SI) type
[JAN04]. SI stores two-dimensional images in the form of a collection of pixels. This
standard assumes that the images can be stored in various formats (JPEG, GIF, TIFF,
etc.), depending on the particular implementation capabilities.
Apart from the image itself (stored in the form of a large binary object - BLOB), SI
StillImage also contains information such as the format and image size in pixels. In
addition to the above basic type, the SQL/MM standard defines types to represent
different properties of the image:


SI AverageColor - average colour,



SI ColorHistogram - colour histogram,



SI PositionalColor - represents the location of individual colours in the image,
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SI Texture - remembers the image texture.
For each of these types, there is a SI type method that returns a given property of

a given image. Moreover, the SI StillImage type and each type representing image
properties has a SI Score method used to determine the distance between two images
in the context of a given property.
The distance takes values greater than or equal to 0, greater distance means
greater difference. Different image properties (in the form of SI AverageColor, SI
ColorHistogram, PositionalColor SI and SI Texture objects) can be defined on-line
when there is a necessity to compare two images with respect to a given criterion.
Those types, however, allow to compare images taking into consideration only one
criterion. Therefore, the SQL/MM Still Image standard specification for searching
similar images defines the SI FeatureList type. This type allows for the representation
of a set of image properties with weights assigned to individual properties.
Consecutive properties are added to the SI FeatureList object via SI SetFeature
methods, whose first parameter is a property (in the form of an object: SI
AverageColor , SI ColorHistogram, SI PositionalColor, SI Texture), and the other one
is a number from the interval < 0. 0, 1. 0 > weight. SI FeatureList contains a method
called SI Score which, for a given image, returns similarity measure in the form of
a weighted average measure of similarity for the properties included in a given
FeatureList SI object.

5.2.

ORACLE INTERMEDIA/MULTIMEDIA

Oracle Multimedia is one of the features of the Oracle 11g database server. It is
neither a standalone product, nor a component that requires an additional license, but
only a named subset of Oracle server functionalities. The task of Oracle Multimedia is
to provide on the database management system level, a typical functionality used by
applications for storing, processing and searching of multimedia collections. Oracle
Multimedia is a feature available in both the Enterprise and Standard Edition of the
server. In the previous versions of the server, this feature existed under the name of
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Oracle interMedia and was available from version Oracle 8i (8.1.5). The name was
changed in version 11g, but this decision did not result from any modification in the
architecture, so it can be treated as a cosmetic change that ordered the naming of
features so that their names could clearly reflect their functionalities.
Oracle Multimedia enables storing, searching, and, to some extent, processing of
images, audio and video data. This functionality is implemented based on the SQL
object types, but the so-called relational interface is also supplied. ORDImage,
ORDAudio, ORDVideo and ORDDoc became key data types from version 8.1.5. The
first three are used to represent, respectively, images, audio and video data, and the
fourth one can be used for the storage of a heterogeneous collection of multimedia
objects. The key, auxiliary data type of Oracle Multimedia/interMedia is ORDSource,
used by all four mentioned above types for binary multimedia content representation,
with the possibilities of storing them in a database, a database server file system or
a dedicated external multimedia server (fig.5.1).

Fig. 5.1. Oracle Multimedia Architecture [ORA10]
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Oracle Multimedia/interMedia functionality changes from one version to another.
Those changes usually involve adding a new functionality or improving performance
and scalability, but it also happens that a functionality is removed. The purpose of this
article is to present the novelties and changes in Oracle Multimedia/interMedia in the
two latest versions of the Oracle database server: 10g Release 2 (10.2) and 11g
Release 1 (11.1), with special emphasis on image metadata extraction and handling of
medical images [WOJ08].
One of the novelties in Oracle10g are the SQL/MM Still Image data types,
enabling standard-compliant operations on images in the database, as an alternative
to ORDImage. By implementing the SQL/MM Still Image, Oracle offers some
functionality extensions of the standard-defined types, such as fields in the SI
StillImage type for remembering the visual properties of the image.
In spite of the support for the SQL/MM Still Image types, the primary data type for
storing and processing images in Oracle11g is still the ORDImage type. Oracle
interMedia via ORDImage type considers the following characteristics when searching
for image content:


colour - the contribution of each colour,



texture - "low-level" patterns in the image, especially those repeated,



shape - shapes existing in the image, understood as regions of one colour,



location - representing the location of colours, textures and shapes in the image
(it makes sense only in a combination with at least one of the remaining
properties) [ORA10].

Visual properties of images stored as ORDImage are represented in the form of
signatures (ORDImageSignature object types). All operations related to the
assessment of image similarities are conducted on signatures, not on images directly.
Signatures must be publicly defined (using the generateSignature method of the
ORDImageSignature type). Image signatures can be stored in tables just like images
(ORDImage) and other data.
When searching by content, users assign weights to the individual features of the
images. The measure of similarity is a weighted sum of distances between images in
the context of individual properties. The result is a floating point number ranging from
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0 (for identical images) to 100 (for completely different images). There is a IMGSimilar
operator for conducting similarity testing on signatures, which, apart from two
signatures, receives an input string with weights assigned to the visual properties and
the maximum distance threshold. The IMGSimilar operator can be used in connection
with the IMGScore sub operator, which returns the value of the distance function,
defined in the similarity test. To improve the efficiency of searching images similar to
the specified one, Oracle interMedia enables users to create a special type of index
(ORDSYS.ORDIMAGEINDEX) on the ORDImageSignature type of columns.

5.3.

MPEG-7

Another important standard in terms of multimedia databases is the MPEG-7
standard. There were many reasons for developing MPEG-7. First of all, the demand
for audio-visual information in digital form increased significantly, and the whole world
was literally flooded with a variety of multimedia content. Getting this flood of
information under control meant finding effective tools for creating descriptions in
a selected standard of meta-data, indexing/retrieving data and compressing generated
metadata. This standard was developed by the Moving Pictures Expert Group which
was previously working on the methods of audio and video encoding. MPEG-7 deals
with metadata, standardizing the format for describing multimedia content based on
XML.
The process of categorization of metadata digital content is handled by standards
such as MPEG-7. Intuitively, the following types of metadata can be distinguished:


attributes of a higher level of abstraction, evaluated by the human (e.g., author,
title,



date of screening, duration, country of manufacture),



attributes of a lower level of abstraction, of a signal type, evaluated by the
computer,



(e.g., dominant colour, edge histogram, motion activity in the picture or melody
line of a piece of music),



descriptive texts (reviews, summaries, tables of content),
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indexes that can be built on any attributes and descriptions, for example, on the
basis of key attributes or keywords,



index shortcuts generated by the so-called hash functions.

Fig. 5.2. The categorization of metadata [MAR04]

Unlike the SQL/MM standard, MPEG-7 standardizes all types of multimedia. It is much
more detailed than SQL/MM in terms of storage and image processing. MPEG-7
neither standardize the methods of visual or signal characteristics extraction, nor the
techniques of descriptions consumption (including search based on descriptions),
assuming that standardization is required only for the format of descriptions. The
process of generation and searching can be a field for competition between the
systems that implement this standard [SKA03].
The MPEG-7 standard can be used wherever the multimedia information plays
a key role [MAR04]. Therefore, there are many possible areas where this standard
can be implemented and used. For instance:


digital libraries, distance education (e.g., catalogues of images, music dictionaries,
biomedical imaging directories),
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editing of multimedia content (e.g., personalized news services, multimedia tools),



culture (e.g., museums, art galleries),



multimedia directories (e.g., tourist guides, geographic information systems,
corporate product catalogues),



transmission medium selection (e.g., radio programme, television channel),



journalism (e.g., searching for speeches of a given politician by his/her name,
voice or photo),



electronic commerce (e.g., on-line catalogues, lists of Internet shops, personalized
advertising services),



monitoring and video surveillance (e.g., traffic control, ground transport, noninvasive measurements in difficult access conditions),



investigation services (e.g., recognition of human characteristics),



home entertainment (e.g., private multimedia collections management systems
with the possibility of changing media content, including editing home videos,
searching for games, karaoke),



robotics (intelligent robot interfaces, e.g., automatic selection of objects on the
basis of their sample images).

The MPEG-7 standard consists of seven parts: Systems, Description Definition
Language, Visual, Audio, Multimedia Description Schemes, Reference Software and
Conformance. In order to achieve compatibility with Internet standards, the MPEG-7
group has chosen XML as the language for writing descriptors, and XML Schema as
the language for defining the syntax of these descriptors [SKA03].

5.4.

IBM DB2 UNIVERSAL DATABASE MULTIMEDIA EXTENDERS

Multimedia DB2 Extensions use object-oriented features of the IBM DB2 database.
The above extensions create UDTs (user-defined types) and UDFs (user-defined
functions) for images, audio/video streams and text data [IBM03].
IBM DB2 Extenders use support to store BLOB and their functionality is available
through the following types:
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DB2Audio - audio stream,



DB2Video - video stream.
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IBM just like the Oracle database, making use of UDFs enables the following
operations on images: format conversion and/or changing the compression method,
copying, scaling, cropping, and searching by content. In addition, these features allow
users to create thumbnails.

5.5.

POSTGRESQL

Due to the popularity of so-called open-source software, it was decided to introduce
the capabilities of the PostgreSQL database. PostgreSQL provides two options for
storing binary data (without distinguishing whether it is an image or video sequence)
[POS02]. Binaries may be stored in an array using the PostgreSQL bytea type, or use
the Large Object feature, which stores binary data in a separate table (in a special
format), and refers to other tables through the ID (ObjectID).
Both methods, however, have their quite significant limitations. The bytea type is
best suited for storing large amounts of data, even though it can store up to 1 GB in
a column, due to the fact that this type of large scale data processing requires a huge
amount of RAM. A much better solution is to use the Large Object method for storing
large amounts of data. As already mentioned, this method also has its drawbacks - it
is important to remember about the use of LOB - for example, deleting a record
containing Large Object does not delete the object, it is required to perform a separate
operation to remove it.

5.6.

THE DICOM STANDARD

Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) is the standard for images
used in medicine. It was developed at the initiative of two organizations: The American
College of Radiology (ACR) and the National Electrical Manufacturers Association
(NEMA), in order to facilitate the co-operation of equipment used in radiology. The
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need to develop a standard came from the fact that radiological equipment
manufacturers used their own image formats and communication protocols, which in
practice made it difficult or even impossible to connect devices from different
manufacturers, or to create external software for image analysis. The solution to these
problems was a new standard developed in 1985, initially under the name of ACRNEMA. In 1993, the name was changed to DICOM and the version number 3.0 was
given. This version is still valid nowadays, despite some changes that have been
introduced in the standard. DICOM 3.0 is now the dominant standard in terms of both
image and communication protocols format used in radiology. In practice, one may
take now for granted that any software that supports the DICOM standard can be used
to analyse images from any device.

Fig. 5.3. Table in a Medical Image Database [ORA10]

DICOM is an object-oriented standard. Its objects link the graphical content with all
related attributes (fig. 5.3).

5.7.

SUMMARY

The support for multimedia data in modern database management systems still leaves
much to be desired. While all major systems (Oracle, IBM DB2, IBM Informix,
Microsoft SQL Server, Sybase, MySQL, PostgreSQL) offer the possibility to store
large binary objects (differing in the maximum possible single object size), the support
for multimedia processing and retrieval can be found only in the Oracle, IBM DB2 and
IBM Informix systems. The significance of the SQL/MM and MPEG-7 standards is still
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pretty low. A part of SQL/MM devoted to images has been implemented only in Oracle
(from version 10g). The MPEG-7 standard never received any significant support from
the database management systems producers. It is fair to admit, however, that
perhaps it is not necessary as the universal mechanisms for handling XML data are
generally sufficient. What may be disturbing is the fact that the systems leading in the
multimedia field, namely Oracle, IBM DB2 and IBM Informix, in the latest versions
have been deprived of the previously available corporate mechanisms for image
search based on content. This mechanism remained only in the Oracle product,
because of the SQL/MM standard support. This trend can be justified by the conviction
that the mechanisms for searching based on content need to be adjusted to specific
applications and should therefore be implemented at the software level, rather than
delivered in a universal version by the database management systems.
From the above summary of database systems capabilities in terms of storage
and processing of multimedia data, two commercial giants seem most favourable,
namely Oracle and IBM. The main advantages of the Oracle database when
compared to IBM DB2, is an extended possibility of extracting metadata of multimedia
objects content, the possibility of creating indexes on image signatures for increasing
content searching efficiency, and compliant with the spirit of the SQL/MM standard
use of structured types.
The current version of Oracle server provides two families of types to represent and
process images, it is then necessary to consider which of these two types is more
optimal. The SQL/MM Still Image type potentially allows for future transfer of
applications to the database servers of other manufacturers.
According to the producer, ORDImage is now more efficient and offers
functionalities unavailable in the SQL/MM standard, for example, searching for
similarities based on shape and the ability to create indexes on signatures
representing visual properties of images.
Oracle's withdrawal from the possibility of searching images based on content on the
level of database server functionality is caused by the imperfection of universal
mechanisms in this regard. It is now claimed that the useful mechanisms for searching
images based on content need to be specialized for specific types of images such as
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facial photographs or medical images. It is assumed that those mechanisms should be
implemented at the level of specialized applications that use the database server only
to store images and maintain metadata.
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6
MMORPGs in the Creation of the Internet
Communities

Ever since the creation of computers, computer games have always been arousing
interest among people having an access to such type of technology. The very first
video games appeared in the 1950s and were designed for mainframe computers.
However, it was the common access to personal computers in the 1970s and 1980s
that contributed to rapid increase in the sale of the games.
The history of games shows that they have been undergoing an evolution. At first,
only individual players had been participating in games and they had not identify
themselves with the virtual world. The development of the concept of scenarios has
resulted in increase in the involvement of the players who have been granted an
opportunity to impersonate virtual game characters (RPG – Role-Playing Game).
Additionally, games have started to become online, which has contributed to increase
in number of people being able to play the game simultaneously (MMOG - Massively
Multiplayer Online Game).
The emergence of MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing
Games) combining features of RPGs and MMOGs was the natural course of
development. The first game of such type appeared in 1980 at Essex University in
Great Britain and was entitled Multi-User Dungeon. It enabled playing on the Internet
at night. Nowadays, the MMORPGs have become very popular, which is confirmed by
statistical data. In 2009, the value of the MMORPGs market in the United States was
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priced for $15 billion. It was estimated that the gaming community consisted of as
many as 20 million players and the total time of game participation exceeded 17 billion
hours [INT11].
MMORPGs are applications gathering tens or hundreds of thousands of people
[JAG08] who are taking control of fictional characters representing themselves in
virtual reality (called avatars) and making real decisions in this reality [KIM11]. The
feature that differentiates MMORPGs from other types of games is the possibility of
creating somebody’s own alter ego that becomes the game character and the ability to
affect its development without the necessity of obeying any imposed schemes.
Usually, the game offers one or more realms with developed interaction between
other players. Most of the realms have their own, internal history or even sociology or
religion. Frequently, they also do not have one set game goal. The hosted realm
usually offers many various forms of playing and does not contain any conditions, the
fulfilling of which would be necessary to beat the game. Therefore, the cooperation
between players, which aim is to execute certain minor and often long-lasting
repetitive quests guaranteeing long game, is strongly supported in MMORPGs.

6.1

CLASSIFICATION OF MMORPGS

MMORPGs can be divided into categories using the following criteria:


client type of a game application,



type of an application environment,



game mode,



ways of accessing the game,



scenario type.

Classification of MMORPGs with the use of the first criteria allows to set apart games
with autonomous client and applications that do not require installation of any form of
dedicated software. Autonomous client is a separate program which has to be
installed on a computer of a potential player. It is necessary for logging into the game
and playing. The use of the Internet access tools that are built-in the operational
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system of the computer such as: the Internet browser or telnet terminal is considered
an alternative solution.
Another division takes into consideration the character of the game environment.
In this category, there are graphic and text games. In most cases, the modern
MMORPGs are characterized by extended graphics which allows to create visually
attractive, two or three dimensional scenery. On the other hand, in text games, the
players take actions by entering proper commands. Players interact with each other
via built-in chat and feedback is gained in a form of a text displayed on a terminal
screen.
Considering the game mode, the games can be divided into turn-based and realtime games. The first type of the games is practically obsolete. Their character
resulted from technological limitations such as low network bandwidth capacity, too
weak calculative power of the computers or slow mechanisms of data synchronization.
All of the aforementioned factors have significantly affected possibility of effective
transfer of information and update of game status for all the players simultaneously.
Nowadays the technological barrier has been overcome. The Ethernet connection
bandwidth has increased by approximately 10 thousand times since the 1970s. The
modern games are played on computers with high calculative power with advanced
technological solutions such as computer clusters, dispersed and simultaneous
processing.
The game access criterion allows to set apart free and paid games. At first,
games required paying relatively high fees for an hour of playing. However, the price
was getting lower and lower as the number of game participants was growing. The
participation in a modern MMORPG is connected with paying a monthly fee in the
amount of $16 on average in USA [TOB11]. Bearing additional cost is related to
paying for character’s equipment which is connected with his life in virtual reality.
The scenario type criterion allows to set apart science fiction, historical, war,
strategic and sport games [WIK11]. According to statistical data from 2009, 94,2% of
the total MMORPGs subscriptions were connected with fantasy games, 3,7% with
superhero/science fiction games, 1,9% with social/other games and 0,2% of combat
simulation games.
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Because of the commonness of access, Internet browser games will be described
more thoroughly as those which significantly affect shaping behaviors and attitudes of
players perceived as the Internet community. These games are played with the
exclusive use of the Internet browser which makes them accessible in every location
with an access to the Internet. Sometimes it is necessary to install the so called
plugins such as Adobe Flash or Sun Java. The Internet browser games are not realtime games because the action takes place between one click on the link and the
other one. Because of that fact, the game does not have a high speed, which makes it
much more pleasant during long sessions.
Another important feature of the Internet browser games is their unusual large
scale of participation. Because of the very low system requirements (much lower than
system requirements of the applications based on a dedicated client), one server can
provide service for a greater number of players. Depending on a game, the number of
registered users can vary between over a dozen and a few dozen thousand. The
number of simultaneous players varies between 20% and 30%, which generates
a relatively small server load.
Free usage of the Internet browser games offers only basic functionality. The
basic version of the game is accompanied by displaying of advertisements which
some players may find distracting. These advertisements will no longer be displayed
after paying an insignificant fee.
For the time being, there is a huge selection of such games at e.g.
www.browsergameslist.com or www.mmorpg.org.pl. These sites contain many
interesting titles. The open catalogue of websites contains 228 various titles. The huge
popularity of Internet browser games in the world is proved by the existence of vertical
portals and Internet communities which were created around particular games.

6.2

SUCCESS FACTORS OF MMORPGS

The success of MMORPGs is determined by many factors. There are technical and
social factors. The first group contains factors such as game safety and necessity of
updating game application. The second group contains factors such as these affecting
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level of personal self-fulfillment of a game participant and the possibility of
communicating with other players.
One of the most important technical factors affecting game success is the
provision of high level of security of a game as the internet application and the game
participants themselves.
Because of the fact that the game imitates the real world and human behaviors,
there are cases of cheating in the virtual reality. Some users will deliberately search
for gaps in security software and application errors in order to break the game rules
and realize their own goals at the expense of other players. The most basic example
of such a goal will be the desire of a dishonest higher scoring in order to get a better
position in a ranking.
However, recently, the most frequent attacks have been the ones connected with
stealing game accounts or valuable game items purchased for real money. Because
of this fact, the players are subjected to suffering financial loss, even though the game
itself is virtual. By quoting Christian Funk, Kaspersky lab informs that ‘cyber-criminals
have reaped huge profits from selling stolen players’ accounts and game items during
the last four years’. This is why the security system is a very important factor that
determines success of a game. Its proper functioning should prevent phishing and
trojans, as they are the most popular attack methods used in MMORPGs.
Functionality of such a system should also enable monitoring current game state, its
course and behaviors of game characters in the past. In connection with cheating for
players’ disadvantage, the system should provide a given player with a possibility to
implement small changes in a game state. Such a function would allow the aggrieved
to regain lost virtual belongings necessary for continuing the game. It would also
impose restrictions on a dishonest player.
Every administrative activities in that field should also be registered and
monitored in order to prevent any abuses.
A special attention has to be paid to the aspect of privacy of game participants
within the frames of application security. Numerous community of MMORPGs causes
the fact that the database contains information about many thousands or even millions
of application users. This information contains the so called sensitive data, i.e. data
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that allows to unambiguously identify a specific individual. In connection with this fact,
many countries have legal regulations concerning storage and processing of such
data which are often very restrictive towards administrators of such databases in
cases of violating rules of data security.
Sometimes, an access to private data should also be granted not only to
administrators, but also to moderators of individual games. It results from the
necessity of identifying specific persons in cases when they violate game rules or the
law. However, no other game participant should be granted an access to data of other
players.
Much of the data content, such as e-mail or an IP of a computer from which
players log in, has some business value. In the modern world, where the Internet has
become one of the most important channels of distribution, such data should be
particularly well secured from the intruders. They can be used by companies sending
advertisements treated as a spam via e-mail. Personal data protection of the game
participants is very essential as it affects the decision on participation of other players
and therefore it determines whether the game achieves market success or not.
Another technical factor determining whether the game still arouses interest
among players is its proper maintenance and periodic update. In order to provide the
aforementioned security, it is necessary to conduct regular application checks from a
perspective of correctness of working and, if necessary, to carry out required
modifications. It is a natural process that emerges in a cycle of life of the software.
Maintenance activities are conducted in order to eliminate system and
programmer’s errors that might occur during the game. They encompass activities that
are carried out in the background of the application, which means that they are not
directly visible for the players. A good example of such an activity is an optimization of
an access to the database in order to shorten access awaiting time to the resource
gathered or an update of servers of applications and databases.
Game participation of a numerous players community contributes to a rapid
increase in database size. After some time, some of the data becomes outdated and
there is no need for its further storage. Keeping unnecessary archival data in a game
decreases the speed of access to current data and contributes to significant
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consumption of disc resources. However, archival data cannot be completely deleted
because it might be used by e.g. an administrator in order to settle a disputable
matters between players. This is why solutions like dispersed databases, in which
selected servers serve current games and other servers provide access to archival
data, are used. However, it is necessary to mention that copying data to archival
databases should be carried out only during a period of the lowest players’ activity.
For example, in Vis Arcana game such a period is at 4 o’clock a.m. (fig. 6.1) and
therefore this period should be used for archiving data.

Fig. 6.1. An example of a daily activity of Vis Arcana players
Source: Vis Arcana

Updating the game itself should also be carried out within the frames of an
application maintenance. Their results, in a form of a new look of game environment
or new functionalities, are directly perceived by the players. However, a success of
a new game version depends on running a proper game test. They are usually run by
an exclusive group of testers on a separate test game server. A separate computer
with a tested game version increases safety of a new product and helps to prevent its
stealing as localization of such a server will remain unknown for potential hackers.
The proper selection of a new version implementation time is also very important.
MMORPGs are online which means that there are always some players that are
potentially active. Therefore, it is not possible to stop the game for a longer period of
time and install required updates during that period. Forcing a game break has
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measurable downsides in a form of players’ lost profits. This is why introducing a new
game version should be performed only during a low Internet activity of the players.
Keeping players interested in further participation in a game by providing
demanded game level should be the most essential goal of an update. At the same
time, newer game versions should also encourage new people to play by interesting
scenario and expanded functionality.
The proper design of a network game that would provide high level of application
security requires knowledge about appropriate technologies. The selection of a proper
means of encoding a scenario is surely very important for the players. Usually, they
expect effective game sets, preserving realism of locations in which the game takes
place and adequate speed of reaction of an application and database server to actions
that are taken by players during the course of the game. However, the technological
aspect only partially affects the final success of MMORPGs as an environment that is
supposed to be a platform of a de facto second life of a player and his/her contacts
with various people. The willingness to participate in a game and being a member of
a new community depend on conditions that are provided for the game members so
that they can feel a support for shaping their, usually new, identity and relations with
other players in virtual reality.
Gaining new players and keeping them active in a players community requires
taking actions leading to an increase in the interest in the game. The interest can be
shaped and developed through creation of an atmosphere among the players
community that will be conductive to realization of individual’s goals. This is why taking
care of a game community is particularly important in a process of maintenance of
a network game, because this community is a core of the whole game and, without it,
the game is doomed to dull existence and inescapable downfall.
The Internet forum is the most popular way of gathering players around the
game. It serves as a source of information for the players and offers help in cases of
any problems connected with playing the game or realizing its scenarios. Apart from
its informative function, an Internet forum can serve as a place where views and
opinions may be exchanged or where players can discuss their strategies. Such
functionality has contributed to increase in level of integration with other players. It
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also increases level of involvement in a game because of the awareness of existence
of other players who, when necessary, can help or share their experiences. A good
examples

of

such

forums

in

the

Internet

are

forum.visarcana.pl

or

us.battle.net/wow/en.
Another form of creating Network game community is creation of vertical portals,
i.e. thematic portals connected with a game. Such vertical portals are often built
independently by individual players and become individual sources of information
about the game. A small group of players is gathering around these vertical portals,
creating a certain type of the micro-environment oriented towards the integration of
people interested in a narrow subject connected with the game.
Apart from the aforementioned ways of creating players community, there is also
huge interest in creating thematic channels in various communication networks such
as IRC (Internet Relay Chat). This form of communication can be an alternative for
Internet forums. Its popularity may result from availability of

a large number of

software dedicated for IRC, as more and more often the IRC client is built-in the
popular Internet browsers such as ChatZilla in Mozilla or OperaNet in Opera.
Another form of integrating people interested in a particular game is separating
a selection of topics as a main category on large Internet forums dedicated to
MMORPGs in general (such as mmorpg.com, mmorpg.pl or gamecenter.pl). However,
this form often turns out to be less efficient in gathering players and creating
communication platform between them than in case of a dedicated forum. The reason
for this is the presence of many main topics dedicated to other games on the same
general forum.

6.3

SELECTED SOCIAL ASPECTS OF MMORPGS

MMORPGs have become popular thanks to their social aspect. It manifests itself in
creating the world in which a player, via his character, fulfills himself as a social unit by
gaining knowledge, developing skills and personal features e.g. in contacts with other
people. Such games were created to enable multi player game. This is why various
relations are shaped and developed during their course. Moreover, a game character
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that represents a player reflects his real or intended character. In this way, a human
being possesses another personality and leads another life.
Because of the fact that participation in the game allows to preserve relative
anonymity, players can create totally new identities for themselves and become any
character they like without any obligation to confront the real world [YEE06a,
YEE06b]. This feature causes the fact that many people want to separate from the
real world and search for new, more suitable ‘reality’ in a game. Very often, a game
character reflects a certain ideal form of personality features and behaviors that
a player lacks but would like to attribute to himself for various reasons. This is why
joining the game and further participation can be motivated by willingness to
accentuate someone’s best features and hide flaws or willingness to acquire
a completely new identity [YEE06a].
Every MMORPG contributes to development of contacts on two platforms: virtual
and real. And even though the game character lives in an imaginary world, he/she is
not alone there. He/she contacts other game characters that represent real people
and takes actions which affect him/her and others in this world. Very often it happens
that this virtual acquaintances are transferred to the real world, where such contacts
are transformed into very interesting initiatives. Players of many MMORPGs organize
cyclical meetings or international rallies. A good example of such a rally is Falcon - an
annual event organized in Lublin, gathering lovers of fantasy games.
However, apart from positive social aspects connected with participation in
MMORPGs contributing to human development, there are also those which are
a threat for its existence. Because of the high level of reality of the virtual world, there
are cases of game addiction. About 50% of the players consider themselves addicted
[DEA11], which results in the fact that they cannot leave virtual world and the level of
game involvement exceeds their involvement in real life which becomes subjected to
the game. There are also cases of extreme players’ behaviors who lost their
consciousness because of the exhaustion and hunger that resulted from many days of
continuous playing. There are records of fatal accidents of players trying to recreate
dangerous scenes from a game [GAM05].
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However, despite the aforementioned negative aspects of participating in
MMORPGs, a steep increase in interest in them in the aspect of social human
development is forecast. It is caused by many factors, such as:


more and more well developed game scenarios that reflect variety of situations
emerging in the real world, trigger off desired actions from the players and allow to
shape the features of their personalities;



an increase in possibilities of leading lives of virtual personalities by enriching
them with elements shaped by participants’ imagination (development of a real
world model during the course of the game);



an increase in the level of interactivity between game characters and mutual
interaction;



perception of MMORPGs as a global medium gathering people from various
cultural fields and enabling players to go beyond their local community areas and
enter the national and international level.

Considering the aforementioned arguments ‘for and against’ participation in
MMORPGs, it should be remembered that the game cannot be a way of escaping
from the real world and it is necessary to preserve good moral standards and rules of
social interactions among the game participants also in the virtual reality.

6.4

SUMMARY

MMORPGs have become a product recognized by more and more people on the
game market, even despite the fact that, in most cases, the game participation is paid
for. However, what the games offer, allows millions of people to create an alternative
and often better life and fulfill themselves in them as man. Despite many dangers that
these games have, a responsible participation can contribute to personal development
of the players. Thanks to MMORPGs, they communicate with one another not only in
the virtual game world but also in communities emerging in the real world. This fact
ought to be recognized as one of the most positive features of this type of games.
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7
Progress Visualisation and Estimation in Agile
Software Project Management

In the 70 - 80 years of the XX century in the area of software crisis becomes apparent.
The crisis manifested by a low efficiency of the implementation of software projects.
Low enough that this situation is called "chaos". Studies conducted in 1994 by
Stadnish Group showed that only 16% of software projects were successfully
accomplished. At the same success was understood in very simple way: as the
maintenance of the three most important design parameters for the scheduled earlier
level. These three distinguishing features of success are: duration of project
realization, cost and compatibility of the product delivered with the original
specification.
Reaction to the chaos in the implementation of IT projects was introduction an
order in the area of software development. A new field of science known as software
engineering appeared, artefacts and processes of design and manufacturing were
partially formalized and standardized. At the same time the processes of execution
began to be organized, by introducing the system method of project management to
software development processes. It was believed that the ordering of processes can
be achieved by introducing the detailed planning of tasks and rigorous control of their
execution. The arrangement should have increased the success rate of software
projects.
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Formalization actions gave clear results. Subsequent studies conducted by
Stadnish Group showed significant improvement of the situation. According to a report
prepared in 2006 already 35% of software projects ended successfully.
At the same time a new trend in software project management - agile
management appears. Agile approach is a reaction to excessive formalization of the
project management processes by classical methodologies (sometimes called
heavyweight). This formalization is not liked by developers as unnecessary, redundant
and limiting individual rights. The concept of agile developed strongly after the
announcement in the 2001 Manifesto for Agile Software Development. The era of
agile methodologies has begun.
Agile practices are becoming more and more popular. Report [STA10] shows that
22% of companies realize all projects in agile, and 45% of them - more than half.
Agile Method does not mean chaos in the development process, but rather the
abandonment of unnecessary formalization for the use of agile practices. The primary
objective of projects managed by agile method is rapid, iterative delivery of valuable
product to the customer. An important element of the Agile Method is creating efficient
teams with excellent communication. This communication is supported with a number
of simple methods and techniques visualizing the status of the project and allowing
estimation of its parameters.

7.1.

AGILE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Based on experience with the incremental and adaptive software development
methods which are opposites of waterfall model of development, in 2001 there was
published the Agile Manifesto [MAN11]:
“We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others
do it. Through this work we have come to value:


Individuals and interactions over processes and tools



Working software over comprehensive documentation



Customer collaboration over contract negotiation



Responding to change over following a plan
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That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left
more.”
Before Agile Manifesto in principle all major lightweight methods have been
already established: Scrum, Extreme Programming, Future Driven Development, and
others. Manifesto and its dissemination among the developer gave them a common
ideology (and a new name: "agile") and stimulation to the development and
implementation. The ideology expresses the Agile Principles [MAN11]: "
1. Customer satisfaction by rapid delivery of useful software
2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development
3. Working software is delivered frequently (weeks rather than months)
4. Working software is the principal measure of progress
5. Sustainable development, able to maintain a constant pace
6. Close, daily co-operation between business people and developers
7. Face-to-face conversation is the best form of communication (co-location)
8. Projects are built around motivated individuals, who should be trusted
9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design
10. Simplicity
11. Self-organizing teams
12. Regular adaptation to changing circumstances”.
According to research results [STA10] the most popular agile methodologies is
Scrum. This is partly formalized project management methodology, but respecting all
Agile Principles. Scrum is a methodology of project realization. It assumes that
someone has prepared a project vision and set of software product components
before using Scrum. This set is prepared by the Product Owner and formalized in the
form of an ordered list called the Product Backlog – fig. 7.1. Product Backlog can be
modified (as to the content and order) during the project basing on changing clients
requirements and feedback from previous iterations. Software development is carried
out in cycles, called sprints. Sprints last from 2-4 weeks and have a fixed structure (fig.
7.2). They consist of repetitive daily cycles-iterations (figure 7.2). During the sprint, the
team performs work to provide a working version of the product with new
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functionalities. The functionalities scheduled at the beginning of a sprint, create a
Sprint Backlog (fig. 7.2). Implementing particular number of sprints is followed by
delivery of the next software release (process: Product Delivery in the fig. 7.1).

Project
Vision
Feedback

Product
Planning

Sprint

Product
Delivery

Product
Backlog
Fig. 7.1. Life cycle of project in Scrum

Fig. 7.2. Sprint structure
Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/58/Scrum_process.svg
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During planning of the number of sprints and creating the Sprint Backlog,
techniques based on estimation of software components are used. To define the
elements of the product at the level of the Product Backlog, there are used User
Stories and Epics (it means big a User Story). Each element of the product is
estimated in terms of cost performance. On this basis, the number of sprints can be
calculate by the formula:

w

i

s

i

V

(7.1)

where:

s

-

number of sprints,

wi - estimation of the size of each element number i from the Product Backlog,

V

-

average team velocity per sprint.

Team velocity, determines the productivity of the entire team during the sprint. It is
estimated under the terms of the implementation of sprint (team size, duration of the
sprint, team calendar, ability to perform tasks, work efficiency, etc.) in units of
estimating the size of the product elements.
Contents of the sprint (i.e. defining of the Sprint Backlog) is determined by
a method called the Planning Game. It involves balancing the possibility of realization
a work by the team during the sprint with elements of the Product Backlog that have
the highest priority. During the game, each element of the product (e.i. User Story) is
decomposed into a group of tasks that must be accomplished to provide an element of
functionality described in the User Story. The Sprint Backlog is the set of tasks
selected for execution in a sprint. After planning, the Sprint Backlog is fixed for
particular sprint. It is also independently managed by a team of developers.

7.2.

SOFTWARE PRODUCT ELEMENTS MEASUREMENT

Estimation (and thus measurement) of the size of each software product element in
Scrum is used Story Points (SP) or T-Shirt Size.
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Story Points is a relative and functional measurement metric of software product
elements. The estimation is expert evaluation. The elements from the Product Backlog
are estimated relative to each other using one of the scales:


1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, the Fibonacci sequence (without the first element);



1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, he sequence of numbers composed of the twice value
preceding number.

These scales reflect the fact that smaller units can be more accurately estimated
(scale thickens: 1, 2, 3 / 4), and greater can be burdened with the larger errors and the
scale is expanding (13, 21, 34, ... or 8, 16, 32,...).
The estimation is conducted relatively. After selecting the base element, to other
ones points are assigned on the basis of estimation of the size of the element in
relation to the base element. The base element may be the smallest element from the
Product Backlog (of estimation) or average. Depending on selection rule it is assigned
to the lowest or the average value of the measurement scale adopted.
Metric analogous to Story Points is Clothes Size, otherwise known as T-Shirt
Size. The popular signs used in trade to determine the size of T-shirts are adopted in
this metric. These are: XS / S / M / L / XL. This metric is more understandable (this is
a perfect metaphor for reality), but it can be regarded as ridiculous, funny, unscientific.
Nevertheless, it is increasingly being used.

7.3.

WORK PROGRESS VISUALISATION

For the purposes of the presentation of plans, their progress and prediction of work
performing in agile project a variety of tools techniques and tools are used. The most
important are:


Self-adhesive yellow cards (sticky notes, Post-Its) containing User Stories and
Tasks as well as an array visualizing the course of the project in Scrum;



Burndown Chart for a sprint and for a project (i.e. a software release).

User Stories are short sentences that describe user requirements. They are created
according to the scheme: As a <Actor> I have to <Function> to <Business Value>.
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The word <have to> can be replaced with a number of other: can, want, possible, it
would be good to. This word shows the business importance of requirements. User
Stories are placed on yellow sticky notes. In the same way User Story Cards are
created – fig. 7.3.

Fig. 7.3. User Story on the yellow Post-It

On the User Story Cards (USC), after an estimation, the priority and size (in Story
Points or T-Shirt Size) are written. Some kind of additional information can be stored
on the User Story Card. These are primarily arrangements and commitments
regarding the function or the acceptance criteria.
Analogously to the USC, on sticky notes there are written tasks which must be
done to realize the User Story. Task Cards (TC) are created by decomposition of the
User Story, and they form the Sprint Backlog. In addition to belonging to a User Story,
the name of the task and the evaluation time of its implementation, they include:


name of the developer



mark the work finising (Done Tag),



indication of the error (Bug Tag).

USCs and TCs are later used to plan and visualize the project design on a white table
(Project Board) – fig. 7.4. On the Project Board TCs are grouped in the sprints, and
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within the sprint into "Not Started", "In Progress" and "Finished." Moving cards takes
place within a short meeting, starting each, daily iteration (fig. 7.2). This meeting is
called a scrum. During the meeting tasks can be assigned with different statuses:
DONE, BLOCKED, WAITING, PLEASE ANALYZE and DELEGATED. Statuses are
marked with special, colour tags. In addition to maintaining the project status on the
board, Sprint Burndown Chart (SBC) is updated daily.

Not Started

In Progress

Finished

Team

USCs

TCs

SBC

Fig. 7.4. Scrum visualisation white table
Source: http://www.xqa.com.ar/visualmanagement/2009/03/the-done-tag/

Burndown Chart jest kolejna techniką wizualizacji projektu agile. Pokazuje on ile pracy
pozostało do wykonania do końca sprintu lub wydania – fig. 7.5. Może byc tworzony
dla całego projektu jako Product Burndown Chart lub sprintu – Sprint Burndown Chart.
SBC zawiera linię równomiernej pracy (tj. stałej team velocity) – Ideal Tasks
Remaning in the fig. 7.5. Actual Task Remaning line wskazuje czy prace sa
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wykonywane na czas, ale również odwzorowują fakt wzrostu pracy do wykonania.
Wzrost ten może być spowodowany reestimation of tasks time realisation lub
pojawieniem się nowych zadań. Burndown Chart is another technique for visualizing
agile project. It shows how much work remains to complete the sprint or release – fig.
7.5. It can be created for the whole project as Product Burndown Chart (PBC), or for
sprint - Sprint Burndown Chart (SBC). SBC has a line of regular work (i.e. constant
team velocity) - Ideal Tasks Remaning line in the fig. 7.5. Actual Task Remaining line
indicates whether the work is performed on time, but also reflect the fact of the growth
of work to do. This increase may be due to re-estimation of tasks time realization, or
the definition of new tasks.

Work remaining (hours)

500
400
300
Today
200
100
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Sprint Timeline (working days)

Actual Tasks Remaining

Ideat Tasks Remaining

Fig. 7.5. Sprint Burndown Chart

More detailed Burndown Charts are also possible – fig. 7.6
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Fig. 7.6. Detailed Sprint Burndown Chart
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SampleBurndownChart.png

7.4.

PROGRESS ESTIMATION

Burndown Chart records a real team performance and changes in the volume of work
done in the project. Based on these data, by simple extrapolation, for example the
number of sprints can be predicted. In the fig. 7.7 after 6 sprints a prediction was
made. The intersection Burndown Estimation line with the horizontal axis designates
the sprint in which the work runs out. So, if nothing changes in the project, it should
have ended on the 8th sprint.
Amount of work to be done can increase from sprint to sprint. It is due to the
Product Owner, who constantly updates the composition of the Product Backlog, and
re-estimation of its elements is made. Fig. 7.8 presents the Burndown Chart with
registered changes of the scope and estimation of the project. Line Changes
Estimation allows prediction of changes in the project. Its intersection with the
Burndown Estimation line determines predicted number of sprints. In fig. 7.8 the
project ends on the 9th sprint.
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Fig. 7.7. Sprint number estimation using estimation of team velocity
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Fig. 7.8. Sprint number estimation using estimation of team velocity
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CONCLUSIONS

Agile methods of project management prefer realization of projects by small and
dynamic teams communicating face to face at work. The effectiveness of face to face
communication far surpasses all other methods. This communication in agile project
management is supported with simple, but effective methods. These methods
visualize easily the status of the project and allow the team work on implementation
plans as well as reporting. These methods also allow estimation of parameters of the
project.
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8
Quality Evaluation of the Machine Translation
Systems

In recent times, there have been numerous attempts to develop criteria for assessing
the quality of text information processing systems for natural languages. But still there
is no single evaluation procedure. However, there are many professional developers
and users interested in developing evaluation criteria that are compatible with different
operating characteristics of current systems.
Evaluation is a key component in every technology. There is the need for
assessing the general characteristics of systems. A characteristic can be measured
for different developmental stages of the same system. This kind of comparative
assessment will be called vertical. Alternatively, the quality of multiple systems can be
compared at given time. This second type of comparative assessment we will call
horizontal. Vertical assessment refers to the product developers of text processing
systems and servicing.
Horizontal assessment refers both to developers and end users. For developers to determine the relative quality of systems compared with systems of their
competitors and for potential end-users to make an conclusion about how products
can meet their requirements best.
In recent years, an interest in the theoretical and practical research on Machine
Translation (MT) has been growing rapidly. MT depending on the technical means can
be mechanized, automated and automatic. Indeed, the mechanized system provides
some technical means that enhance information processing. Automated system
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involves the processing of information based on well normalized actions with use of
computers and other technology that ensures minimal use of capabilities of human
and machine. The term "automatic" usually refers to any process or procedure that
performed without human intervention.
In this regard, the existing methods of machine translation - lexical, grammatical
and semantic - are the stages of its automation. Implementation of all existing
techniques into a single system allows for only an automated and/or semi-automatic
processing of information in a bilingual situation. Fully automatic system is usually
thought of only, when the implementation of audiovisual input and output of
information from the original source, without human intervention, hence the term
"automatic translation" in its full and literal sense characterizes the highest and not
reached yet stage of machinery in the translation system.

8.1.

CRITERIA

AND METHODS FOR ASSESSING THE MACHINE TRANSLATION

QUALITY

Assessment of the quality of text processing systems should be carried out by the
following criteria: quality of software; user interface usability; linguistic description,
organizational value, price efficiency. Let us describe some of them in detail.
System Specifications


speed and translation delivery time,



editor features,



dictionaries (possibility and ease of updating),



fault tolerance,



usability of information,



value.

Criteria for evaluating the output text


as a comparison of the characteristics of the original meaning and translation:
-

translation accuracy,
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correctness terminology translation.

as characteristics of the text content:
-

intelligibility,

-

clearness.

as the characteristics of representation in the target language:
-

naturalness,

-

linguistic correctness,

-

coherence.

Methods of assessing the quality of output text:


back translation,



comparison with the reference translation,



transformation method,



denotative method,



user surveys,



error analysis on the linguistic level (vocabulary, grammar).

Procedure for evaluating the software package reliability should be performed on the
increase. The first step is to evaluate the reliability of software modules. As the initial
data for this stage it is better to use the figures of fault-free execution of machine
instructions and operators of high-level languages cited in the literature. These
indicators are usually obtained by processing large volumes of statistical data and
confirmed by practice. Estimation of probabilities of the branches of a graph or control
transfers between the modules can be done by analyzing the original data by an
expert, or the realization of the equal probability hypothesis of all paths from each
branch point. Using the latter option leads to the fact that the assessment of reliability
is low, and in this case it has the maximum error.
Evaluation of the reliability of software system can only be done after finding the
parameters for all components included in its composition, and should be
implemented along the same lines as the module performance assessment.
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The very nature of natural language prevents from using completely objective and
formal assessment methods. Regardless of how computing and automated method
will be, it will always have a proportion of subjectivity. It is necessary to minimize the
proportion of subjectivity and the amount of human effort associated with the
development of a method to find practical and financially affordable decision.

8.2.

REVIEW OF ONLINE TEXT TRANSLATION SYSTEMS

With developing of new methods and software solutions for machine translation, the
global market gets filled with lots of programs. Today the Internet offers more than a
hundred services, providing on-line translation. Many companies are engaged in
development of machine translation software today, but products of the two
organizations are leading the world market - Systran and Russian company PROMPT.
Other major producers include Linguatec and Langenscheidt (Germany), Transparent
Language, Babylon, Translation Experts (USA), Asia Online Sino-Thai Company, etc.
According to the rating of existing on-line translation services and views of users
of various forums devoted to modern on-line translators, we have identified the most
popular online services available to the modern Internet users:
1. Translate.ru (online PROMT translator),
2. SYSTRANet (Systran),
3. Google Translate (Google),
4. Free Translation (SDL),
5. Babel Fish (Systran),
6. Worldlingo (Systran),
7. InterTran (Translation Experts Limited),
8. ImTransator (Smartlink Corp),
9. Tranlslate Online.ua,
10. Windows Life Translator (Microsoft).
Many software developers offer online translation services as an advertising for their
professional translation software.
So, let's consider the features of each service online translation.
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1. Translate.ru (PROMT)
http://www.translate.ru
PROMT is the absolute leader on the Russian market of online translation. This
service has existed since 1998 (for foreign users there are versions in other languages
at: www.online-translator.com).
PROMT Online Translator supports seven European languages (English,
Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and French) and provides translation
services in 25 directions:


from English — into Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Russian, German and French;



from Spanish - into English, German, French and Russian;



from Italian - into English and Russian;



from German - into Russian, English, French and Spanish;



from Portuguese - into English;



from Russian - into Spanish, English, French and German;



from French - into Spanish, English, German and Russian.

When translating specialized texts, you can choose a theme - communication,
business, computers, cars, travel, sports, or "other." In addition, by registering for free
on the site, a user can select additional options (connect specialized dictionaries,
install the settings for large text translation, get grammatical information). The
disadvantage of the program is then limit on the amount of input text up to 500
characters.
In addition to translation, this online translator also offers web-pages translation
services with full preservation of the original formatting, electronic communications
(e-mail messages), as well as WAP (translation of individual words for mobile users).
If by clicking on the appropriate link you want to get translation of a web page, simply
select "Automatic links translation” option, choose a topic from the list and click on
"Translate".
Among the additional amenities: a virtual keyboard, spell checking capabilities,
optional setting of unknown words transliteration and the conversion of Cyrillic. In
addition, there are various opportunities to work with translation - it can be e-mailed,
printed or simply copied from the field for the translation.
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2. SYSTRANet
http://www.systranet.com/
Online translation tool offered by another world leader in the field of machine
translation - the american company Systran.
Online text translation service supports 15 languages: Arabic, Chinese, English,
Dutch, German, French, Italian, Greek, Korean, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian,
Polish, Swedish and Spanish. In total, this translator provides translations in 53
language directions:


from Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Polish, Korean, Russian and Swedish languages
- into English;



from Chinese – into English;



from Dutch - into English and French;



from English - into Arabic, Chinese, French, Dutch, Greek, German, Korean,
Japanese, Italian, Polish, Russian, Portuguese, Swedish and Spanish;



from French - into Dutch, German, Greek, English, Italian, Portuguese and
Spanish;



from German - into Italian, Portuguese, English, French and Spanish;



from Greek - into English and French;



from Italian - into German, English, French, Spanish and Portuguese;



from Portuguese - into English, German, Italian, French and Spanish;



from Spanish - into Italian, English, Portuguese, German and French.
Besides usual functions of translation SYSTRANet also provides translations of

Web pages and files with following extensions: .txt, .htm, .rtf. In addition, the user is
prompted to select optional subject dictionaries or create own dictionary. But in order
to create own dictionary or to upload a file in supported format, a user must first
register on this site.
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3. Google Translate
http://translate.google.com/
http://translate.google.ru/
Google Translate service is an online translator of texts and web pages, which is
a part of Google search engine. This online translator works with 51 languages
(English, Afrikaans, Arabic, Albanian, Bulgarian, Byelorussian, Welsh, Vietnamese,
Hungarian, Greek, Dutch, Galician, Hebrew, Danish, Yiddish, Indonesian, Irish,
Icelandic, Spanish, Italian, Korean , Catalan, Chinese, Lithuanian, Latvian, Malay,
Macedonian, Maltese, Norwegian, German, Polish, Portuguese, Persian, Russian,
Romanian, Swahili, Slovak, Serbian, Slovenian, Thai, Turkish, Tagalog, Ukrainian,
French, Finnish, Croatian, Hindi, Czech, Swedish, Estonian and Japanese) and, in
general, perform translation in 2250 directions. This service has several new
convenience features. Now there is no need to use "translate" button, because the
program automatically translates a word or text as it is typed in the box. When
translating individual words, the application operates as an online dictionary and offers
all possible translations, breaking all the words by parts of speech. In addition, when
translating jawbreaker words program prompts the user to select the option "Show
transliteration”, which carries spelling of the word with extended Latin alphabet. This
option is available for all languages that use non-Latin alphabet, with the exception of
Arabic, Persian and Hebrew. Like other online text translator, Google translates web
pages. In addition, it supports an additional search function "Translated Search, which
allows to find sites in different language with translation of a word or a sentence.
Perhaps in functionality - the number of supported languages and areas of
additional features - online Google translator is the most versatile among the other
online translators. However, we have to learn, if it is strong translator in question of the
quality of translation.
4. Free Translation
www.freetranslation.com
Online translation tool Free Translation, provided by SDL, supports 32 languages (not
counting some regional variants of languages): Arabic, English, Bulgarian, Chinese
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(simplified and traditional versions), Dutch, Danish, French, Finnish, German, Hebrew,
Greek , Hindi, Hausa, Italian, Hungarian, Korean, Japanese, Persian, Norwegian,
Portuguese (Brazilian and European versions), Polish, Pashto, Romanian, Russian,
Somali, Spanish (Latin American, Mexican and European versions), Serbian, Czech,
Swedish , Thai, Turkish, Urdu. In total, this translator provides translations in 86
language directions. Most of the translations done from English, but at present
translation services for some languages (eg, Turkish, Thai, Urdu) are unavailable for
unknown reasons. Online Translator Free Translation also performs translation of
web-pages.
Unlike other online translation of the text using Free Translation provides
additional options to improve the quality of translations to exclusive members of
FreeTranslation Platinum Club, registration in which costs a fee of 9.95 dollars (per
year). Additional options allow usage of specialized dictionaries in different areas:
Business, IT, Current Affairs - and translate large texts up to 10 thousand characters.
In addition to machine translation services, Free Translation also offers paid
professional translation services by qualified interpreters.
5. Babel Fish
http://babelfish.yahoo.com/
One of the first computer-aided translation systems available online was launched in
1997 by AltaVista, but was later integrated into the Yahoo search engine,
complemented this online translation service with new languages. Babel Fish Online
translator, as well as the next translator Worldlingo, uses Systran translation
technology. On-line "fish" translates texts up to 150 words and Web sites in 38
language directions:


from Simplified Chinese – into English and Traditional Chinese;



from Chinese traditional - into English and Simplified Chinese;



from English - into Chinese Simplified, Chinese Traditional, French, Dutch, Greek,
German, Italian, Korean, Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish, Russian;



from Dutch - into English and French;
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from French - into English, Dutch, German, Italian, Greek, Spanish and
Portuguese;



from German - into French and English;



from Greek - into English and French;



from Italian - into English and French;



from Japanese, Korean and Russian languages - into English;



from Portuguese - into English and French;



from Spanish - into English and French.
Babel Fish limits the amount of text by 5 Kbytes (approximately 800 words), this

constraint is preserved when translating web-pages.
As a rule, quality translations performed by Babel Fish, is comparable to the
quality of online translations from Google Translate, but inferior to the quality of
translations from Translate.ru. When translating this program typically loses
a breakdown into paragraphs.
6. Worldlingo
http://www.worldlingo.com/en/products_services/worldlingo_translator.html
This online translator supports 32 languages (Arabic, English, Bulgarian, Danish,
Dutch, Farsi, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Czech, Hausa, Hebrew, Hindi,
Hungarian, Italian, Spanish, Japanese, Korean, Chinese (simplified and Traditional
options), Norwegian, Pashto, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Romanian, Serbian,
Swedish, Thai, Turkish, Urdu) and allows to translate texts up to 500 words online.
This online translation has the advantage in terms of features - the ability to select the
20 specialized subjects and special characters specific to each language.
In addition to translation of websites and texts this online translator can translate
text files and emails. To translate e-mails, user must specify the name and email
address of the sender and recipient, specify the language direction, if desired, set the
theme and add a text message, if necessary, using special characters. After this
translated message is sent to the relevant addressee at entered address. If for
translation of websites, emails and texts there is a limit on the volume, then for files
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translation, user can upload documents of any size. Existing limitations can be
removed for a fee.

7. InterTran
http://www.tranexp.com:2000/Translate/result.shtml
InterTran online translator (InteractiveTran) represents one of Translation Experts
Limited company's products. Translator supports 27 languages (English, Danish,
Bulgarian, Dutch, Czech, Spanish (and Latin American), French, Finnish, Greek,
German, Hungarian, Icelandic, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Philippines (Tagalog),
Polish, Portuguese (as Brazilian), Russian, Romanian, Slovenian, Serbian, Swedish,
Croatian, Welsh, Turkish and Latin). Text for translation can be entered in any of these
languages, but the disadvantage of translator is that it takes only the text and does not
allow to select specialized dictionaries while translating the text of certain subjects.
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8. Im Translator
http://translation.imtranslator.net
Online service Im Translator is a product of the Smartlink Corp american corporation,
based on database technology developed by Russian company PROMPT. Unlike
Translate.ru, Im Translator comes with a standard set of features and performs
a translation in 19 language directions:


from English – into German, French, Russian, Spanish and Portuguese;



from French - into Russian, English and Spanish;



from German - into Russian and English;



from Portuguese - into English;



from Russian - into English, German, French and Spanish;



from Spanish - into French, English and Russian;



from Russian - into Turkish.
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Additional functionality of the online translator are the availability of electronic
dictionary and spell checker. However, the translator does not offer the user the option
to connect the thematic dictionaries.
9. Translate Online.ua
http://pereklad.online.ua/
It's Ukrainian online translation service that supports 7 languages (Ukrainian, Russian,
English, German, French, Latvian and Polish) and allows to translate texts with the
restriction on the size of one kilobyte in 42 language directions.
Translator allows to choose the proper subject of a text: auto, business, internet,
general, law and engineering. In addition, there is a simple but very useful feature below the text entry field there is a small handy dictionary.
10. Windows Live Translator
http://www.microsofttranslator.com/Default.aspx
Microsoft has launched its online translation service Windows Live Translator. This
online translator is virtually identical to the standard of online translators. Translator
supports 19 languages: Arabic, English, Danish, Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Spanish,
Korean, Chinese (Simplified and Traditional), Dutch, German, Portuguese, Polish,
Russian, French, Thai, Swedish, Czech and Japanese. All translations from English
into European languages (except Russian), Chinese and Japanese performed by
translator, developed by Microsoft, and all other translations are based on Systran
translation technology. Convenience of the online translator is a Russian-language
interface is installed automatically, depending on the IP-adress. However, the
developers have imposed some restrictions on the functionality of this service: in the
translation mode user can upload a text only up to 500 characters.
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Comparative table of programs for automatic translation of text
The main characteristics of all these online translators can be summarized in the
comparison table 8.1.
Table 8.1. Comparison of automatic translation programs
Name of

Functionality

translator
PROMT

Supported

Limitations

languages
Free online service, which provides

7 European

Before 500

services to automatically translate

languages

characters

texts, web pages, e-mail and WAP

25 lines

Possible to choose a special theme
SYSTRANet

Service free automatic translation of

15 Asian and

Before 3000

texts, web pages and files with

European

characters

extensions. txt,. htm,. rtf.

languages,
53 languages

Google

Free service of automatic translation,

Asian and

Translate

the translation of texts, web pages and

European

documents. The service is a

Languages

transliteration of words
The search function "Search with the

unlimited

51 languages,
2250 lines

transfer" (web pages)
SDL

Free online translator of texts and web

Asian and

Before 10000

FreeTranslation

pages. Additional options to improve

European

characters

the quality of translations for members

languages,

FreeTranslation Platinum Club (9,95

86 lines

USD of year) - the choice of
specialized theme + the ability to
translate texts of up to 10000
characters
Babel Fish

Free online service for automatic

Asian and

Before 150

translation of texts and web pages

European

words

Lost split into paragraphs

languages, 38
lines
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WorldLingo

Free translator performs online text

Asian and

Before 500

translation, web pages, text files and

European

words

emails.
Choice of 20 specialized theme and

languages, 32
lines

special characters specific to each
language.
InterTran

Free service automatically translate

27 languages

texts

Before 500
words

Not to select a specialized dictionary
for translating the specific theme
ImTranslator

Free online translator supports spell

19 languages

Unlimited

orthography and special characters,

lines

amount of text

7 languages,

1 Кб

as well as the transliteration option.
Does not suggest a connection of
specialized dictionaries
Translate

Free text translator

Oline.ua

Offers a choice of specialized theme.

42 lines

Under the window I have dictionary
Windows Live

Text online translator provided by the

Translator

beta.

19 languages

Before 500
characters

Convenient Russian interface

8.3.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF THE WORK WITH
TRANSLATION

There are ways to improve the results of machine translation available to each user.
Some of them we will describe bellow:
1. Before proceeding to the translation, be sure to specify two things: firstly, what
is the intended purpose of its outcomes, and secondly, what the original text is.
Purpose of translation plays a pivotal role in the assessment of its quality. Indeed,
the same result can be considered excellent if you just need to know what the original
article was about, and totally unusable, if you want the text to be published in a book
or magazine.
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Determining to which style of speech the original text belongs, it is easy to assess
its suitability for machine translation, and hence to predict the outcome. The more
allusive expressions, metaphors, the freer style, the worse your computer cope with its
transformation. Scientific, technical and educational texts characterized by a rigorous
exposition of the material are handled better than others. If special dictionaries are
filled in time with new terms, it is possible to get a fully coherent text translation,
requiring a minimum stylistic refinement.
Conversational and journalistic style with many specific terms, but most of the
words used in the literal sense, are suitable for the trial translation, but for correct
output text it will require manual editing. Poetry and fiction, unfortunately, quite
unsuitable for machine translation. Meaning of the text, which was built on the
figurative expressions is distorted with machine translation and does not suit even for
understanding.
2. Grammatical mistakes in the text. Very often typos in the original are the cause
of mistranslation. This applies particularly to the scanned and recognized text.
Misspelled words in most cases are flagged by the system as unknown, as they are
not in the dictionary.
It is more complicated if a misprint turns one word into another, which also exists
in foreign language - the program will translate it, but the meaning of the text will be
distorted. But the most serious pitfalls are errors in punctuation. One wrong comma
can seriously distort the translation of a sentence. Therefore, before the translation the
source text must be carefully checked.
3. Using of standard dictionary is not always sufficient. Be sure to find and
connect the special dictionaries on the subject of the text. If there is no such specific
subject, determine the most suitable combination of existing dictionaries and, in
addition, be sure to create your own.
4. Building the "pyramid". If several dictionaries connected to the system, success
of translation depends on the order in which the program searches current word in
them. Therefore, organize the hierarchy of dictionaries in order from specific to
common. The highest priority should be given to a dictionary, created for the current
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text, and then – specific for subject (in an extension of the domain), and the lowest is
for dictionary of commonly used concepts.
5. Never translate the entire text at once. There always exists at least one or two
words, not in the dictionary, and big set that the system translates wrong. Having dealt
with the connection of dictionaries and the definition of other options of translation,
start with a small snippet at the beginning of the text, for example, the first paragraph.
Find the word translated incorrectly in this passage, and add them to the dictionary of
the highest level. Turn the piece over again. If you are satisfied with the result, go to
the next paragraph.
Practice shows that for fine-tuning of the system fourth, and sometimes even
a third of the material must be translated so, and only then automatic processing of
the text is possible.
6. Distinguish between common and specific! Before you add a new word in the
custom dictionary, determine whether it will be translated in the text in this manner
only once or twice or permanently. Art of proper work with machine translation system
is to distinguish between common and specific. Ideally you will be required to know
foreign language and subject area of the text.
Compliance with the simple rules above generally can significantly improve
quality of texts translated by computer. It is impossible to guarantee that they will
always be absolutely correct and stylistically literate.

8.4.

CONCLUSIONS

Results of the comparison led to definite conclusions about the functionality and
suitability of modern online translation services. Analysis of the translations made with
selected online translators, suggests that these services provide the user with lowquality translations with a lot of mistakes. Of course, in some cases a translator rather
successfully cope with the communication problem - sometimes it is possible, even
though intuitively, understand the meaning of the original text. MT programs often
have no potential to detect and correctly analyze certain grammatical constructions or
lexical items, resulting in an incorrect translation and, therefore, is becomes distorted
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and difficult to understand the translated text. Therefore, the only suitable option in this
situation would be painstaking comparison of source and translated text on the subject
of the omitted word translation and editing them, if there is sufficient experience and
appropriate skill level for that. Based on the analysis of the translations, we can
conclude that some of the online translators do have the potential to enable them to
recognize the grammatical structures and lexical items and correctly reflect all the
syntactic and grammatical context in translation. A deeper analysis of the grammar
translation shows that some online translators are pretty successfully cope with the
transfer of isolated parts of speech and words in the plural and singular. However, we
have seen that when there is a need for translation of connected complex sentences
or longer texts, online translator is not able to adequately cope with this task. In
addition, the great disadvantage of online translators is the wrong choice of the
translations of the polysemous words. All of these errors, which distort the meaning of
the source text and hinder understanding of the translation, due to insufficient supply
of electronic translator algorithms required for in-depth analysis of grammatical
structures and their adequate interpretation in the translation.
We could see that not all translators provide translations of the same low quality,
so it would be unfair to evaluate them by one criterion. Among the selected service
providers for online translation it is possible to distinguish a pair of translators who
most successfully coped with their task and properly convey the meaning of the
original text, retaining almost all the grammatical and syntactical context in the
sentences. These services include Google, Translate.ru (PROMPT). Despite the
apparent error in the translation and the presence of errors in grammar and speech,
these translators are more successfully managed with translation and were able to
convey the original meaning of the text, unlike the others, who provided no coherent,
literate text, and the usual gloss. These include InterTran, Windows Live Translator,
Translate Online.ua, issuing low-grade texts, whose meaning is difficult to reach the
reader because of gross grammatical errors and incorrect translation of terms. Online
translators do not have the capabilities and baggage of theoretical knowledge, which
has a live interpreter, so they can not replace them, as though the developers may
have tried to persuade users to return. Whatever may have been enhanced in
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machine translation system, it can not compete with native speakers, therefore, for
them is a daunting task to restore all the words omitted in the text, or understand the
true meaning of jargon or colloquialisms. More or less acceptable results can be
expected when translating from one language to another within a common kinship
group, but often even the most advanced translators give a complete nonsense to
translate various texts and websites. Even if the online translators and other services
of machine translation will be provided with a strong vocabulary base and a sufficient
amount of grammatical algorithms, capable of providing a decent quality of translation,
before such translators still will be an unattainable goal - to send an emotional
background and imagery of the original text, which can only be expected from living,
thinking translators who are able to transfer thoughts and feelings that have been
embedded in the source code is not a machine, and the same human beings. Yet,
despite the low quality of translation, modern on-line translators are quite common on
the Internet, from which it can be concluded that users often resort to their help.
Therefore it is more correct to objectively evaluate the actual state of development of
systems of online translation and consider the obvious advantages and disadvantages
of virtual translators. Of course, an undeniable advantage of online translators is their
availability at any time and any place where there is access to a global network, in
addition, users appreciate the high speed of translation. Of course, high speed
translation is a big plus of on-line translators, especially if you are faced with the need
to perform urgent translation of foreign text, but keep in mind that, most likely, you
have to spend on editing the resulting translation almost all the time (and sometimes
more), saved with online translator.
It is important to consider all these moments and remember that the electronic
translator is not designed to replace live interpreters, and to help the participants to
modern intercultural and multilingual information sharing to overcome language
barriers due to lack of knowledge of foreign languages.

9
SOA System Integration with Web Services

Nowadays, more sophisticated applications and computer systems used by
enterprisers need data exchange. For instance, sale applications need the data about
product stock from the inventory application; web portals need news form the press
agency information systems, and mobile applications used by sales representatives
must import data about clients and products and export it to central enterprise
systems. There are many more different applications for each part of business
activities on the market. These applications are custom built or made by a third party.
They operate in multiple tiers of different operating system platforms and need or must
cooperate with each other to establish one common organism. This is not a problem of
business-to-business relation only. If we look into a global scale company we can
meet the same non trivial trouble. Inside we can see that there are dozens or
hundreds of business applications like dynamic web sites, Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) systems, delivery and transportation systems, office applications or
mobile client applications. It is almost impossible to incorporate them into one system,
however to support the business process and data sharing among all these
applications we need system integration. Furthermore, the result of this integration
must be reliable, secure, efficient, and manageable data exchange. How should it be
done? There are several ways of combining applications presented in the next
paragraph. One of them is Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) which is the most
dynamically developed and therefore described in detail in this paper.
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9.1.

SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Integrating various systems is not an easy process. A person or a company who does
it must deal with different applications which run on different operating systems in
various locations, sometimes in many countries or continents. Then, the set of
integration tasks may be chosen in thousands of ways to reach the goal. Hophe and
Woolf [HOH04] enumerated the six most common solutions of integration:


information portals,



data replication,



shared business functions,



service-oriented architecture,



distributed business processes,



business-to-business integration.

According to them many integration projects are a combination of these six integration
possibilities.
The first mentioned method of integrating various systems are Information portals.
They aggregate information from different sources in one place. A user who works on
an information portal does not need to have access to multiple systems. He sees the
multiple panels on a workspace and each of them has a different source system. The
most typical examples of Polish public information portals may be Onet (www.onet.pl),
Interia (www.interia.pl) or Wirtualna Polska (www.wp.pl). On the other hand,
sometimes a portal possesses a more sophisticated logic tier and can create links
between the data so that it affects the integration of source systems.
Another method is Data replication which is a process of data exchange and
synchronization between various databases. One of the possible examples is the data
replication in the internet shop system. The information concerning products which are
sold by an internet shop web application are as well used by an accounting one.
Therefore, the systems should use one database with special access permissions and
data security mechanisms or synchronize the data between the two databases. The
replication mechanisms are built into many market leading Database Management
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Systems like: Oracle Database 11g [ORA11], Sybase Replication Server [SYB11] and
Microsoft SQL Server [MIC11].
The third described method is Shared business functions which are the solution
to the problem of redundancy of system functions. Numerous applications in one
company exploit the same data and need the same functions for the storage,
retrieving or processing of these data. One of the examples may be credit card
number validation function. This function may be exploit by two banking systems for
payment purposes and to check the balance of an account. Therefore, the number
validation function may be implemented redundantly for both systems or made once
and shared between them as a kind of service. The shared functions may be
developed with the use of such technologies as Remote Procedure Calls (RPC)
protocol [RPC11] and its Java implementation - Remote Method Invocation (RMI)
[REM11] or a certain standard such as Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) [COR11].
Another kind of integration method is Service-oriented architecture (SOA) which
is a system architecture based on remote services provided by other existing
applications. These services are well defined functions which are universally available
and respond to request from service clients. SOA complies with the two functions:
service discovery and negotiation. Service discovery is possible thanks to the service
directory with a list of published services. An application may “negotiate”
a communication contract with the service thanks to the service interface description
files sent to remote client applications. SOA provides the mechanisms which enable
the remote service calling as easy as a local method calling. SOA integration may be
developed with the utilization of Web Services [HOH04, BEA10].
The next mentioned integration manner is Distribution of business processes. In
this approach one business process is distributed among multiple systems. If we
consider processing of a customer request (from its registration stage through product
reservation, stock state reducing to transport planning and invoice generation), we can
notice that it have to be processed in a system chain. The coordination of that process
is not easy and requires an additional component. This component is an additional
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business process manager that deals with the business function execution across the
multiple existing applications.
Business-to-business (B2B) integration is when business functions for a enterprise
system are delivered by systems of business partners (producers, suppliers or
sellers). For example, the company sometimes requires an outside provider to
compute the tax rates. Another case may be travel agency which requires prices of
flights or hotel accommodations to prepare a travel offer. These cases demand
integration between two or more companies and it is called B2B integration.
Many of the above patterns may be used in various integration situations. The subject
of this paper is an SOA integration because it is independent from system and
programming language [BEA10]. It is the reason why we chose this type of integration
for a more detailed description in the next paragraphs which concerns the use of Web
Services for SOA integration.

9.2.

SERVICE-ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE AND WEB SERVICES

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) should not be regarded as a technology solution.
It is rather an architectural approach for business which includes and requires certain
supporting technology. SOA enables business enterprises to become more dynamic,
agile, and responsive to change [BEA10].
Furthermore, there are many different definitions of SOA because it seems
difficult to describe it precisely. SOA is an approach to business processes
construction, collaboration and computer systems support. One of available definitions
of SOA is as follows [BEA07]:
“A service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a combination of consumers and services
that collaborate,is supported by a managed set of capabilities, is guided by principles,
and is governed by supporting standards.”
The origins of technical part of SOA consist of following technologies: Remote
Procedure Calls (RPCs), Java RMI, distributed object protocols as CORBA and
component-based architectures like J2EE from Sun (today Oracle), COM and .Net
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form Microsoft [IBM04]. The software architecture of SOA requires certain services
and is not restricted to one type of them. We may use: Web services,
Representational State Transfer (ReST) style services, and Fixed Position (FP) API
style services to create SOA platform. The listed services have obviously some
advantages and disadvantages [BEA10]. We have chosen the Web Services because
they rely upon a rigorous set of standards such as: Extensible Markup Language
(XML), Web Service Description Language (WSDL) and Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) [KUM10].
Web Services is a web application component typically delivered via HTTP. It
may be claimed that Web Service is a distributed application whose elements are
deployed and running on distinct devices. For example, the service may be installed
on a corporation server and its clients may be mobile phones with appropriate client
application which are called consumer or requester [KAL09].
There are two groups of Web Services: SOAP-based and Representational State
Transfer (REST)-style or RESTful services. SOAP is an XML dialect in which
documents play the parts of messages. SOAP mechanisms are hidden in most cases.
The client of SOAP-based Web Service utilise a SOAP processing library to send
service request. This library's function is used to send a SOAP message to service.
The service web function is executed and processes the request. The processing
stage is followed by response preparation. The response is sent as SOAP message to
the client. The service uses the SOAP library for communication, too.
A Web Service entry point for client request is called endpoint and it is deployed
on the Web container or application server based on component model [KUM10].
These endpoints are described by Web Service Description Language (WSDL)
document which can be published in a public or private registry, though this is not
required. A client uses Web Service description from WSDL document and invokes
the Web service endpoint [JAV11]. This reuest/response communication model of
SOAP-based Web Service is shown in fig. 9.1.
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Fig. 9.1. Web Service work model [JAV11]

The second kind of Web Services are REST-style services. REST is a style of
software architecture for distributed hypermedia systems in which text, graphics,
audio, and other media are stored across a network and interconnected through
hyperlinks. The RESTful request is targeted at a resource, and the resource itself
remains on the service machine. The consumer of the service gets a representation of
the resource, e.g. the resource may be read and the service sends a response as
a plain/text to requester. RESTful Web Services require not only a resource but
also client-invoked operations on these resources. There are only a few toolkits and
libraries for programming this type of Web Services [KAL09, RIC07].
All the Web Services have a few very important features. The first is the
programming language transparency. It means that a service and its consumer may
be written in different programming languages which provide Web Service library, e.g.
Java, C++, C#, Perl, Python and Ruby. The second advantage is an open
infrastructure which means that the services are deployed with the use of industrystandard protocols. Finally, Web Services have a modular design. Thus, if we want to
develop a new service we may use the existing services as the inner parts or
resources.
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JAVA WEB SERVICES

The easiest way to prepare our own Web Service with Java is simply to use of Java
Standard Edition 6 which supports Java API for XML-Web Services (JAX-WS)
[JAX11]. Thus we need Java Development Kit (JDK) version 6.x form Oracle's Java
home page. It is also possible to develop Web Service with JDK 5, however in this
case we need Metro Web Service Stack [WSI11]. JDK 5 introduced annotations which
are required by JAX-WS. Metro 2.0.1 is a part of GlassFish J2EE server version 3, but
it may downloaded separately and installed on Tomcat servlet container, too [GLA11].
JAX-WS library supports SOAP-based and REST-style services. If we need
a SOAP-based Web Service it may be implemented as one Java class. However,
a better way is to develop an appropriate interface and its class implementation. The
interface defines the methods which are web service operations. This type of interface
is called Service Endpoint Interface (SEI) and the class which implements the
interface is called Service Implementation Bean (SIB). SIB may be Plain Old Java
Object (POJO) type or a stateless session Enterprise Java Bean (EJB).
Example SEI is presented in list. 9.1. This SEI represents the Web Service
delivering data about clients of of a certain company. We may use the service to find
some information about a client whose name is known to us or to get the information
about a client with the best financial result.
//Appropriate imports for WebService annotations
import javax.jws.WebService;
import javax.jws.WebMethod;
import javax.jws.soap.SOAPBinding;
import javax.jws.soap.SOAPBinding.Style;
@WebService
@SOAPBinding(style = Style.RPC)
public interface ClientInterface {
@WebMethod String getClientByName(String name);
@WebMethod String getBestClient();
}
List. 9.1. Example SEI for Web Service getting client data
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import javax.jws.WebService;
@WebService(endpointInterface = "webservice_1.ClientInterface")
public class ClientBean implements ClientInterface{
Object[][] clients = {{1,"Aurora",1000},
{2,"Fenix",50000},
{3,"Onyx",20000}};
private String getClient(int id){
String s="";
for(int i=0; i<clients[id].length; i++)
s+=clients[id][i]+" ";
return s+"\n";
}
public String getClientByName(String name) {
for(int i=0; i<clients.length; i++){
if(clients[i][1].equals(name))
return getClient(i);
}
return null;
}
public String getBestClient() {
int best = 0;
int max = (Integer)clients[best][2];
for(int i=0; i<clients.length; i++){
if((Integer)clients[i][2]>max){
max=(Integer)clients[i][2];
best=i;
}
}
return getClient(best);
}
}
List. 9.2. Example SIB for Web Service getting client data

Each SEI has an annotation @WebService. The purpose of this annotation in
this case is to mark that a service endpoint interface is a definition a Web Service
interface. The interface from our example has two methods which will be web
accessed.

The

methods

have

@WebMethod

annotation.

The

annotation
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@SOAPBinding lets the developer choose the style for the messages used in a web
service. The value of binding annotation can be either DOCUMENT or RPC.
The example implementation of the above interface is SIB presented in list. 9.2.
In this example we assumed that the client data would be defined as an array of
objects. The array might be replaced by a result set which is the response of a query
sent to a client database. This is a two-dimensional array in which each line
represents one client record form the database. The first column is an identifier of
a client, the second column is the name of the client and the last one is the amount of
sale connected with the client.
The presented above SIB is called ClientBean. It has implemented two
methods derived from SEI and one additional utility method getClient() for
preparing the client data as formatted String ready to be read and printed.
This service may be published after usual Java compilation of the interface and
the bean sources. Javac compiler from JDK/bin directory of our Java environment
can be used for compilation. In production environment Web Services are published
with the utilization of an application server such as JBoss, GlassFish, IBM WebSphere
or Apache Tomcat. However, for production purposes it is possible to publish any Web
Service thanks to their own publisher class. The publisher class for ClientBean
service is presented in list. 9.3.

import javax.xml.ws.Endpoint;
public class ClientPublisher {
public static void main(String[] args){
Endpoint.publish("http://127.0.0.1:9999/clients",
new ClientBean());
}
}
List. 9.3. Publisher class for client Web Service
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The publisher class uses publish() static method of Endpoint class which
represents the Web Service endpoint. Web Service endpoints are described by WSDL
contracts. Which is generated automatically at publication.
When the endpoint is published, it then accepts is accepting the incoming
requests for the Web Service. The endpoint for this example will be running at
localhost at port 9999. The published service is available for clients and is bound to
ClientBean instance.
The published service might be tested by a web browser. If we enter a web
service address web browser will show us the web page with the service description.
See fig. 9.2.

Fig. 9.2. Web Service description shown by web browser

The web page contains the link for WSDL contract. We can see the main parts of
the contract file below in list. 9.4.
Such a WSDL file is imported and consumed by a Web Service client at the
beginning of the communication process. The client can get the information from
WSDL about the operations and data types associated with the operations bundled to
the service. WSDL contract may be used for automatic generating client-support code,
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too. What is more, there is special Java utility called wsimport for the client source
generation based on WSDL document data.

<definitions targetNamespace="http://webservice_1/"
name="ClientBeanService">
<types/>
<message name="getClientByName">
<part name="arg0" type="xsd:string"/>
</message>
<message name="getClientByNameResponse">
<part name="return" type="xsd:string"/>
</message>
…
<portType name="ClientInterface">
<operation name="getClientByName">
<input wsam:Action="http://webservice_1/ClientInterface/
getClientByNameRequest" message="tns:getClientByName"/>
<output wsam:Action="http://webservice_1/ClientInterface/
getClientByNameResponse"
message="tns:getClientByNameResponse"/>
</operation>
…
<binding name="ClientBeanPortBinding" type="tns:ClientInterface">
<soap:binding
transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"
style="rpc"/>
<operation name="getClientByName">
<soap:operation soapAction=""/>
<input>
<soap:body use="literal"
namespace="http://webservice_1/"/>
</input>
<output>
<soap:body use="literal"
namespace="http://webservice_1/"/>
</output>
</operation>
…
<service name="ClientBeanService">
<port name="ClientBeanPort" binding="tns:ClientBeanPortBinding">
<soap:address location="http://localhost:9999/clients"/>
</port>
</service>
</definitions>
List. 9.4. WSDL contract file for client Web Service
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WSDL contract is an XML document. A tag portType represents the service
interface and aggregates all service operations which are the web methods from SEI.
In the binding section we can find input and output tags which describe the input and
output data types for each operation. SOAP protocol is used thus each input and
output message becomes a SOAP document. The last inner tag is the service tag
which describes the web location of the service for its clients.
As the Web Service is prepared, the next step will be implementation of client
application for our Web Service. Service clients may be developed with many different
programming languages like Perl, C# or Java. Java example client application is
presented in list. 9.5.
import
import
import
import

java.net.MalformedURLException;
javax.xml.namespace.QName;
javax.xml.ws.Service;
java.net.URL;

public class ServiceClient {
public static void main(String[] args){
URL url=null;
try {
url = new URL("http://localhost:9999/clients?wsdl");
} catch (MalformedURLException ex) {
System.out.println(ex.printStackTrace());
}
QName qname = new Qname("http://webservice_1/",
"ClientBeanService");
Service service = Service.create(url, qname);
ClientInterface ci = service.getPort(ClientInterface.class);
System.out.println("Aurora: "+ci.getClientByName("Aurora"));
System.out.println("Best Client:\n"+ci.getBestClient());
}
}
List. 9.5. Example Java Web Service client

The first part of the program is the creation of URL for Web Service which will be
requested by the client. Next, a qualified name (QName) object is created which is
defined by XML specification and is used to refer to particular elements or attributes
within XML documents. The value of a QName contains a namespace URI, local part
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and a prefix. The namespace is provided in WSDL and the local part is SIB name with
a word “Service” at the end. URL of Web Service and QName are used to create
Service. It is an object which provides the client view of the Web Service. The
getPort() method of the service object returns a proxy. This is an object that
supports the specified service endpoint interface and is used for accessing Web
Service operations, e.g. getBlientByName() method execution. The execution of
the client Web Service requester causes the execution of Web Service operations,
and results in printing the following lines to output (system console):
Aurora: 1 Aurora 1000
Best Client:
2 Fenix 50000
The process described above shows how easy is to develop a Web Service and
Web Service consumer in Java language. However, due to Web Service and SOAP
standards they may be developed using different programming languages and
published on different application servers. With the use of Web Services we may
develo and publish different business services in the Internet, such as getting a list of
product prices or delivering information about the flights and bookings.
Similar client applications may be written in different programming languages,
too, e.g. Java, C# or Perl. It means that we may construct B2B heterogeneous
environment with services and its clients located at business partners' hosts. Any part
of this structure may be developed in different manner but thanks to standard SOAP
protocol used for the requests and responses services and clients will understand
each other. Then we can apply this method to establishing SOA system integration.

9.4.

JAVA SOAP CLIENT FOR EBAY SHOPPING WEB SERVICES

As it was mentioned in above section, we may easily build SOA system integration
with Web Services. This section presents the example of accessing real shopping
Web Service. Service consumer is a Java application and service provider is eBay
portal.
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eBay portal as well as different commerce portals such as amazon require nonanonymous connections. It means that we need personal keys Application ID (AppID).
AppID is generated after a free registration at eBay Developer Program website. The
keys are unique identifiers that make eBay distinguish which developer and
application is making a call.
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.net.MalformedURLException;
javax.xml.namespace.QName;
javax.xml.ws.Service;
javax.xml.ws.BindingProvider;
java.net.URL;
ebay.apis.eblbasecomponents.*;
java.util.*;

public class EBayServiceClient {
public static void main(String[] args){
final String BASEURL="http://open.api.ebay.com/shopping?";
final String APPID = "XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX";
final String NAME = "FindItems";
final String VERSION = "695";
String endURL =
BASEURL+"callname="+NAME+"&version="+VERSION+"&appid=" + APPID;
Shopping service2 = new Shopping();
ShoppingInterface si = service2.getShopping();
BindingProvider bp = (BindingProvider)si;
bp.getRequestContext().put(
BindingProvider.ENDPOINT_ADDRESS_PROPERTY,endURL);
FindItemsRequestType request = new FindItemsRequestType();
request.setQueryKeywords("PC");
FindItemsResponseType result = si.findItems(request);
System.out.println ( "EndpointURL : " + endpointURL);
System.out.println("Status = "+result.getAck()+"\n");
System.out.println("Number of Items= "+result.getTotalItems()
+"\n");
List<SimpleItemType> list = result.getItem();
SimpleItemType item=null;
for(int i=0; i<list.size(); i++){
item = list.get(i);
System.out.println(item.getItemID()+" "+item.getTitle());
}
}
}
List. 9.6. Client application for eBay Web Service
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eBay portal provides many different Web Services for searching, selling, buying
things, user data information and alerting. List. 9.6 is a source code of an example
eBay Web Service client application which use FindItems Web Service. This Web
Service allows us to find a shop items with the defined query keywords. In this case,
there is one query keyword: “PC”.
The first step in the code is preparing an appropriate URL for the eBay service. It
includes a base URL of eBay web service API, the name of the chosen service,
application identifier and a version of WSDL. The next part is the definition of SIB and
SEI object. They remain the same as in the first example. The element which did not
appear in the earliest example of Web Service client is BindingProvider. It is an
interface which provides access to the protocol binding and associated context objects
for request and response message processing [KUM10]. The next lines in the code
source are the request preparation and the query result processing. There are a few
println() function calls for printing to the system console values of: end point URL,
request processing status, number of found items, and first three items (item id and
title).
The result of the execution of FindItem Web Servive is shown below.
EndpointURL :
http://open.api.ebay.com/shopping?callname=FindItems&version=695
&appid= XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Status = SUCCESS
Number of Items= 1241856
260724633340 Wildlife Tycoon: Venture Africa! (PC Games, 2006)
270694885910 NEW! Dell 2GB Kit (2x1GB) 1Rx8 PC2-6400U-600
110640125413 1 FAST DELL D630 LAPTOP PC DUAL CORE 2 DUO NOTEBOOK DVD

9.5.

SUMMARY

System integration seems a huge challenge in which many approaches may be used.
We may use information collecting portals, shared or replicated databases, shared
business function or shared business processes among multiple specialized computer
systems and applications to run the integration process inside one company or to
establish a business-to-business cooperation. Another solution is a mixture of these
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methods. The choice depends on many different requirements such as cooperation
with existing systems, protocols or business investment plans. Among the fastest
growing type of system integration there is integration based on Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA). SOA gives us very flexible, extensible and secure business,
software and hardware environment. In order to implement SOA technically, we may
make use of Web Services as this technology is well standardized and documented. It
can be claimed that Web Services are programming language independent so we may
develop Web Service Clients and Endpoints in various programming languages.
Therefore that system may be built just like in a jigsaw puzzle where each puzzle
piece is created by a different producer using different technologies. This paper
presented how easy it is to develop a Web Service in Java language. The technique
from examples shown may be applied to quite complicated systems. Thus we may
draw a conclusion that SOA is one of the best integration approach as for the present
time and for the future as well.
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10
Technology of Programming in the Labview
Environment

It is very important for the economy of Kazakhstan to develop the innovative
information management programming systems into pilot projects, which could be
applied in industry, as well as for our higher education institutions with the aim of
getting more topical education. With that end in view we can use LabView program.
LabVIEW (short for Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering workbench) is
a development environment and platform for executing

programs, made in the

graphical language “G” from “National Instruments” company (USA). The first version
of LabVIEW was released for the Apple Macintosh in 1986, at present there exist
versions for UNIX, GNU/Linux, Mac OS etc., the most developed and popular ones
are for Microsoft Windows.
LabVIEW is used in data processing and acquisition systems, as well as for
maintaining control over technical objects and processes. LabVIEW is ideologically
close to SCADA-systems, but unlike the latter, that are oriented at solving problems in
the field of automated process control systems, LabVIEW is mostly used for
automated research systems.
The graphical programming language “G”, used in LabVIEW, is based on
dataflow programming. Flow of statements execution in such languages is determined
not by their order sequence (as in imperative programming languages), but by the
presence of data in the operator inputs. The operators, which are not data-connected,
are executed simultaneously and in random order.
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The notion of Virtual Instruments (VI) is fundamental for LabVIEW programming.
On the front panel are situated the program controls – buttons, graphics, switches etc.
Block diagram is, in actual fact, the program itself. Upon programming (or, better to
say, execution of the program, since you don’t need to program so much) such
a notion as data flow is used. The idea of data flow is that all the program elements
(which are represented graphically) are interconnected by means of the connections
(wires, threads), performing data communication.
The work in LabVIEW is done on two panels:


Block Diagram – instruction is displayed on this panel;



Front Panel – is an organ of program execution.
The two panels are interconnected. Thus, if an element is moved to the Front

panel, it will be displayed on the Block diagram panel right away.
Figure 10.1 can serve as an example: here is shown a simple operation on
figures. The picture shows how easily and visually one may add three figures together.

Fig. 10.1. Simple instrument
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Instrument elements are the following:
- points, program elements (Nodes - adder);

- indicator terminals;

- control terminals.
The elements are connected by means of wires.
As it is visible from Picture 1, the whole process is shown very clearly. However,
if a user had gotten used to dial in text codes, then there exists one more way to
collect a formula, see fig.10.2. This record is identical to the record, made in language
“C”.Thus, in LabVIEW you can create a user interface (front panel) with controls and
indicators. The controls are toggle switches, buttons, input boxes and other input
devices. The indicators are diagrams, scales, lights, text fields etc. After creating of
the user interface, you add the program code, which controls objects on the front
panel.

Fig. 10.2. Simple instrument. Record with the help of formula
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This code is found in block diagram, it somehow resembles block scheme,
although there are some differences between them.
LabVIEW can be used for controlling different kinds of equipment, such as data
acquisition devices, various sensors, scopes, propulsion units (e.g.: step motors) etc.,
as well as such devices as GPIB, PXI, VXI, RS-232 и RS-484. LabVIEW also has
built-in units for connecting the created programs to the network by means of using
LabVIEW web server and various standard protocols and tools, such as TCP/IP and
ActiveX.
With the help of LabVIEW, one can create applications for testing and measuring,
data acquisition, controlling various external devices, report generation. Since
LabVIEW is a full 32-bit compiler, one can also create independent executable files
and function libraries, such as DLL.
Advantages of LabVIEW:
-

full programming language;

-

intuitively comprehensible process of graphical programming;

-

broad opportunities for collecting, processing and analysing data, controlling
devices, generating reports and exchanging data through network interfaces;

-

driver support of more than 2000 devices;

-

opportunities for interactive code generation;

-

thousands of examples of applications models;

-

high speed of execution of the compiled programs;

-

compatibility with such operating systems as Windows2000/NT/XP, Mac OS X,
Linux и Solaris.

LabVIEW supports a wide range of equipment of different producers and includes
various libraries and components (or they can be aadded to the basic package):
-

for connecting external equipment in most common interfaces and protocols (RS232, GPIB 488, TCP/IP etc.);

-

for remote control over the course of experiment;

-

for control over robotic devices and computer vision systems;

-

for signal generation and digital signal processing;
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-

for applying various mathematical methods of data processing;

-

for visualization of data and the results of their processing (including 3D-models);

-

for modelling of complex systems;

-

for storing data in databases and generating repots;

-

for interaction with other applications in the framework of COM/DCOM/OLE
conception.
At the same time, LabVIEW is a very simple and intuitively understandable

system. Even an amateur user (a non-programmer) is capable of developing
a complicated program for collecting data and controlling objects, that has a beautiful
and comfortable human-machine interface, within a short period of time (varying from
some minutes to some hours). For example, by means of LabVIEW one can turn an
old computer, equiped with just a sound card, into a powerful measuring laboratory.
The special component of LabVIEW – Application Builder – gives an opportunity
to run Lab-VIEW-programs on the computer, where complete development
environment had not been installed.
We consider networking as interaction between numerous processes, which are
usually (but not always) executed on different computers. Interaction (communication)
can take place both in local area network (LAN) and on the Internet. One of the main
uses of software products during the networking is permission of one or several
application to use capabilities (services) of another application. In addition to the
means of Internet-publication in LabVIEW you can use networking functional
capabilities for connection with other applications or another LabVIEW program. For
providing interaction between processes general communication language, called
protocol, should be used. LabVIEW offers the following protocols:
-

DataSocket – communications protocol, patented by “National Instruments”
company for exchanging data in the network. One of its advantages is its ease of
use;

-

TCP/IP (common protocol of most of the networks, including Internet);

-

UDP.
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Aside from these network protocols, which are independent from the type of operating
system, LabVIEW also supports some outdated and, thus, seldom used protocols,
such as DDE (Windows), AppleEvents and PPC (MacOS).
After the option of creating a new instrument is chosen, two windows open:
interface panel (Front

panel) (See fig. 10.3) and window of editing the diagrams

(Block Diagram) (See fig. 10.4), which is in fact a graphical representation of the
program.
The interface panel serves as the user interface. You build the front panel with
graphical controls and various indicators, which are input and output terminals of
virtual instruments respectively. Controls are knobs, regulators, slide devices, push
buttons and other input devices. Indicators are the elements for constructing/display of
a diagram, warning instruments such as lights etc.
Controls and indicators, placed on the front panel, are displayed with the help of
respective icons (terminals) in the second window - Block diagram. Thus, every
element, placed on the interface panel, has a respective icon in the Block diagram
window. In this wondow program is “written” – Virtual Instruments graphical code is
created. If you, for instance, decide to delete a control in the interface window, the
respective icon (terminal) in the block diagram will also disappear.
Icons or terminals represent the data type of the given controls or indicators.
Terminals exchange information between the interface panel and block diagram.
Nodes – are objects of the Block diagram, which may have one or/and several
inputs and outputs. Functions of LabVIEW are analogous to the expressions,
operators, procedures and functions of text-based programming languages.
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Fig. 10.3. Interface panel

Fig. 10.4. Block diagram

Wires are interconnecting lines between icons (terminals). They are analogous to
variables in usual programming languages. It ought to be noted, that data can be
transferred only in one direction – from terminal-source to one or several terminalsreceivers. Different colour and type of wire corresponds to different type of the
transferred data. A broken or incorrect wire appears as a dashed line.
Structures – are graphical representation of the loops and operators in textbased programming languages. Terminals, nodes, wires and structures are
components of the syntax of the LabVIEW programming language.
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Toolbar. Both windows - interface and block diagram windows – have toolbars,
which have instrumental buttons and status indicators, meant to control Virtual
Instruments. One of the toolbars is always available, its view depends on the window,
you’re currently working in. The interface window toolbar has 8 buttons (See fig. 10.5).

Fig. 10.5. Interface window toolbar

1. Run” button – is a button for program startup and execution. While application is
running, the icon changes its view.
2. “Run continuously” button – is a button for program startup and execution in loop
mode. While application is running, the icon changes its view.
3. “Abort execution” button - When the application is launched, this button is in active
state, it is used for aborting the program execution;
4. “Pause” button pauses program execution until the button is pressed again;
5. Drop-down menu for editing the font properties: type, size, style and colour;
6. Drop-down menu, allowing to level and position objects, as well as to distribute the
graphical objects of the front panel;
7. If you place one object above another one, then the object below may be
overlapped and inaccessible. Use this drop-down menu for placing the object above or
below another one.
If application can not be launched for any of several reasons, then the toolbar will
look in the following way:

Fig. 10.6. Toolbar: program can not be launched
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The block diagram window has the same buttons, as the interface window, plus
its own buttons, aimed at program debugging (See fig. 10.7).

Fig. 10.7. Block diagram toolbar

1. by pushing this button and starting up the program, one can debug it and
observe movement of data between objects;
2. turning on/off of saving the wires values;
3. by pushing this button one can "enter" structures (e.g.: in loops and
subprograms) in the process of debugging;
4. by pushing this button one can activate the single-step debugging mode, i.e.
data will be transferred from one icon to another, stopping the program, highlighting
the current element and expecting the next step – pressing the same button;
5. by pushing this button one can "leave" structures (e.g.: loop) and move on to
the next "knot" in the debugging mode;
Drop-down menu. By placing a control to the interface panel or icon in the block
diagram window, you can always change properties of this object.
Tools palette is one of the main instrumental components, that helps to create,
modify and debug Virtual instruments, see fig. 10.8.

Fig. 10.8. Tools palette
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To display the tools palette, one has to select View  Tools Palette in the main
menu.
Operate Value – controling objects, e.g.: for moving a toddler or turning
a handle;
Position/Size/Select – Setting, "dragging", moving, changing dimensions of an
object – an arrow changes its view, when option of changing the object
dimensions is available;
Edit text – instrument for text entry both in interface window and in block
diagram;
Connect Wire – is used for connecting objects;
Object shortcut menu – instrument has analogous functions as pushing the
right mouse button on the respective object, i.e. serves for displaying drop-down
menu;
Scroll Window – simultaneous moving (scrolling) of the window contents;
Set/Clear Breakpoint – establishing buttons (markers), aborting the program
upon its debugging;
Probe data – establishing a probe in the block diagram window, during the time
of program execution and debugging the probe will show value of the
parameter, where probe is established;
Get color – copying a colour to the palette – it is necesssary to place the
marker and push the left mouse button;
Set color – setting colour of the object and its background.
Controls and Functions palettes are a structured set of icon menus, designed
for accesing the libraries of interface elements and respective functions. The
necessary palette is displayed automatically, upon switching between the interface
panel and the block diagram window.
By means of Controls palette one can establish (add) controls and indicators.
Every option of the iconized menu has a subpalette, where the respective objects are
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located. To display the controls palette, one has to select View Controls Palette in
the main menu, See fig. 10.9.
The functions palette elements are used for building the diagram, i.e. for
assigning an operation algorithm. The functions palette contains the functions,
necessary for working with various data types and structures, it allows to realize
algorithms of any degree of complexity – from simple arithmetical calculations to
functionatlly complex ones, such as, for example, frequency analysis. See fig. 10.10 to
view the functions palette.

Fig. 10.9. Controls palette

Building a program begins from the block diagram window. You have to
create an initialization instrument for controlling the people passing in turn through
the check-point. For this you have to select in the functions palette Programming
 Synchronization  Queue Operation  Obtain queue. Afterwards you have
to select Connect Wire (coil) from the Tools Palette and choose a suitable
option by clicking the upper input of the device (max queue size).
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Fig. 10.10. Functions palette

Then in the displayed context menu you should select create  control. This
control will also be displayed on the interface panel. The quantity of the employees,
arriving in the territoy per day/per hour, will be set with its help. To set the queue name
you have to right click the device input name and select an option of creating
a constant create  constant, then it is necessary to type in the queue name in the
displayed window, e.g.: 1. You should also set the element data type – data type,
which should contain queue. It is inecessary to select Programming 
NumericNumeric Constant ( it is “0” on default) and connect it to the input element
data type. As a result, you will get the instrument, shown on fig. 10.11.

Fig. 10.11. Queue initialization
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After the queue initialization you have to determine the order of employee
distribution

in

queue.

The

following

instrument

is

established:

ProgrammingSynchronizationQueue OperationEnqueue Element, queue
out and error out outputs from Obtain queue instrument are connected to the
respective inputs of Enqueue Element instrument with the help of coil. Since there is
more than one employee, we need to run the program in loop mode. For that you have
to select programming  structures  For loop on the functions palette and leftclick at Enqueue Element instrument. So that the employees would stand in line one
by one, you have to drag “increase to 1” Programming  Numeric  increment.
Then the icon “loop iteration” is connected to input “x”, while output (x+1) is connected
to Element output of Enqueue Element instrument. Every employee arrives in the
territory after some time, for example after 1 second. So, it is necessary to introduce
“delay” to the loop. For that, you should select Programming  Timing  Wait (ms)
and drag this icon to the loop. It is necessary to create a constant for it, that
corresponds to the waiting period. For that, you should move the cursor in the form of
coil to the left part of the icon, push the right mouse button and select an option of
creating a constant Create  Constant. To make sure that the quantity of loop
iterations is the same as the quantity of the employees, arriving in the building, you
should connect the output of Numeric control with pictogram N , as it is shown on
fig. 10.12.

Fig. 10.12. Adding elements to queue
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There is a check-point at the enterprise, every employee has to pass through. In
order to establish the check-point you should set the While loop, programming
structure  While Loop. The elements from the loop, i.e. employees service, are
calculated,

Dequeue Element is added to While Loop: Programming

SynchronizationQueue OperationDequeue Element. To see the ammount of
employees in the territory, you should create a corresponding indicator for Dequeue
Element instrument by pushing the right mouse button on Element instrument output
and selecting constant  indicator option. With the help of Edit text instrument
from the Toolbar you should change the indicator name to “Employees in the territory”.
Then you should set the time period employees need to pass through the check-point
with the help of Wait (ms) instrument and give it a name of the constant with the
required time. It is necessary to right-click at the icon of loop output condition (red
pictogramme at the lower right corner of the loop) and select the option of creating
a constant in the dropdown menu (F-“False’ on default), so that the loop would work
continuously. Then connect the newly created instrument with the queue, that had
been created earlier, in the way it is shown on fig. 10.13.

Fig. 10.13. Reading from queue

With the help of graphical programming we are going to build a program, that will
calcualte some cumbersome formula, for example:
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;

Fig. 10.14. Program interface

The formula contains 5 parameters of input data and one parameter of output
data. We proceed to the front panel and create 6 controls and 1 indicator. If you hadn’t
found the inidcator, then any control turns into an indicator upon right-click  Change
to Indicator. Then it is necessary to give names to the elements. By double clicking at
the indicator, you can proceed to another panel. Then you need to choose
“Mathematics” bookmark and begin programming the indicated formula with the help
of tools, as it is shown on fig. 10.14.
C consits of several parameters. We should remove superfluous elements by
building a subinstrument “C”: Edit  CreateSubVI. The separate knot, that will
calcualte C2, has been created. Then we created a pictogram for visuality purpose
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and save. From now on, our subinstrument “C” may be used in different programs.
The process of building the subinstrument is shown on fig. 10.16.

Fig. 10.15. Formula evaluation program
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Fig. 10.16. Creating subinstrument

CONCLUSION
LabVIEW is an open programming system and has built-in support of all the
program interfaces, used at present time, such as Win 32 DLL, Com.Net, DDE,
network protocols on the basis of IP, DataSocket etc. LabVIEW contains libraries of
control

over

different

hardware

features

and

interfaces,

such

as

PCI,

CompactPCI/PXI, VME, VXI, GPIB (КОП), PLC, VISA, computer vision systems etc.
Software products, created with the help of LabVIEW, may be supplemented by the
fragments, developed in the traditional programming languages, such as C/C++,
Pascal, Basic, Fortrant. On the other hand, it is possible to use the modules, which
had been worked out in LabVIEW, in the projects, created in other programming
systems.
Thus, LabVIEW enables us to build practically all kinds of applications, interacting
with any types of hardware features, supported by computer operating system.
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Functions, which had been built in in LabVIEW, facilitate interaction with
peripheral devices, that is why there is no need to build special programs. LabVIEW
Virtual instruments can work with different types of data collecting and exchange
systems,

such

as:

built-in multifunctional

input-output

boards,

GPIB

card,

communications port and hardware components PXI and VXI. It is possible to use the
data acquisition systems (DAQ), controlled by LabVIEW, for input and formation of
analog and digital signals, as well as for performing operations with counter timers.
LabVIEW can also interact with instruments through GPIB (if computer is equipped
with the GPIB controller board) or control instrumental systems of PXI and VXI
standards. If you do not have special hardware components, then LabVIEW will
connect to peripheral devices by means of communications port. Analysis functions in
LabVIEW facilitate processing and transformation of data in the computer. Instead of
routine realization of complicated algorithms or writing your own low-level code, you
can just use the necessary built-in functions of LabVIEW.
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11
Quality Management in the Programming Process

Total Quality Management (TQM) is the key notion in organization, meaning a process
whose market objective is the growth of competitiveness and profitability of the
company. Thus, this notion can be viewed as a form of company management. Due to
the commitment of all staff in the process of improving the quality of the product or
service as well as setting the right objectives of an organization, meeting the needs
and expectations of a customer can be achieved. This is one of the models of quality
management which assumes that the quality of a product depends on all processes
within the company. Such a concept can also be applied in the process of
programming, both in big and small companies.
TQM comprises the overall activity of the company, including all activities and
relations occurring between them. In the trade dimension, a basic effect of TQM is
strengthening and development of the market position of the company, which means
a high image of the company. By raising considerably the quality of the final product,
the company can create a ‘sub-company’ whose activity is directed towards a more
refined, that is richer customer. A good example here can be Panasonic and Technics
or Mercedes Benz and Maybach. Within the context of IT companies, it is difficult to
talk about a „sub-company” and two types of programming quality- better and worse.
Instead, “free” products often appear to possess limited functionality, advertise third
party or paid products with larger functionality. Both types of programming are of
a similar quality. It should be noted, though, that „quality” of free products is
deliberately limited rather than increasing the general quality of programming.
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TQM in the IT sector is concerned with raising general quality of programming
therefore contributing to a better image on the IT market and better contracts.
The basis of TQM is focusing on the customer needs, making them the most
significant component, introducing organisational culture based on values and vision
proposed by the company management as well as training employees who will then
be able to indentify problems and solve them.

11.1. QUALITY
Quality in business, engineering and manufacturing has a pragmatic interpretation as
the non-inferiority or superiority of something. Quality is a perceptual, conditional and
somewhat subjective attribute and may be understood differently by different people.
Consumers may focus on the specification quality of a product/service, or how it
compares to competitors in the marketplace. Producers might measure the
conformance quality, or degree to which the product/service was produced correctly.
Numerous definitions and methodologies have been created to assist in
managing the quality-affecting aspects of business operations. Many different
techniques and concepts have evolved to improve product or service quality. There
are two common quality-related functions within a business. One is quality assurance
which is the prevention of defects, such as by the deployment of a quality
management system and preventative activities like of defects, most commonly
associated with testing which takes place failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA).
The other is quality control which is the detection within a quality management system
typically referred to as verification and validation [WEN10].
Quality in the case of computer programmes can be defined by:


Product efficiency– product simply works, does not cause problems during most of
its exploitation or does not need to be dealt with by a qualified IT specialist from
external company.



Quality product – that is ergonomic, intuitive, „user friendly” – the one that the
customer likes and wants to work on it.



It complies with the requirements of the ordering person.
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However, does the compliance with the order specification and lack of visible or
hidden faults mean the quality is high? Not necessarily so.
Quality is defined by the degree to which the product, namely computer
programme, meets the user’s requirements. The definition of quality quoted from ISO
PN 9000:2006 standard describes quality as a set of inherent values which meets the
requirements [ISO06]. According to this standard, ‘inherent’ is defined as remaining
within, especially as a permanent value and requirement as a statement if something
has been established, accepted habitually or compulsory. All in all, the quality of
programming is the degree to which it meets the user’s requirements.
From the point of view of a consumer ordering the programming, it is very
important that implementing of the service be on time. A high- quality company always
meets deadlines. As far as products are concerned, quality is based on 3 pillars:
resources, time and functionality (Fig 11.1).

Fig. 11.1 The most important elements of the aspects of Quality [MSA09]

The first pillar for programming means adapting programming technology to the
most suitable environment in which it can be used. It is sometimes the role of the
executor of an order to propose the most convenient and functional technology for
a given programming. Advisory function, and not merely making the programming, is
responsible for ultimate satisfaction of a consumer. Thus, it affects quality indirectly.
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11.2. MAIN IDEA OF TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Total Quality Management is an approach to managing a company where each aspect
of its activity is related to quality. All staff participate in this process through their team
work, commitment, self-control and constant raising own qualifications. The main
objective is to achieve a long-term success whose source is the customer’s
satisfaction as well as benefits for the organization, their members and community.
Quality management is based on several assumptions:
1. Getting each employee involved in improving each aspect of their activity.
Progress is often made through small improvements rather than big investments.
In the case of programming, this can be related to the quality of code itself and its
legibility as well as numerical correctness. It is appropriate to mention here a
suitable selection of staff for project groups. There is a study on this issue
[DZU09].
2. Optimizing processes. Using simple and universal tools as well as machines
makes production time more effective. Synchronicity of work of individual
workplaces helps to minimize costs of storing. Good and effective management of
the project timetable is essential in the IT sector. Also, the choice of tools both for
projecting and programming is very important. The best solution is when they are
compatible. Correct scheduling and carrying out tasks „at the first go” make work
go smoothly, without the necessity to make corrections. Detecting errors at an
early stage of the tests allows to save work time and company expenditure
considerably. [MCC06].
3. The reason for a vast majority of problems with quality is the incorrect company
management, work organization and motivation. Only a few per cent of errors are
caused by employees at the assembly line.
4. A successful application of quality management is remote in time, as only a longterm application of the methods can guarantee an advantage over competitors.
The success must also be related to not only company activity but also benefit for
the community, natural environment, etc. since the company has to bear social
responsibility.
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The eight principles TQM was presented below [CJP10], [STE98], [WPL10]:
1. Orientation on customer,
2. Leadership,
3. Involvement workers,
4. Process approach,
5. System approach to management,
6. Continuous improvement,
7. Undertaking decision in support about facts,
8. Mutual profitable relations with tradesmen.

11.3. THE NORMS OF QUALITY AND LEGAL CONDITIONS
The effectiveness of compatible management with principles the TQM in case of
computer firm which create the software could be controled by [GRZ09]:


Audit of quality - systematized the independent research having to determine if the
actions relating to quality working and their results are peaceable with planned
settlements or settlements are realized effectively and they allow on achievement
of aims (the definition according to PN - ISO 8402).



Benchmarking (comparative investigations or comparative analysis) - practise
applied in management depending on comparing processes and practises applied
through own enterprise with applied in enterprises considered for the best in
analysed field. Result of such analysis serves as basis the improvement. This is
practical realization of proverb: it " was one should learn on mistakes but better
learn on another person's mistakes, than on one's".

The norms of assessment of quality software for computer projects define the norm
the ISO/IEC 9126. Main studied features are presented below in the Table 11.1.
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Table 11.1 Range of software assessment.

Object of research

Studied feature

Usability

Software

Functjonality

Efficiency

Maintainability

Porability

Reliability

Studied coefficients
Effectiveness
Performance
Satisfaction
Suitability
Accurateness
Interoperability
Compliance
Security
Time behaviour
Resource behavior
Transfer behavior
Analyzability
Changeability
Stability
Testability
Adaptability
Installability
Conformance
Replaceability
Maturity
Fault tolerance
Recoverability

The legal aspects of software quality haven`t been define in Poland yet. The legal
definition of „good and bad software” doesn`t exist. Only mentions about adaptation
software for all citizens appear in legislation. However this concerns only the software
programme available as websites services.
Creating websites, which are usable for the widest audience is not only the matter
of ethics or business – it is also essential for legal reasons. Many countries have
introduced legislation which require designing webservices in a way making them
accessible to every citizen.
In Poland there are few different bills addressing citizens equality in access to
information regardless of any criteria:


Constitution of Republic of Poland (especially sections 32 and 69) [CRP 97],
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Public Information Access Bill [PIA00],



Computerization of Public Services Bill [CPS05],



Charter of Rights of Disabled People [CDR97].
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11.4. THE MAIN METHODS OF QUALITY MANAGEMENT
In the literature of quality management meets the different approaches to creating and
the realization of quality system particularly the quality management of products.
There are defined differences between individual countries for example: Japan, USA,
Germany and authorities in range of quality such as Deming, Crosby, Feigenbaum,
Juran, and Ishikawa. The individual conceptions are called the model of products
quality management. These models imitating quality systems become the object of
studies. The most well-known and applied in practice quality managements` models
belong [BAN96]:


Edward W. Deming`s model,



Philip B. Crosby's model,



Armand V. Feigenbaum`s model,



Joseph M. Juran`s model,



Japanese model.
E. W. Deming is considered to be a co-author of the Japanese success in the

area of quality. He proved that the process of creating quality of products and services
depends on commitment of both performers and managers. Success depends on all
staff. They have to use a common language of statistics. Deming defined the model of
efficient and economic quality management whose base is a set of rules for the
executive staff. The implementation of these rules and treating them as a permanent
and invariable norm of behavior can guarantee a strategic success of the company
[HAM08].
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The Deming principles include [DIE07]:
1. Creating a constant orientation of an institution towards product and service
quality based on the plans to form a competing institution with a stable market
position. Stating the scope of responsibility of the management for the quality.
2. Accepting a new way of thinking. In the new economic era, it is inconceivable to
continue living in the world of commonly accepted delays, errors, faulty material or
waste.
3. Mass control has to be abandoned. Instead, statistical record depicting quality
should be introduced.
4. Detecting problems. The task of the management is ongoing work on improving
the system of making high-quality products. Training staff and selection of
technical equipment as well as upgrading machinery, supervision and retraining
play a vital role in this respect.
5. Introducing modern methods of vocational training.
6. Introducing modern methods of supervising production. Responsibility of
managers has to be transferred from supervision over quantity to supervision over
quality.
7. Eliminating fear in the institution so that everyone could work effectively for it.
8. Breaking barriers between institutional departments. Research staff, designers,
sales and production people should work as one team, predicting problems that
may arise in production due to changes in requirements or supplies.
9. Getting rid of tasks involving figures, various posters and slogans. Requiring from
staff a new level of efficiency without supplying the method.
10. Eliminating work standards, efficiency standards in figures and shortage
standards.
11. Lack of barriers limiting the rights for „daily” employees to be proud of their
qualifications.
12. Introducing effective education and reeducation programme.
13. Creating a structure of the head management that will apply the above 13
principles on a daily basis.
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An important trait of the concept by E.W. Deming is a dynamic, as opposed to
static, approach to quality. An institution should have only one goal – continuous and
systematic upgrading of the quality of its products. The method of dynamic approach
to quality proposed by E.W. Deming is known in literature as “Deming circle”.
Additionally, E.W. Deming introduced two new elements to his model of work
quality management:
1) broad possibilities of applying statistical methods in the process of creating quality,
both in designing, acquisition and production;
2) dynamic approach to quality reflected in systematic measurement and reducing
deviations, which requires constant and systematic recognition of their reasons.
Application by the management of the above principles serves to manage product
quality in the company effectively.
The ISO 9000 standard recommends a process approach to increase the degree
of meeting customer requirements during the implementation of the quality
management system. As far as the process approach is concerned, the PN ISO
9001:2001 standard recommends the method known as Plan-Do-Check-Act. The first
stage is planning, setting objectives and processes necessary to get the results
complying with the customer’s requirements and organization policy. The next step is
„do” which means the implementation of the processes. The third stage is “check” –
processes, final product in relation to policy, objectives and requirements concerning
the product. Next, present and verify the results. The last step is “act”- take actions
related to continuous process improvement [ISO01]. This method is known as the
Edward Deming method. [HAM06]. Characteristic „Deming circle” was presented in
the fig 11.2.
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DO

P.D.C.A.

ACT

Fig. 11.2 „Deming circle”

11.5. SUMMARY
Management through quality is a very good way to upgrade the image of the
company. This is a method of entering certain markets and reaching a considerable
distance in relation to competition. A satisfied customer will definitely recommend this
company to others.
A question arises why so few companies apply TQM methods? The answer is,
unfortunately, high cost in a short time span. It costs a lot to introduce and maintain
quality on all levels within a company, starting from programmers, through managers,
up to the executives. A programmer faces a choice whether to write any code before
or a correct-quality code after the deadline. Quite frequently, the latter option is not
accepted by managers. A designer has to respond to a question posed by a hesitant
customer and choose the best solution, at the expense of time and budget, or design
exactly in compliance with precise requirements. A bonus is paid for investments
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which are completed on time and not for the degree of satisfaction of customers. The
manager faces a dilemma whether to earn more or less. The answer seems obvious.
The management treats ANY extra expenses as EVIL.

One of the tasks of the

management is to make costs lower and keep the budget. Does that mean the TQM in
the IT sector is only utopian? The answer is a definite „No”. It is down to the
management to realise that the profits from this manner of improving the quality of the
company will only be seen in the long term. Managing in accordance with TQM should
start from the top and gradually go down through all levels of the company.
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12
Hemocomponent Production Management
Information System for "Blood Services"

Modern methods of production process management have not found the proper
application in such important health care industry as a Productive and Clinical
Transfusiology, organized under the title "Blood Services". State target program to
reform the "Blood Services" [YAD11] involves the study and application in practical
medicine programs to optimize management processes at all stages of works (from
preparation of blood, processing it into components and derivatives, realization of
“plasma quarantine” special program, to the guaranteed blood transfusion for patients
of hospitals) are particularly relevant.
In our country the problems are the following:


existing spontaneity in the management of regional "Blood Services";



the absence of means to predict the volume of whole blood required for the
timely provision of health care facilities (HCF);



loss of blood supply and the need to optimize the process of its renewal.

One possible way to solve this problem is the creation and study of information
systems and new technologies, which ensure optimization of volumes of whole blood
and plasma necessary for the timely provision of hospitals for a specified period.
The number of overseas projects are known in this field. For example, in [MIS08]
there was developed a statistical model for predicting the arrival of the donor
depending on his previous visits and donor history. In 2001, the UK Blood Service
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created a Blood Stocks Management Scheme (BSMS) to improve understanding of
the dynamics of blood components stocks in blood centers and hospitals. Information
is entered via the website BSMS [BLO11] and is used in real-time mode by all the
participants of the program. The introduction of a centralized control scheme can
reduce the write-off of blood components from 2,1% to 0,45%, particularly the write-off
due to the expiry of storage period - from 1,6% to 0,21%.
Further development of such systems can be implemented by carrying out the
principles of optimal control, combined with the methods of system analysis and
forecasting of the dynamics of hemocomponents consumption by medical care
facilities.
Thus, the objectives of this work are:


to develop a mathematical model of the regional "Blood Service" blood bank
management process for transfusion support of medical care institutions;



to develop algorithms for optimization of the resumption of blood supply by using
the dynamic programming method [OST87];



to develop software system that provides collection, storage, processing
information about the needs of health care network and optimization of volumes of
whole blood and plasma, necessary for the timely provision of hospitals for
a specified period.

12.1. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Blood stock management involves providing health care facilities with such blood
components as plasma, erythromass and thromboconcentrate. The mathematical
model of blood bank management process described in this section is detailed for
such a blood component as erythromass. For the plasma blood component a similar
model can be used.
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where:

a –
k

is a known coefficient that determines the degree of correlation of

volumes of hemocomponent given away by hospitals on neighboring days. Hereafter
we assume

a
k

a constant coefficient ( a

k

 a  const ).

Optimal management means maintaining hemocomponents stock levels near
some average optimal for the work of the station level

x
0

with minimization of the

cost of management, ie, the resumption of the missing part of hemocomponents. Such
management quality is described by the functional:
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Thus, the considered problem is represented by a linear-quadratic control
problem in discrete time. In [OST87] it was shown that to solve this problem in
a general way we apply the method of dynamic programming based on the Bellman’s
principle of optimality. In this case management in the considered deterministic
system is defined by correlations:
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The relations listed above describe the optimal management of volumes of
erythromass and plasma hemocomponents. In the general case for the analysis of
whole blood storage we use the following calculation formula V  1.94  V , where

1

0

Z V - the plasma storage volume.

0

12.2. EXPERIMENTAL PART
The described mathematical model was used to develop an information system,
practical testing of which was carried out on the basis of the State health agencies
Voronezh Regional Blood Transfusion Station (SHA VRBTS) with a further
introduction to other regional "Blood services" of Russia.
The project is an application built on a client-server technology. The Server is
a database Firebird. The client part is written in Delphi programming language. The
application allows multi-user access to data across the network; it also can be used as
a local application. This software system data can be divided into two sections: data
directories (References) and statistics of the blood supply circulation. Thus, the
program performs manipulations with directories, as well as accounting and
optimization of volumes of whole blood and plasma storage, necessary for the timely
provision of hospitals for a specified period.
The block diagram of the software system is shown in Fig. 12.1.
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Input unit

Data handling
unit

Pretreatment
unit
Directories
Storage
management

Statistical data

Graphical unit

Chronological
data
Statistical
analysis

Figure 12.1. The block diagram of the software system

The main menu items of the program are: "Initial data" ("Directory of health care
facilities", "Applications HCF", "Table of storage by branches", "Summary table of
storage"), "Accounting for the storage volume" (Erythromass, plasma, whole blood),
"Statistical data analysis", "Reports". The main window of the main menu items is
represented in Fig. 12.2.
Data on the preparation and distribution of blood are introduced into the program
separately for each branch for each week. Then, the pre-processing of these data
takes place, as a result of which the information is arranged by the timeline and
summed across the union. On the basis of the processed data we calculate volumes
of whole blood or blood components storage for a specified period. In the module of
statistical data analysis the calculated and actual storage of blood components in
relation to distribution to the clinics are compared. The obtained results are visualized
with the help of a graphics module. Below, in Fig. 12.3, an example of visualization is
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shown - data on preparation and distribution of erythromass for 14 weeks and the
results of calculation from the beginning of September until the end of 2009.

Figure 12.2. The main window of the information system

The curves of storage and distribution of hemocomponents, the curve of calculated
storage volumes are visualized with the help of a graphics module. The example of
visualization is shown in fig. 12.4.
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Figure 12.3. Comparative characteristics of the calculated and actual storage of erythromass in
relation to distribution in HCF

Figure 12.4. The curves of calculated storage volumes, actual storage volumes and distribution
of erythromass
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12.3. CONCLUSION
The study of all stages of hemocomponents production, creating a mathematical
model of the management process at every stage and data reduction into a single
system of algorithms allow to switch from the traditional elemental-situational control
to the adequate, mathematically calibrated management model. Practical significance
of the introduction of this information-analytical system is determined by the possibility
of equipping the personnel of "Blood Services" with an effective production
management tool, which optimizes all its stages, and that, ultimately, will provide
timely and uninterrupted patient care.
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13
Digital Identity in the Enterprise –
Concept and Application

Some time ago, the system worked more or less correctly. Companies had couple of
application, which means that typical employee had to remember reduced number of
identifiers and passwords to system or application. It was easy to follow security policy
and change password each month, use different and secure, which means
complicated, passwords or keep login and password safe. But now situation becomes
more complex (Fig. 13.1).
Firstly, due to development of ICT, an employee deals with many, different
applications from communicators, through numerous applications used widely in
modern business, up to mobile technologies. These applications should be secured
for different reasons. Some of them give an access to important data (data base),
others can confirm employee identity (communicator, e-mail) and may be used to
identity theft. Moreover, very often there is no sharp border between ICT used to work
and those used in private life e.g. access to the Internet, communicators, telephones,
e-mail etc.
The dark side of the ICT development is using new possibilities provided by ICT
(especially the Internet) to illegal actions like industrial espionage. Highly skilled
person equipped with powerful applications can be more dangerous than physical
intruder. It means that issue of safety the information system in a company is as
important as ever.
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Fig. 13.1. Evolution of identities [TIL08]

Another factor is fast and constant change of employees (they often change work
during whole life) and their responsibilities (teamwork, projects, flexible duties,
promotions, flexible structure of company etc.).
These factors make safe using of the digital identity difficult, and in case of
failure, a company is exposed on high risk. For organisations it means the necessity of
dealing with this “chaos” to avoid data leaks. The main tool is security policy. There is
a set of statements which must be followed, containing rules or protecting information
and the systems which store and process the information. There is other, important
factor which should be taken into account. Level of security is often proportional to
costs and time and inversely proportional to the ease of use. Therefore security costs,
interferes with employee, is time-consuming and perceived as unnecessary burden
and skipped as often as possible.
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13.1. DIGITAL IDENTITY IN THE ENTERPRISE
Digital identity (DI) is a term with no one, widespread definition. According to Roger
Clark [CLA04] identity is a presentation of role of an entity, which can be a person or
thing existing in the real world like employee or computer, mobile phone etc. Entities
can have different identities depending on business role (people) or process they take
part in (things). Jean Camp describes identity as the set of permanent or long-lived
temporal attributes associated with an entity [CAM03]. Kim Cameron defines digital
identity as a digital representation of a set of claims made by one entity about itself or
another digital subject [CAM05].
Digital identity is a way of protecting and controlling an access to critical
resources [CAM06] like data stored in data bases or important applications. It means
that among the DI attributes, there should be privileges and permissions defining
particular data and applications the identity has an access to, and actions, which can
be taken by this particularly identity. To distinguish particular DI an identifier is used,
and to confirm the claimed identity (credential) process of authentication is performed.
It means, that the claim must be supported with correct values of PIN or password (if
an authentication bases on entity knowledge), providing required token or smartcard
(if an identity is proved by possessed thing) or matching signature or other biological
attribute like voice, retina, finger print etc. (if physical attributes of entity are used in
the process of authorisation). Additionally the access can be granted only to specific
localisation (e.g. office) in established hours (e.g. 8 - 16).
Summing up, digital identity:


refers to existing person / artefact or group of people / artefacts;



contains one set of attributes concerning

among others permissions and

privileges;


is protected by identifier (unique in some scope) and password/ PIN,
token/smartcard, physical/behavioural attributes and sometimes established
localisation/time of access;



is used to granting an access to systems of company.

A digital identity bases on three processes of providing the information security. The
first one is authentication, which is composed from two phases [TOD08]: identification,
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which covers searching claimed identity (usually user Id) through all abstract object
stored in database, and actual authentication, which means proving the identity
permissions necessary to grant an access to demanded service or other resource.
The evidence of own identity provided be user is called credential. It can be
a password, token, fingerprint etc.
The process is composed of three components (parties) [TOD08]:
1. User/client/supplicant - claims identity and provides credential.
2. Server/authenticator - provides resources to the supplicant after ascertaining of
user identity, authorizes and audits user access to resources.
3. Security server/security database /authentication database – checks user
credentials. It is a storage or mechanism on different level of simplicity: from flat
file, a server on the network providing for centralized user authentication, up to a
set of distributed authentication servers providing for user authentication within the
enterprise or on the Internet.
These parties communicate independently, as it is presented in the fig. 13.2. Servers
do not have to be separate. Authenticator, supplicant as well as security server can
reside on the same computer.
The second process is authorisation. It determines if already authenticated user
has permissions to grant an access to demand resources and what actions can be
undertaken by particular user (writing in/deleting/copying/launching etc. a file). The
service providing an access to particular resource is often responsible for granting or
denying an access. Authorisation is very closely related with authentication.
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Server/authenticator

User authentication

User authentication

User/client/supplicant
User authentication

Security server/security database /authentication database
Fig. 13.2. Components of a user authentication system [TOD08]

The last process is accounting. It allows matching particular action with particular
user who has taken it. It is achieved by storing server logs recording all events and
their doers. Gathered information covers e.g. time of logging in and out of a user,
sent/received messages, writing to the portable data storage, access to particular
data, using particular program or other data which can be written in alphanumeric
form. To provide accountability integrity, non-repudiation and authenticity of logs must
be protected. Collected information (logs) can be processed for data security reason
or other ones (optimize resource utilization, trends, billing etc.).
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13.2.

DIGITAL IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

Identity management (IdM) is “a set of business processes, and a supporting
infrastructure, for the creation, maintenance, and use of digital identities” [SIM09].
Practically identity management in the company is the design of identities
(attributes, credentials and privileges) and administration of identities’ lifecycle,
systems and applications [CAM06].
The life cycle of digital identity consists of stages:


creating an digital identity,



provisioning,



re-provisioning,



de-provisioning or terminating.

Generally, new solutions are implemented by enterprises to protect against threats,
adjust to new requirements or to achieve extra gain. Managing of digital identities
covers all these areas (Fig. 13.4): allows risk reduction and regulatory compliance
(dealing with threats), and it meets business needs (adjusting) and improves
performance (competitive advantage).

Fig. 13.4. IdM business drivers [SIM09]
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13.3. THE LAW ISSUES IN DIGITAL IDENTITY MANAGEMENT
In recent years number of cyber-crimes increased dramatically. It was caused by
mentioned development of ICT and the role of information in companies, but also by
new services and possibilities offered by new technologies. Cyber-crimes are still the
most important barrier of e-banking or e-commerce, which strongly influence on the
economy. Main concern is the certainty about the other side identity (bank, customer
or vendor). To maintain the trust to e-services and to decrease the exposure sensitive
data on risk (identity theft), number of law act were passed. These acts regulate three
areas [ZAP06]:
1. Data security – requirements relating to the protection of critical data processing
infrastructure, identification of users, access control and rules concerning
monitoring and audit.
2. Identity management – describe ways of gathering, storing and processing
sensitive data, define who can have access to it, and the treatment in case of
security breach.
3. Data control – concerns data transparency, control mechanisms for providing
reliability, completeness and timeliness of financial data.
Generally, all these regulations focus on the internal control of business role. The
control meets the requirements if for each action using protected data a responsibility
is assigned, and if the process of data processing is transparent (clear and easy to
follow) and measurable (described with numbers).
For instance to fulfil requirements concerning data base structures and
functionality of applications managing this data, which were provided by Data
Protection Act of 29 August of 1997, full accountability and authorization should
be ensured. It means that an access to particular data must be ensured also for a
person whose data is collected (identification, authentication), including possibility of
changing data (permissions). Identity management in this situation covers all actions
associated with data (digital identity) life cycle from creating record up to deleting it
when the life time of identity ends (storing data as shortly as possible). Data
transparency and control mechanism are achieved by providing transparent reports
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(understandable for average person) containing among others: source of information,
restrictions of use, and beneficiaries of particular information [WYM11].

13.4. CHALLENGES OF THE DIGITAL IDENTITY MANAGEMENT
Designing of identities should be made on the basis of user’s business role. This role
determines applications and means necessary to accomplish tasks of particular
employee.
These business roles are also created to deal with SoD. SoD is an abbreviation
of Separation (or Segregation) of Duties. This term means that granted access cannot
enable a person to bypass any other control. For example one person cannot define
and create vendors and, at the same moment be responsible for payments. It gives
eventuality of stealing. That person can create new, fictitious companies, prepare
invoices and pay checks for own benefit. It is really significance and time-consuming
challenge.
Another challenge is providing security outside the internal system – using “the
cloud”:
1. SaaS (Software as a Service) called also software on demand is using software
provided by other enterprise without licence, installation, dealing with hardware,
maintaining or updating system. Software is treated as a service and provided via
the Internet. Well known provider of SaaS, SaleForce.com provide online CRM
(Customer Relationship Management) services, but even spread sheet can be
provided in this way.
2. PaaS (Platform as a Service) is providing complete computing platform
(environment) adjusted to customer needs (necessary software). Example of so
cloud

platform:

Cloud.com,

ElasticHosts

ElasticStack,

Flexiant

Extility,

InContinuum, loudController, Witsbits Go Cloud etc.
3. IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) sometimes called HaaS (Host as a Service),
which means delivering computer infrastructure as a service. Usually it is buying
an access to servers, software and maintenance of the system.
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These services can bring benefits to en enterprise like more flexibility, but they must
be used without exposing digital identities on risk. High level of control identities
extended to the cloud can be achieved by three capabilities: replication of control and
policies in the cloud, effective communication with services, integration of data from an
enterprise and outside services.

13.5. ISSUE OF THE RISK
Proper managing of digital identity protects a company against data leak. Results of
disclosure information can be different from legal effects (trials, suspension of
operation), through damage to the company image (reputation loss, outflow of
customers, suppliers or employees) to financial losses (penalties, compensations,
diminished incomes, bankruptcy).
Security of information collected in the information systems depends on three
groups of risk factors [DIF10]: human factor, organizational weaknesses and technical
weaknesses.
To protect confident information security policies should be prepared, applied,
rigorously adhered and constantly improved and adapted. Security policy is a set of
coherent, precise rules and procedures concerning information and information
systems in a company. It indicates which information must be protected, who and on
which conditions has an access to data resources and what to do in case of
information disclosure. A sample IT security policy can include [ITS11]:


providing access to confidential data only for authorised entities, and, if possible,
combining access rights with the appropriate certification level of security;



providing access to Internet and other external services only to authorised
personnel;



securing through encryption an access to data on all laptop computers and mobile
devices (pen drive) to prevent data leak in case of theft or loss the device;



installing only authorised and licensed software; and all installation performed only
by IT. Department staff;



removing immediately any unauthorised software discovered on any workstation;
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transferring data only for the purposes determined in the organisation’s dataprotection policy;



virus checking all mobile devices from external sources before using within an
organisatio;,



using passwords meeting requirements: at least 8 alphanumeric characters,
changed every 40 days and unique;



configuration of workstation changed by IT Department staff only;



conforming the physical security of computer equipment to recognised loss
prevention guidelines;



regular creating backups of data, applications and the configurations of all
workstations;



regular testing and development of a business continuity plan.

Digital identity management is one of the ways of applying security policy. It covers
first two points of security policy (granting an access).
Granting proper access is connected firstly with proper provisioning, which means
granting an access only to those applications and data which are necessary on
particular position. It should be determined on the base of consultation supervisors or
managers with IT department staff. Main rule is granting minimum privileges.
However, during a work for particular enterprise, an employee has different
responsibilities, performs different duties and needs an access to different resources.
So, there is a need of adjusting privileges to changing position, functions and duties of
an employee. Any promotion of transfer to other duties should be reported to the IT
department with a list of applications and systems to which the employee should have
an access.
It is critical especially in case of projects. Developing new product or technology
is connected with high risk, which is additionally increased by industrial espionage.
Restricting a team member access to the data is one of the ways of dealing with
intentional or accidental disclosure of the project results. Each member of the project
team should have an access only to this part, he or she must work on, and only in time
necessary to complete the task. After that, an access should be denied.
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But the most important situation concerns employees leaving a company. Every
member of a staff possess a lot of information concerning the company, he or she
worked for. This information can be used against the company, which is more
probably if an employee was fired or leave a company to join competitor. Even if
former employee sets up own business uses the knowledge or information gained in
previous enterprise. Some of knowledge leaks, but a part can be retained or secured.
Retaining knowledge of employee can be done by gaining information about
actions taken by particular digital identity. Data like database of customers or product
description must be secured prior to being taken away from enterprise. Sometimes it
is impossible to prevent a theft, but recording all actions taken by particular digital
identity allows taking legal actions against former employee, which is one of the
biggest barriers of stealing an intellectual property.
In 2009 in the United States of America Symantec and Ponemon Institute carried
out surveys on 1000 former employee, who leaved companies in 2008 [MAJ09]. 59%
of respondents admitted to stealing confidential corporate information like customer
data e.g. e-mail addresses, employee records, customer information, including contact
lists. Data was stolen using CD/DVD (53%), USB memory sticks (42%), and private
mail boxes (38%).
What was the most alarming, 89% of employers have not carried out an audit or
review of printed and electronic documents prior to their leaving the company. If we
compare it with the fact, that 61% of respondent who stole data did not have a good
opinion about former employer, it is clear that there is a high risk of acts of revenge,
on which companies are not resistant.

13.6. BENEFITS OF IDM
First thing worth thinking are benefits of using digital identity. Firstly it allows securing
data by: granting an access only to authorised people, determining a scope of actions
(what actions can be taken by particular identity). Identities enable employees to share
resources and teleworking or granting an access to resources from the outside of
a company.
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Digital identity may be created not only for employees, but also for suppliers or
customers. It allows gaining extra information about customers, their needs and
habits. It is also a base of inbound marketing [HAL10]. Actually, it is a base of Internet
sales (B2C). Digital identities can facilitate cooperation especially if identity is
recognized not only by the enterprise of employee, but also by co-operator (especially
federated identity). This solution accelerates an information flow, which increases
efficiency of cooperation (B2B).
All this advantages make using digital identity in modern companies
irreplaceable. So companies use this solution with different results.
Tim Till describes typical company as [TIL08] a bit confused. Identities are stored in
many places, average user has between 12 and 16 digital identities, provisioning and
de-provisioning are still manual, and auditing is fragmented or limited.
These all makes the conception of digital identities underused, costly and not
efficient. It is difficult to give one reason to explain this fact fully. For sure small and
medium size enterprises (SMEs) were not aware of neglect effects, but it is changing.
Results of Symantec’s surveys presented in report 2010 SMB Information
Protection Survey show, that an attitude of SMEs to security issues evolves [SIK10].
According to this survey conducted worldwide on more than 2,000 medium and small
enterprises, security of data became an issue. Entrepreneurs realise, that the loss of
information is a real threat for their businesses and they can be cyber-attack aims.
74% of respondents have already experienced an attack in former year; 30% of them
were extremely successful [SYM10].
The second aspect is a price of IdM tools. SMEs companies do not possess large
funds, so any investments are carefully chosen. There are however free tools, which
would not be a burden for SMEs budgets.
Enterprises which introduced digital identity management systems were not
surprised with escalation of cyber-crimes, and probably avoided many problems
mentioned above which resulted in revenue. But there are other than risk-connected
benefits of IdM.
Firstly, IdM allows reduction of IT department costs due to automation. Some of
identity management systems (IdMS) or identity and access management systems
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(IdAMS) move some routine tasks like recovery of passwords to user. Additionally it
significantly facilitates managing user accounts and allows synchronization of data.
For enterprise it brings savings of IT department work time.
There are also tools, which simplify using digital identities. SSO (Single – Sign
On) for example, reduces number of different identities used by particular user to a
few, or even one. There is an enormous difference between using one or a few than
over a dozen passwords. Single password can be more complicated (which means
more secure), changed more often and treated with bigger caution. It also reduces a
risk of storing passwords on sticky notes put on the monitor. Another advantage,
which is strongly reflected in company’s revenue, is shortening time of waiting on
granting an access to application or other resources.
Strict rules concerning business role-based access reduce sharing passwords to
unauthorised persons by detection of security policy violation. It supports adherence to
security policy and employee discipline.
Implementation of IdMS (IdAMS) must be preceded by actions like specifying all
business roles, responsibilities and equipment needed. It allows improving
organization of an enterprise, optimize an employment structure and identify gaps of
information security. It increases operational efficiency after implementing IdMS
(IdAMS).

13.7. IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Identity and Access Management System (IdAMS) contains tools of role managing
and plugins to integration with business systems inside and outside a company.
Main functions of IdAM System are [MIL10]:
1. Administration of DI (business roles and positions).
2. Automation configuration of accounts and privileges of users.
3. Automation of procedures of confirming privileges.
4. Automation of password management.
5. Strict enforcement of rules for the password.
6. Two-way password synchronization.
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7. Using applications in self-service mode (including registration).
8. Monitoring of business role compliance with law regulations.
9. Preparing reports concerning business roles of users and compliance with law
regulations (for audit).
10. Ensuring a synchronization of identity data.
11. Creating new procedures without manual coding.
Technically, products of IAM vendors are focused on some key elements. First area of
IAMSs is passwords facility. Solutions cover automatic resetting/restoring a forgotten
password, respecting password policy (length, characters used, and validity),
changing and synchronizing password. There are developed tools enabling user to
reduce number of authentication processes undertaken during day work (SSO) and to
take benefits from trust based cross-company authorization (federation) [AEG11,
ORA11, NOV11].
Second area of product or their functions is managing accounts. Solutions allow
automatic creation of accounts respecting workflow, which means simplifying
provisioning. An account is manageable during its whole life cycle.
The third group of tools is produced to control and audit digital identity issues. It
covers the control of past events, current status, and gives a contribution to future
weakness prediction [NOV11, IBM11].
Wide range of product allows enterprises to compose own set of tools for digital
identity and access management, dependent on budget and needs.

13.8. MODELS OF IAMS
Due to changing requirements and possibilities, digital identity management
evolves. First systems were sharply confined to the inside of an organization. Digital
identities of employees, suppliers or clients have been stored in so-called corporate
identity silos [POE09]. In this model single identity is used to get access to single
service or resource. It means, that every service has own requirements concerning
passwords and own way of creating a user identifier. Many pairs of usernames and
passwords have caused problems with password remembering and security. That is
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why the major part of requests to IT Department has concerned password recovery. It
have made IT Department’s work inefficient and focused on routine password
recovering.
To exclude this constrains new model was developed [POE09]. Single
organization Single-Sign On (SOSSO) is a concept, where single user after
successfully accomplished process of authorisation got an access to services, data
bases and other resources of his or her company.
As work demands an access to different resources from inside and outside of the
company, employee has been made to use identities in own company as well as other
organization. To avoid possessing many different identities multi-organization SingleSign On were introduced. The identity is provided by trusted Id provider. If the provider
is outsourced to other, specialized company (e.g. Microsoft .Net Passport) it may bring
security problems (possibility of tracking the identity etc.).
To reduce this drawback, nets of mutual trust (federations) were implemented.
The identity is stored by parent company, which becomes the id provider for other
organizations. To get an access to resources of any federated organization, a user
needs only one single sign in.
So there are three types of identification in IdMS, depending on part holding and
controlling identity data [PAR03]:
1. Centralized model – bases on one or more repositories where private data of
user are collected. This model is used the most frequently in online shopping and
getting access to desired content of web pages or company’s information system.
Identities are kept in in isolated repositories. Data are possessed by an identity
provider. User has direct access to own data, and is premised to correct (sometimes
delete) it or is informed about the aim of collecting this data and possibility of
correction or deletion. It is regulated by law (in Poland: The Act of August 29, 1997 on
the protection of personal data [UST97]). The main problems of this model are:
interoperability and privacy concern.
2. User-centric model – bases on philosophy that user controls own data. It means
that user must approve any transfer of private data before it takes place.
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CardSpace can be an example of this way of authentication. CardSpace is a kind of
virtual card, containing, among others, identification data. All information (the card) is
possessed by the owner. If the user wants to prove own identity to get an access to
a service, send the card, which provides data to verifying claimed identity and extend
of access allowed. An undoubted advantage is the minimal amount of easily verifiable
information, which has to be sent.
3. Federated model – bases on the network identity. In the model, identities are
distracted (stored in different locations) but widely recognized. Federated model
can be also user-centric, but main difference is trust in the network (conformation
of identity of one member is accepted by other).
Typical example is cooperation of two companies in one project. Verification of
employees’ identities bases on mutual trust: an access to data or service (SP) is
granted after authentication provided by identity provider (IdP) of any of the
collaborating partners (Fig. 13.5).

Fig. 13.5. The idea of federated identity [SYM08]
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The benefit of this solution is possibility of granting proper, temporal or longlasting access to chosen resources of cross different organizations. However, it is
difficult task. First problem is scalability. If the network is not homogenous, there are
problems with system administration due different politics in organizations regarding
granting access to particular resources. The second issue is interoperability and
supporting the solution without loosing privacy. The trust must be set not only between
companies – members of the federation, but also between identity provider and user.
Private data are treated as any other good for sale and widely used in e-marketing. A
user must be sure, that her or his data will not be sold to other company outside the
federation.
The development of the idea of federation, are multiple cycles of trust. It means
using one identity in different and not connected federations.

13.9.

SUMMARY

Often the identity management system is applied to existing company, with its own,
existing “chaos”, covering: not integrated systems, lack of central authentication,
which often means numerous accounts and one, never changed password, and bad
employee’s habits.
Implementation of the system gives a great opportunity to develop rules
concerning DI management and organize existing system. Main areas, which should
be reconsidered, are as follows:


eliminate data redundancy,



implementation of data synchronization,



develop and implement a vision for central authentication and authorization,



developing a method of mapping a person on account systems,



implementation of the "life cycle" of the account based on "life cycle "of an
employee.

First condition of success of IAM implementation is adjusting a solution to
enterprise needs to facilitate the work, not to make it even more difficulty.
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14
Models and Implementation of Network
Communication in Windows Using Languages:
C++ and Delphi

In the article there are presented bases of Network Communication programming in
Windows on the example of two development environments: C++ and Delphi.
Network communication can be used in the process of creating online games,
instant messaging to exchange data between sender and receiver, network systems
for the collection and searching of information, etc.
Network Communication can be defined as "the exchange of information (data)
via the computer network. It can be divided into local (coverage is limited to a building
or group of buildings) and extensive (by connection between network may involve the
whole world in the global communication)." [ADA05]
Network Communication requires adequate resources: physical (the appropriate
technical equipment, graphics cards,...) and logical (configuration parameters of
devices, software, ...). Communication in the network is implemented between two
parties: the sender and the recipient of the message. These are the client and server.
Usually a server is passive – it receives the messages, and the client plays an active
role - transmits data to the server, but the direction of data flow can be indeterminate
[JON00].
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14.1. INTRODUCTION TO SOCKETS – BASIC TERMS
Theoretical foundations of network communication are based on the use of
appropriate concepts, terms, whose adoption is essential for modelling and
programming of this process.
Network communication between computers is implemented in an environment of
LAN (Local Area Network) or WAN (Wide Area Network) network.
Standard of computer network communications developed in 1979 by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is a 7 layer model OSI (Open
Systems Interconnection). The OSI model consists of various communication
protocols, not physical media. Each layer has its own data transmitting protocol and
provides an interface for higher layer protocols. These layers are: 1 - physical (lowest),
2 - data link, 3 - network, 4-transport, 5-session, 6 - presentation, 7-applications
(highest). The physical layer implements the hardware portion of the communication
process, directly works with a network communication media such as cable. Link layer
is responsible for the connection between physical devices in the context of one
network: it identifies computers, establishes and monitors the connection, manages
data flow and error handling. The network layer allows connecting devices that are on
physically separate networks. This layer is the foundation of communication between
networks; it includes routing algorithms that allow delivery of a package from the
sender to the recipient. Network layer uses datagrams, which are single, independent
data package. All units participating in the network communications must be identified
by a unique network address. In the global Internet network, all potential receiving
devices are called hosts. The standard of data transmission in the global Internet
network is the Internet Protocol (IP) - connectionless, unreliable datagram protocol,
designed for addressing and routing packets between hosts. Transport layer is
responsible for reliable delivery of the message. The transport layer uses two
protocols: connection TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol) or connectionless UPD
(User Datagram Protocol). Transport layer adds another parameter to the IP address the port number identifying the local process on the host [DAR02].
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Thus, the parameters of the network connection between two processes
operating on two different stations include: protocol, local address, local process
(port), remote address, remote process (port).
Network communication is based on a client - server model. The server opens
a communication channel, informs the OS about its readiness to receive orders from
clients at a fixed, generally known address, waits for client orders, receives, processes
the order and sends a response to the client, returns to waiting for further orders.
Client generates requests for access to information and services: it opens channel of
communication, connects with the server at the well-known address (only for
connection protocols), it sends a request to the generally known address of the server,
receives a response from the server closes the communication channel and exit. At
both ends of the communication channel between the client and the server there is
a virtual device called a socket. Each active connection uses two sockets: client
(active) and server (passive). Implementation of the socket in Unix is called Berkley
sockets, in Windows is called Windows Sockets - Winsock and Winsock2.

14.2. SOCKETS IN C++ IN WINDOWS ENVIRONMENT
WinSock is a library of sockets for Windows contains a set of functions for data
exchange between processes. It is a programming interface of the OSI model
transport layer that allows building web applications based on protocols of a
TCP/IPfamily.

In

version

2

Winsock2

functions

have

the

prefix

WSA

(http://msdn.microsoft.com):
Joining the library WinSock2 is realized by including the header file: #
include<winsock2.h>and linkingprogram with the library WinSock2 (wsock32.lib or
winsock32.lib): Project/Option...
Socket as an interface of utility program for network communication using
different protocols (connection, connectionless) can be two types:


SOCK_STREAM - stream: uses of transmission TCP control protocol, provides
high quality of data: data arrives sequentially (in order of sending), quickly and
accurately, in case of error a message is return;
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SOCK_DGRAM - datagram (connectionless): uses user datagram protocol
UDP, have a poor quality of data transmission: transmission performs (in order of
dataarrival) or not. It does not provide control of transmitting data, slow transfer,
no error message, efficient only for local communications.

Implementation of the sockets with the use of WinSock2 operates the following
structures:


WSADATA - structure containing information about the socketimplementation
(Windows Sockets)
typedef struct WSAData {
WORD wVersion;//Wersja gniazd

w Ws2_32.dll

WORD wHighVersion;// Najwyższa wersja WinSock
char szDescription[WSADESCRIPTION_LEN+1];
char szSystemStatus[WSASYS_STATUS_LEN+1];
unsigned short iMaxSockets;
unsigned short iMaxUdpDg;
char FAR * lpVendorInfo;
}WSADATA, *LPWSADATA;



sockaddr –structure containing a socket address
struct sockaddr
{unsigned short sa_family;//rodzina adresów - AF_xxx
char



sa_data[14]; // 14-bajtowy adres protokołowy };

sockaddr_in - structure containing the IP address and the port number of the
data recipient (TCP / IP)
struct sockaddr_in
{short int

//in- internet

sin_family;//rodzina adresów TCP/IP Host Byte Order

unsigned short int sin_port;//numer portu short,Network Byte Order
struct in_addr

sin_addr; //adres IP hostaNetwork Byte Order

unsigned char

sin_zero[8];//dla zachowania
//rozmiaru struct sockaddr };



in_addr –structure containing an Internet address
structin_addr //adres internetowy - IP hosta
{ unsigned long s_addr; // rozmiar 32 bitów
};
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Fields of sockaddr_in structure have different byte order: Network Byte Order or
theHost Byte Order. Therefore, the conversion functions are used to converse one
numerical representation to another or the numerical representation to a text one and
vice versa:


htons() -- "Host to Network Short";



htonl() -- "Host to Network Long";



ntohs() -- "Network to Host Short";



ntohl() -- "Network to Host Long";



inet_addr(const char *abcd) - converts an IP address represented as a string in
standard "a.b.c.d" to Network Byte Order and stores it in unsigned long;



inet_ntoa(struct in_addr s) –converts network to ascii "a.b.c.d" - conversion of
binary addressto text.
Sample parameters of stream socket located on the local host and port 2525 for

communication connection can be implemented using the structure:
#define MY_PORT 2525
#define MY_ADDR "127.0.0.1" //localhost
struct sockaddr_in myaddr;
myaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;// Host Byte Order
myaddr.sin_port = htons(MY_PORT);// Network Byte Order
myaddr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(MY_ADDR); // Network Byte Order
memset(&(myaddr.sin_zero), '\0', 8); //zerowanie reszty struktury

The

algorithm

handling

of

Internet

socket

is

based

(http://msdn.microsoft.com):
1. Initializing the use of Winsock library - WSAStartup().
2. Operations on socket are performed using the system
–

creating of sockets: socket();

–

address allocation: bind();

–

setting the connection: listen(), accept(), connect();

–

communication : send(), recv(), sendto(), recvfrom();

–

closing the socket: closesocket().

3. End of Winsock use–WSACleanup().

on

three

steps
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Depending on the model of communication (connection / datagrams) are used socket
type and the corresponding system functions.

14.3. MODELS OF NETWORK COMMUNICATION
Transmission of data ina network can be performed using two models: the connection
model and datagram one (fig. 14.1).
Connection communication network model is based on sockets of type
SOCK_STREAM. The program of server includes the creation of listening sockets,
defining its parameters (host, port, protocol) and setting it up in a listening mode.
When server receives a connection requests from a client, it accepts it by creating
a new socket for the communication connection. Now it is possible to exchange data:
receiving or transmission. After the exchange of data socket connection is closed and
the server returns to listening mode waiting for the next customer. Closing the listening
socket ends the transfer. The program of server includes the creation of socket,
setting up the connection with the server, exchanging of data(after accept) and closing
the socket.
Datagram(connectionless)network communication model is based on sockets
of type SOCK_DGRAM. Program of server and client is identical and includes the
creation of the socket, the definition of its parameters (host, port, protocol). The server
or the client can send or receive data indicating where or from whom it wants to
pursue broadcasting. After the data exchange the socket is closed.
Sockets can operate in two modes: synchronous (blocking) and asynchronous
(non-blocking). The default mode is synchronous. Simultaneous support for multiple
clients can be implemented using the function select(), allows to monitor multiple
sockets or, using the threads - a multi-threaded server (each client - a separate
thread).
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Fig. 14.1. Network communication models
Source: own elaboration based on http://4programmers.net

14.4. IMPLEMENTATION OF CONSOLE NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS IN C++
There is a simple example of the connecting network communication, implemented in
the console environment. The program of BOCIAN server exchanges data
synchronously with clients (the server sends and receives data from the client, when
the client detaches the server handles next client from the queue) – list.14.1. Program
of the client ŻABA establish the connection, receives a message from the server, it
sends data and terminates the transfer by the socket– list.14.2.
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#include <windows.h>
#include <winsock2.h>//dołączenie biblioteki libwsock32.a
#include <ws2tcpip.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <iostream>
#define MY_PORT 2525
//port serwera
#define MY_ADDR "127.0.0.1"
//adres IP serwera
#define BACKLOG 10
#define MAXDATASIZE 256
using namespace std;
int main()
{
cout<< "Serwer gniazd BOCIAN " << endl;
// 1.Inicjacja Winsock
WSADATA wsaData;
int iResult;
iResult = WSAStartup(MAKEWORD(2,2), &wsaData);
if (iResult != 0)
{ cout<< "WSAStartup nie udane: "<<iResult<<endl;
return 1;
}
//2.Utworzenie gniazda
SOCKET ServerSocket = INVALID_SOCKET;
ServerSocket= socket(PF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
if (ServerSocket == INVALID_SOCKET)
{ cerr<< "Błąd w socket() serwera BOCIAN: " <<
WSAGetLastError() << endl;
WSACleanup();
return 1;
}
//3. Przydzielanie adresów: połączenie z parą IP + port
struct sockaddr_in myaddr;
myaddr.sin_family = AF_INET; // host byte order
myaddr.sin_port = htons(MY_PORT);// network byte order
myaddr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(MY_ADDR);
//myaddr.sin_addr.s_addr = htons(INADDR_ANY);
memset(&(myaddr.sin_zero), '\0', 8);
//4. Połączenie gniazda z adresami
if (SOCKET_ERROR == bind(ServerSocket, (struct sockaddr *)&myaddr,
sizeof(myaddr)))
{ cerr<< "Błąd w bind()serwera BOCIAN: " <<
WSAGetLastError() << endl;
WSACleanup();
return 1;
};
//5. Przejście w tryb słuchania:
if (SOCKET_ERROR == listen(ServerSocket, BACKLOG))
{
cerr<< "Błąd w listen()serwera BOCIAN: " <<
WSAGetLastError() << endl;
WSACleanup();
return 1;
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};
cout<< "Tu BOCIAN Czekam na sygnal ZABKI..." <<endl;
//6.Obsługa połączeń w pętli – nowe gniazdo dla połączenia
while (true)
{SOCKET PolaczonySocket; //gniazdo dla połączenia
sockaddr_in klient_addr;
int sin_size;
PolaczonySocket = accept(ServerSocket, (sockaddr*)&klient_addr,
&sin_size);
if (PolaczonySocket == INVALID_SOCKET)
{ cerr<< "Blad w accept()serwera BOCIAN: " <<
WSAGetLastError() << endl;
closesocket(ServerSocket);
WSACleanup(); return 1;
}
cout<< "Klient polaczony, z adresu " <<
inet_ntoa(klient_addr.sin_addr);
cout<< " na porcie " << ntohs(klient_addr.sin_port) << " ... ";
// 7.Wysłanie wiadomości
char * msg="Podaj mi swoje imie ZABKO";
int len=strlen(msg);
int bytes_sent;
bytes_sent = send(PolaczonySocket, msg, len, 0);
cout<< "wyslano " << len<<" znakow - "<<bytes_sent <<
" bajtow\n";
// 8.Odebranie danych od klienta
int numbytes;
char zwrot[MAXDATASIZE]={'\0'};
if (SOCKET_ERROR ==(numbytes=recv(PolaczonySocket,zwrot, MAXDATASIZE1, 0)))
{cerr<<"Błąd w connect(): "<<WSAGetLastError()<< endl;
WSACleanup();return 1;}
cout<< "Odebrano od ZABY " << numbytes << " bajtow, odebrane dane: "
<< zwrot << endl;
closesocket(PolaczonySocket);// 9.Zamknięcie gniazda
}//koniec while
//połączeniowego
//10.Zamknięcie gniazda serwera
closesocket(ServerSocket);
//11. Zakończenie korzystania z Winsock
WSACleanup();
return 0;
}
List.14.1.BOCIAN server program in a connecting transmission in C++
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#include <windows.h>
#include <winsock2.h>
#include <ws2tcpip.h>
#include <iostream>
#define MY_PORT 2525
//port serwera
#define MY_ADDR "127.0.0.1"
//adres IP serwera
#define MAXDATASIZE 256
using namespace std;
int main()
{
cout<< "Gniazda - klient ZABA " << endl;
int iResult; WSADATA wsaData;
// 1.Inicjacja Winsock
iResult = WSAStartup(MAKEWORD(2,2), &wsaData);
if (iResult != 0) {cout << "WSAStartup nie udane: " <<iResult<<endl;
return 1;
}
//2.Adresy
struct sockaddr_in myaddr;
myaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
// host byte order
myaddr.sin_port = htons(MY_PORT);//short, network b.o.
myaddr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(MY_ADDR);
memset(&(myaddr.sin_zero), '\0', 8); //wyzeruj resztę
char *a1;
a1 = inet_ntoa(myaddr.sin_addr);
cout<< "adres: " << a1 << endl;;
//3. Utworzenie gniazda
SOCKET KlientSocket = INVALID_SOCKET;
KlientSocket = socket(PF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
if (INVALID_SOCKET == KlientSocket) {
cerr<<"Błąd w socket(): "<<WSAGetLastError()<< endl;
WSACleanup(); return 1;
}
// 4.Połączenie z serwerem
iResult = connect(KlientSocket, (struct sockaddr *) &myaddr,
sizeof(myaddr));
if (SOCKET_ERROR == iResult) {
cerr<<"Błąd w connect(): "<<WSAGetLastError()<< endl;
closesocket(KlientSocket);
WSACleanup();
return 1;}
//5.Odebranie danych
int numbytes;
char buf[MAXDATASIZE]={'\0'};
if (SOCKET_ERROR == (numbytes=recv(KlientSocket, buf, MAXDATASIZE-1,
0))) {
cerr<< "Błąd w connect(): " << WSAGetLastError() << endl;
WSACleanup();
return 1;}
cout<< "Odebrano " << numbytes << " bajtow, odebrane dane: " << buf <<
endl;
//6. Wysłanie wiadomości do serwera- odpowiedzi
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char odp[MAXDATASIZE]={'\0'};
cout<<"Podaj odpowiedz ";
cin>>odp;
int len = strlen(odp);
int bytes_sent;
bytes_sent = send(KlientSocket, odp, len, 0);
cout<< "wyslano " << bytes_sent << " bajtow\n";
system("PAUSE");
//7. Zamknięcie gniazda
closesocket(KlientSocket);
//8. Zakończenie korzystania z biblioteki Winsock2
WSACleanup();
return 0;}
List.14.2. ŻABA server program in connecting transmission in C++

The result of a sample run of this communication is shown inthe fig.14.2.

Fig.14.2. Console connection communication in C++

There is a simple example of datagram network communication executed in
a console environment in C++ program. Program of a server that receives customer
data (list.14.3) and the client program sending data to the server (list.14.4).
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#include <windows.h>
#include <winsock2.h>//dołączenie bibl. libwsock32.a
#include <stdio.h>
#include <iostream>
#define SERVER_PORT 5555
//odbiorca
#define SERVER_ADDR "127.0.0.1"
#define KLIENT_PORT 6666
//nadawca
#define KLIENT_ADDR "127.0.0.1"
#define MAXDATASIZE 256
using namespace std;
int main()
{
cout<< "Serwer gniazd SOCK_DGRAM " << endl;
WSADATA wsaData;
int iResult;
// inicjacja Winsock
iResult = WSAStartup(MAKEWORD(2,2), &wsaData);
if (iResult != 0)
{cout<< "WSAStartup nie udane: "<<iResult<<endl;
return 1;
} else cout<<"WSAStartup ok"<<endl;
// tworzenie gniazda
SOCKET ServerSocket = INVALID_SOCKET;
ServerSocket= socket(PF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0); //dziedzina, typ
gniazda, protokół
if (ServerSocket == INVALID_SOCKET)
{cerr<< "Błąd w socket() serwera: " << WSAGetLastError() <<
endl;WSACleanup();return 1;
} else cout<<"socket ok"<<endl;
// przydzielanie adresów: połączenie z parą IP + port
struct sockaddr_in Serveraddr;
Serveraddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
Serveraddr.sin_port = htons(SERVER_PORT
Serveraddr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(SERVER_ADDR);
memset(&(Serveraddr.sin_zero), '\0', 8);
if (SOCKET_ERROR == bind(ServerSocket, (struct sockaddr *)&Serveraddr,
sizeof(Serveraddr)))
{
cerr<< "Błąd w bind()serwera: " << WSAGetLastError() << endl;
WSACleanup();
return 1;
} else cout<<"bind ok"<<endl;
// Odebranie danych od klienta
int numbytes; char msg[MAXDATASIZE]={'\0'};
struct sockaddr_in Klientaddr;
Klientaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
Klientaddr.sin_port = htons(KLIENT_PORT);
Klientaddr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(KLIENT_ADDR);
memset(&(Klientaddr.sin_zero), '\0', 8);
int fromlen;
fromlen=sizeof(Klientaddr);
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if (SOCKET_ERROR ==(numbytes=recvfrom(ServerSocket, msg, MAXDATASIZE1,0,(struct sockaddr *) &Klientaddr, &fromlen)))
{cerr<<"Błąd w recvfrom: "<<WSAGetLastError()<< endl;
WSACleanup();return 1;
} else cout<<"recv ok ";
// wyświetlenie informacji
cout<< "Odebrano " << numbytes<< " bajtow z adresu IP:
"<<inet_ntoa(Klientaddr.sin_addr)<<" z portu " <<
ntohs(Klientaddr.sin_port)<<endl;
cout<<"Odebrane dane: " << msg << endl;
//usunięcie gniazda
closesocket(ServerSocket);
// koniec pracy z Winsock
WSACleanup();
system("PAUSE");
return 0;
}
List.14.3. SOCK_DGRAM server program in connectionlesstransmission
#include <windows.h>
#include <winsock2.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <iostream>
#define SERVER_PORT 5555
#define SERVER_ADDR "127.0.0.1" //localhost
#define KLIENT_PORT 6666
#define KLIENT_ADDR "127.0.0.1„
#define MAXDATASIZE 256
using namespace std;
int main()
{
cout<< "Klient SOCK_DGRAM " << endl;
WSADATA wsaData; int iResult;
// Inicjacja Winsock
iResult = WSAStartup(MAKEWORD(2,2), &wsaData);
if (iResult != 0)
{cout<< "WSAStartup nie udane: "<<iResult<<endl;
return 1;
} else cout<<"WSAStartup ok"<<endl;
// tworzenie gniazda
SOCKET KlientSocket = INVALID_SOCKET;
KlientSocket= socket(PF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0);
if (KlientSocket == INVALID_SOCKET)
{cerr<< "Błąd w socket() klienta: " << WSAGetLastError() << endl;
WSACleanup();return 1;
} else cout<<"socket ok"<<endl;
//przydzielanie adresów: połączenie z parą IP + port
struct sockaddr_in Klientaddr;
Klientaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
Klientaddr.sin_port = htons(KLIENT_PORT);
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Klientaddr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(KLIENT_ADDR);
memset(&(Klientaddr.sin_zero), '\0', 8);
if (SOCKET_ERROR == bind(KlientSocket, (struct sockaddr *)&Klientaddr,
sizeof(Klientaddr)))
{
cerr<< "Błąd w bind()klienta: " << WSAGetLastError() << endl;
WSACleanup();
return 1;
} else cout<<"bind ok"<<endl;
// Wysyłanie danych od klienta
int numbytes;
char msg[MAXDATASIZE]={'\0'};
strcpy(msg, "Witaj serwerze");
struct sockaddr_in Serveraddr; //serwer
Serveraddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
Serveraddr.sin_port = htons(SERVER_PORT);
Serveraddr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(SERVER_ADDR);
memset(&(Serveraddr.sin_zero), '\0', 8);
int tolen;
tolen=sizeof(Serveraddr);
if (SOCKET_ERROR ==(numbytes=sendto(KlientSocket,msg,
strlen(msg),0,(struct sockaddr *) &Serveraddr, tolen)))
{cerr<< "Błąd w sendto: " << WSAGetLastError() <<
endl;WSACleanup();return 1;
} else cout<<"send ok ";
// wyświetlenie odpowiedzi
cout<< "Wyslano na serwer o adresie IP: "
<<inet_ntoa(Serveraddr.sin_addr)<<
" i porcie: " <<ntohs(Serveraddr.sin_port)<<" "<< numbytes<< "
bajtow "<<endl;
cout<<"Wyslane dane: " << msg << endl;
//usunięcie gniazda
closesocket(KlientSocket);
//koniec wykorzystania winsock
WSACleanup();
system("PAUSE");
return 0;
}
List. 14.4.SOCK_DGRAMclient program in connectionless transmission

The result of execution the datagram console application is shown in the fig.14.3.
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Fig. 14.3 Datagram console communication in C++

14.5. IMPLEMENTATION OF NETWORK COMMUNICATION IN C++
Creating graphic applications in C++ for network communication, messages of an user
are used:WM_USER, WM_USER +1, WM_USER +2, ....Asynchronous support for
multiple clients at once is possible with non-blocking function WSAAsyncSelect
()which monitors a socket state while processing messages from the queue without
blocking in case of certain events occurrence (FD_ACCEPT, FD_CONNECT,
FD_READ, FD_WRITE, FD_CLOSE) (http://www.winapi.org):
WSAAsyncSelect(SerwerSoket, hWnd, WM_USER,
FD_ACCEPT|FD_READ|FD_WRITE);
WSAAsyncSelect(KlientSoket, hWnd, WM_USER,
FD_CONNECT|FD_READ|FD_WRITE)

If in the socket SerwerSoket / KlientSoket one of the events (accept incoming
network connection / network connection / reading / sending a message) occurs, then
to a window with hWnd WM_USER handle, a message is sent, which will be handled
by the window procedure.
Asa simple example of graphic network communication, there is server program
ServerGra in which the server listens for connections, sends the message "Hello
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client" and the data entered from the keyboard, receives the message "Hello server"
and the data sent by the client. The clientKlientGra establishes a connection, receives
the message and the data from the server, and sends the data to the server. Each
subsequent client ends communication with the previous client.
The server program is shown in list. 14.5, the client program in list 14.6, and
a sample program output in the fig.14.4 (after starting) and fig.14.5 (after several
exchanges of messages).



Declarations

#include <windows.h>
#include <winsock2.h> //+ dołączenie biblioteki libwsock32.a
#define MY_PORT 2525
#define MY_ADDR "127.0.0.1" //localhost
#define BACKLOG 2 //max 2 klientów
LRESULT CALLBACK WindowProcedure (HWND, UINT, WPARAM, LPARAM);
char szClassName[ ] = "WindowsApp";
char odbiorczy[50];
char nadawczy[50];;
char komunikat1[20]=" * Wyslano: ";
char linia[1000]={'\0'};
SOCKET nasluchujacy, polaczony;
int rozmiar;
struct sockaddr_in sin;



Main function

int WINAPI WinMain(…)
{//utworzenie i wyświetlenie okna głównego
//inicjalizacja biblioteki WinSock2
int blad;
WORD wersja;
WSADATA wsaData;
wersja = MAKEWORD( 2, 0 );
blad = WSAStartup(wersja, &wsaData );
if ( blad != 0 )
{
MessageBox(hwnd,"error WSA","ERROR",MB_OK);
WSACleanup();
}



Creation of the socket

SOCKET nasluchujacy;
nasluchujacy = socket( AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0 );
if (nasluchujacy == INVALID_SOCKET)
{MessageBox(hwnd,"error socket","ERROR",MB_OK);
WSACleanup();return 1;
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} else MessageBox(hwnd,"soket ok","TEST",MB_OK);



Setting paremeters up and linking them to the socket

struct sockaddr_in sin;
memset(&sin, 0, sizeof(sin) );
sin.sin_family = AF_INET;
sin.sin_addr.s_addr = INADDR_ANY;
sin.sin_port = htons(port);
if ( bind(nasluchujacy,(struct sockaddr *)&sin, sizeof(sin)) ==
SOCKET_ERROR )
{ MessageBox(hWnd,"bind - bład","bład",MB_OK);
WSACleanup();}
else MessageBox(hwnd,"bind ok","TEST",MB_OK);



Turning on the listening mode

if (listen(nasluchujacy,SOMAXCONN)==SOCKET_ERROR)
{
MessageBox(hWnd,"error listen","ERROR",MB_OK);
WSACleanup();
} else MessageBox(hwnd,"listen ok","TEST",MB_OK);



Setting up the window on the notification of events mode

WSAAsyncSelect(nasluchujacy,hWnd,WM_USER,FD_ACCEPT|FD_CONNECT|FD_READ|
FD_WRITE);
WM_USER - send message
FD_ACCEPT –ask for accepting
FD_CONNECT – action of the program during connection
FD_READ –action while message arrives – reading
FD_WRITE –action while a message is sent – writing



Loop of messages handling + ending WinMain()



Receiving messages(WindowProcedure())

LRESULT CALLBACK WindowProcedure (HWND hwnd, UINT message, WPARAM
wParam, LPARAM lParam)
{switch (message)
{caseWM_CREATE: //utworzenie okien, przycisków,etykiet
break;
{caseWM_USER: //komunikaty użytkownika
switch (WSAGETSELECTEVENT(lParam))
{caseFD_ACCEPT:
if((int)polaczony) closesocket(polaczony);
polaczony=accept(nasluchujacy,struct sockaddr*)&sin,&rozmiar);
if ((int)polaczony) MessageBox(hwnd,"accept ok","TEST",MB_OK);
break;
caseFD_READ:
recv(polaczony,odbiorczy,sizeof(odbiorczy),0);
SetWindowText(hWndEdit2,odbiorczy);
break;
caseFD_CONNECT:
break;
caseFD_WRITE:
strcpy(nadawczy,"Witaj kliencie");
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send(polaczony,nadawczy,sizeof(nadawczy),0);
strcat(linia,komunikat1);
strcat(linia,nadawczy);
SetWindowText(hWndEdit3,linia);
break;
caseFD_CLOSE:
if (closesocket(polaczony)==0)
MessageBox(hwnd,"polaczenie close","TEST",MB_OK);;
// closesocket ((SOCKET) wParam);
break;
}
break;
caseWM_COMMAND:
switch(LOWORD(wParam))
{case 100: //przycisk send
GetWindowText(hWndEdit1,nadawczy,20);
if(send(polaczony,nadawczy,sizeof(nadawczy),0))
MessageBox(hwnd,"send serwera ok","TEST",MB_OK);
strcat(linia,komunikat1);
strcat(linia,nadawczy);
SetWindowText(hWndEdit3,linia);
break;
} break;
caseWM_DESTROY:
PostQuitMessage (0);
closesocket ((SOCKET) wParam); //zamknięcie socketa
WSACleanup();break;
default: //…
}return 0;}
List.14.5.The server program ServerGra in connecting transmission in C++



Declarations

#include <windows.h>
#include <winsock2.h>//dołączenie biblioteki libwsock32.a
#include <stdio.h>
#define MY_PORT 2525
#define MY_ADDR "127.0.0.1" //localhost
LRESULT CALLBACK WindowProcedure (HWND, UINT, WPARAM, LPARAM);
char szClassName[ ] = "WindowsApp";
char komunikat1[20]=" * Wyslano: ";
char odbiorczy[50];
char nadawczy[50];
char linia[1000]={'\0'};
SOCKET klient;



Main function:

int WINAPI WinMain(…)
{//utworzenie i wyświetlenie okna głównego
//inicjalizacja biblioteki WinSock2



Creating a socket (without error checking)
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klient = socket( AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0 );



Setting up the parameters

struct hostent *host;
host=gethostbyname(MY_ADDR);
struct sockaddr_in sin;
memset(&sin, 0, sizeof sin );
sin.sin_family = AF_INET;
sin.sin_addr.s_addr = ((struct in_addr *)(host->h_addr))->s_addr;
sin.sin_port = htons(MY_PORT);



Establishing connection

connect(klient,(struct sockaddr *) &sin, sizeof(sin));



Setting up the window on the notification of events mode

WSAAsyncSelect(klient,hWnd,WM_USER,FD_CONNECT|FD_READ|FD_WRITE|FD_ACCE
PT);
//pętla komunikatów, koniec WinMain



Procedure of window handling – messages handling

LRESULT CALLBACK WindowProcedure (HWND hwnd, UINT message, WPARAM
wParam, LPARAM lParam)
{
switch (message)
{
caseWM_CREATE:
//utworzenie przycisku, okien i etykiet
break;



Handling the client messages

caseWM_USER:
switch (WSAGETSELECTEVENT(lParam))
{caseFD_READ:
recv(klient,odbiorczy,sizeof(odbiorczy),0);
SetWindowText(hWndEdit2,odbiorczy); break;
caseFD_WRITE:
strcpy(nadawczy,"Witaj serwerze");
send(klient,nadawczy,sizeof(nadawczy),0);
strcat(linia,komunikat1);
strcat(linia,nadawczy);
SetWindowText(hWndEdit3,linia);
break;
caseFD_CLOSE:
if (closesocket ((SOCKET) wParam))
MessageBox(hwnd,"Soket zamkniety","TEST",MB_OK); break;
}
break;



Handling notification codes

caseWM_COMMAND:
switch(LOWORD(wParam))
{ case 100://przycisk send
GetWindowText(hWndEdit1,nadawczy,20);
if(send(klient,nadawczy,sizeof(nadawczy),0))
MessageBox(hwnd,"send klienta ok","TEST",MB_OK);
strcat(linia,komunikat1);
strcat(linia,nadawczy);
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SetWindowText(hWndEdit3,linia);break;
} break;
case WM_DESTROY:
PostQuitMessage (0);
closesocket (klient);
WSACleanup(); break;
default: //…
} return 0;}
List. 14.6. The client program KlientGra in connecting transmission in C++

Fig. 14.4. Graphic connection communication in C++ (after starting)
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Fig. 14.5 Graphic connection communication in C++ (after several message exchanges)

14.6. NETWORK COMMUNICATION IN DELPHI
Implementation of network communication in Delphi is possible in two modes: directly
using the Winsock library - just like in C++ or indirectly using of ready-made
components from tabs INDY. The second way, which uses visual programming
technique, is more friendly and it is presented above.
INDY components use the following connection types:


customer connections: initiated by the customer, connect the local client socket
to a remote server, the client socket must specify the server you want to connect
(IP address and port);



listening connections: passive server socket waiting for a client; whenthe client
requests the server application creates a new connectionsocket and returns to the
listening mode, the listening socketindicates the port it's listening to;



server connections: a connection is activated by the server after accepting
a request from the client.
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The server can be implemented using a component IdTCPServerwith the properties:
Active, Bindings, defaultPort and events to handle: onConnect, OnDisconnect,
OnExecute and using the method: Write, Read. The server realizes communications
according to the algorithm:


specify the server IP and port to listen, turn on the listening. If a call is received,
follow the steps OnExecute event (receive and send data);



close the connection.
Another option is a component IdCmdTCPServer - server with support for

commands for which following actions should be taken:


defining commands and responses to them of the server: CommandHandlers
property;



programmingOnCommand event (receive commands by the server).

To implement the client there can be used the component IdTCPClientwith properties:
Host, Port, events: onConnect, OnDisconnect and methods: Connect, Disconnect,
Write, Read.
For reading the data there can be used:


functions:

AllData(),

CurrentReadBuffer(),

InputLn(),

ReadCardinal(),

ReadFromStack(), ReadInteger(), ReadLn(), ReadLnWait();


procedures: Capture(), ReadBuffer(), ReadStream(), ReadStrings();



properties: InputBuffer.

For writting the data there can be used:


functions: SendCmd();



procedures:

Write(),

WriteBuffer(),

WriteCardinal(),

WriteHeader(),

WriteInteger(), WriteLn(), WriteRFCReply(), WriteRFCStrings(), WriteStream(),
WriteStrings(), WriteFile().
The algorithm of the program of client-server communication using components
IdTCPClientand IdTCPServeris presented below:


establishing a common port by the client and server;
IdTCPClient1.Port :=3500;
IdTCPServer1.DefaultPort := 3500;
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specifying the IP address of the client side;
IdTCPClient1.Host := ‘127.0.0.1’;
IdTCPClient1.Port :=3500;



setting up a listening mode of server;
IdTCPServer1.Active := true;
•

establishing a connection by a client with a server;

IdTCPClient1.Connect;


messages exchange;
idTCPClient1.Socket.Write(‘witaj serwerze’);
odp:=idTCPClient1.Socket.ReadLn();



disconnection.
idTCPClient1.Disconnect;

Using

the

componentIdCmdTCPServerthere

should

be

in

the

propertyCommandHandlers in ObjectInspector defined a set of commands used in
communications by entering a Command, Name and the server response
(ReplyNormal). OnCommand event handler procedure for each command should
send a reply message and it can be recorded it in a logfile. An example is presented
below:
procedure TForm1.IdCmdTCPServer1CommandHandlers0Command(ASender:
TIdCommand);
begin
ASender.SendReply; //wyslij odpowiedz
Listbox1.Items.Add('Wyslano:
'+ASender.CommandHandler.NormalReply.Text.Text);
end;

An example of a simple network communication program in Delphi using components
INDY uses components: IdTCPClient, IdTCPServer. The functionality of the program
involves: setting the server in listening mode by pressing the Connect button, after
incoming client call displaying information concerning who is connected and receiving
data from it, after disconnecting from the list of active connections disconnected client
disappears. The client can connect and disconnect to the server viaspecified IP and
port and can send messages to the server.
Server program interface is shown in the fig. 14.6, the event handling procedures
are shown in list.14.7. The interface of the client program is shown in the fig. 14.7, the
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event handler procedures are shown in the list. 14.8. Result of the sample run the
server and client software for network communications is shown in the fig.14.8.

Fig. 14.6 The server program interface for network communications in Delphi
Source: own elaboration based on [MAT06]
procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
begin
Button1.Enabled:=false;
IdTCPServer1.Bindings.Add.IP:=
Edit1.Text; //bind IP
IdTCPServer1.Bindings.Add.Port:=
StrToInt(edit2.Text);//bind port
IdTCPServer1.Active:=true;
//listen - stan nasłuchiwania
Showmessage('Serwer w stanie nasłuchu');
end;
procedure TForm1.IdTCPServer1Connect(AContext: TIdContext);
begin
ShowMessage('Akceptacja polaczenia od klienta '+ '
IP:'+AContext.Connection.Socket.Binding.PeerIP+' port:'
+intToStr(AContext.Connection.Socket.Binding.PeerPort));
Listbox1.Items.Add(AContext.Connection.Socket.Binding.PeerIP+':'+intTo
Str(AContext.Connection.Socket.Binding.PeerPort));
end;
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procedure TForm1.IdTCPServer1Disconnect(AContext: TIdContext);
var i:integer;
begin
for i := 0 to Listbox1.Count-1 do
if(listbox1.Items[i]=AContext.Connection.Socket.Binding.PeerIP+
':'+intToStr(AContext.Connection.Socket.Binding.PeerPort)) then
Listbox1.Items.Delete(i);
end;
procedure TForm1.IdTCPServer1Execute(AContext: TIdContext);
var msg:string;
begin
try
msg:=AContext.Connection.Socket.Readln();
memo1.Lines.Add(msg);
except
on E:Exception do
memo1.Lines.Add('blad odbioru '+e.Message);
end;
end;
List.14.7. The server program in graphic connecting transmission in Delphi

Fig.14.7. The interface of server program for network communications in Delph
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procedure TForm1.
Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
begin
try
idTCPClient1.Host:=Edit1.Text;
idTCPClient1.Port:=
StrToInt(Edit2.Text);
idTCPClient1.Connect;
memo1.Lines.Add('-Ustanowiono połaczenie z '+ idTCPClient1.Host);
except
on E:Exception do
memo1.Lines.Add('blad polaczenia '+e.Message);
end;
end;
Procedure TForm1.Button2Click(Sender: TObject);//Rozłącz
begin
idTCPClient1.Disconnect;
memo1.Lines.Add('Self-Rozlaczono z '+idTCPClient1.Host);
end;
procedure TForm1.Button3Click(Sender: TObject);//Wyslij
begin
ifidTCPClient1.Connected=false then Button1Click(button3);
try
idTCPClient1.Socket.Write(Memo2.Lines);
except
on E:Exception do
memo1.Lines.Add('blad zapisu '+e.Message);
end;
end;
List.14.8. Program of the client in graphic connection transmission in Delphi
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Fig.14.8. Example of network communication in Delphi

14.7. SUMMARY
Network communication which allows the exchange of data between computers can
be implemented in different programming environments and interfaces. The presented
simple examples of network communications in console and graphic environment in
C++ and Delphi illustrate the theme of creating web applications. Network
Programming with WinSock library (WinSock2) allows developers to use the socket as
a cross-network communicationinterface. Use of ready-made Internet components
(Delphi or C++ Builder) significantly improve programming processes.
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15
Enhanced Fuzzy Regression Based on
Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Inference System

Fuzzy logic has progressed greatly since the first publication of fuzzy sets by L.A.
Zadeh [ZAD65], and has proved itself as great part of knowledge representation. The
important branch of fuzzy logic is fuzzy modeling and construction fuzzy inference
systems (FIS). This branch is very important for such engineering applications as
fuzzy controlling, decision making, and knowledge discovery from databases [ALI01].
At the present time fuzzy inference systems based on the work most popular
fuzzy models – Mamdani [MAM77] and Takagi-Sugeno [TAK85]. Unfortunately such
FISes have some serious disadvantages. The main disadvantage of Mamdani FIS is
poor flexibility. The main disadvantage of Takagi-Sugeno FIS is poor interpretability (it
is very difficult to interpret right parts of the rules in Takagi-Sugeno FIS on natural
language).
So in this chapter we suggest new class of fuzzy inference system based on firstorder Takagi-Sugeno FIS. We named new FIS as enhanced fuzzy regression (EFR).
New FIS combines advantages of Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno FISes, and eliminates
their disadvantages. We have proved fuzzy approximation theorem and have
suggested training procedure for EFR FIS. Also we’ve used EFR FIS for knowledge
discovery and decision making in medicine.
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15.1. ENHANCED FUZZY REGRESSION FIS
The structure of all fuzzy inference systems includes the following main components:


fuzzificator that converts crisp input into fuzzy input;



set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules, each of that connects antecedents and consequents
with fuzzy implication;



fuzzy inference block that implements fuzzy reasoning;



defuzzificator that converts fuzzy output to crisp output.
The most popular FISes are Mamdani FIS and Takagi-Sugeno FIS. The

difference between them lies on the way of defining consequents of fuzzy rules.
Mamdani FIS describes a given system by means of if-then rules with fuzzy
propositions in the antecedent as well as in the consequent. Mamdani FISes are
characterized by rule statements of the next general form:
i

i

i

IF x1 is A1 , …, xn is An THEN y is B , i  1, N .
i

i

Here ( x1 ,  , xn ) are input linguistic variables, and A1 ,  , An are linguistic
terms (fuzzy variables, constants). Similarly, y is the output linguistic variable and B

i

is the linguistic term, i - fuzzy rule number.
In practice for Mamdani FIS and Takagi-Sugeno FIS inputs ( x1 ,  , xn ) are
*

0



0

0



crisp, so we have singleton A in the point x  x1 ,..., xn as input.
For example if we have two rules:

R1 : If X 1 is A11 And X 2 is A21 Then Y is B1 ,
R 2 : If X 1 is A12 And X 2 is A22 Then Y is B 2
0

0

0

and if we have singleton x  ( x1 , x2 ) as input, so fuzzy inference on Mamdani
FIS will be realized in following way (fig 15. 1). Here we get minimum operation as
AND operation and fuzzy implication, we get maximum operation as fuzzy
aggregation.
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The main feature of Takagi-Sugeno FIS is that the antecedent is a fuzzy
proposition, the consequent is a crisp function. So it can be seen as combination of
linguistic and mathematical regression modeling.

Fig 15. 1. Fuzzy inference on Mamdani FIS

Simple first-order Takagi-Sugeno FISes are characterized by rule statements of
the next general form:
i

i

i

i

i

IF x1 is A1 , …, x n is An THEN y  c0  c1  x1    cn  xn , i  1, N
i

i

Here ( x1 ,  , xn ) are input linguistic variables, and A1 , , An are linguistic
i

terms. But y is the crisp function, c k are the crisp values.
For example if we have two rules:

R1 : If X 1 is A11 And X 2 is A21 Then y  c12 x2  c11 x1  c10 ,
R 2 : If X 1 is A12 And X 2 is A22 Then y  c22 x2  c12 x1  c02
0

0

0

and if we have singleton x  ( x1 , x2 ) as input, so fuzzy inference on TakagiSugeno FIS will be realized in following way (fig 15. 2.).
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Fig. 15.2. Fuzzy inference on Takagi-Sugeno FIS

The main disadvantage of Mamdani fuzzy inference systems is poor flexibility.
The main disadvantage of Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference systems is poor
interpretability. It is very difficult to interpret right part of the rule in Takagi-Sugeno
fuzzy inference systems on natural language.
So it is very important to develop hybrid technology to construct FIS that
combines advantages of Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno FISes, and eliminates their
disadvantages. In this paper we have developed enhanced fuzzy regression FIS for
decide this task.
We have modified fuzzy rules of first-order Takagi-Sugeno FIS to the following
form

R i : if x is Ai and  and x is Ai then y is B i ,
1
1
n
n
(15.1)

Bi  C i x    C i x  C i ,
n n
11
0
i

i

Here ( x1 ,  , xn ) are input linguistic variables, A1 , , An are linguistic terms,

Cki , k  0, n – fuzzy coefficients as fuzzy triangle, B i - fuzzy output.
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FIS that used fuzzy rules in form (15.1) we named as enhanced fuzzy regression
*

(EFR) FIS. While we get the singleton A in the point x

0

as input, EFR produces

output (15.2) on rules (15.1) according sup-T composition.

 B~ i  y   I  A i x0 ,  B i  y 
I

Here

-

fuzzy

implication

operation

(15.2)

that

defined

in

the

form

I (a, b)  1  a  T * (a, b) , where T * - weakened triangular norm.
We defined weakened triangular norm T

*

as special function with following

features:

T * (0, 0)  T * (0, 1)  T * (1, 0)  0 , T * (1, 1)  1 ,
T * (a   , b)  T * (a, b)     0 ,
T * (a, b)  T * (a, d ) b  d .
Result membership function for EFR FIS is defined by statement (15.3):

C  y   max  B~~ i  y 

(15.3)

 B~~ i  y   Tbp wi ,  B~ i  y   max 0,  i   B~ i  y   1

(15.4)

i 1, N

where

i 

i
N

- weight coefficient of the rule R i

 j

(15.5)

j 1

Here

 i   Ai x 0   min  Ai x 0k  rules firing strength for singleton A*
k 1,n

Let

k

y  DC  is defuzzification operation for fuzzy set C . So y  DC  is crisp

output of the EFR FIS. We want to realize following requirements for defuzzification
operation:

y   ; a  C  y   const 

ya

(15.6а)

y  b;    C  y   const 

y b

(15.6b)

y   ; a  C  y   const 

ya

(15.6c)
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y  b;    C  y   const



(15.6d)

y b

So EFR FIS based on statements (15.1)-(15.6) is hybridization of Mamdani FIS
and Takagi-Sugeno FIS. EFR has following advantages:
if-then rules have fuzzy propositions in the antecedent as well as in the



consequent;
membership functions in the rules consequents leading to flexibility of the EFR



FIS. We can tune these membership functions to optimizing output.
Also EFR FIS is generalization of fuzzy regressions that defined in [BAT02],
[BAT04].

15.2. FUZZY APPROXIMATION THEOREM FOR EFR FIS

  is the output of EFR FIS for input x

0

Let x is the input and f x
Theorem. Let

0

0

.

U - compact set defined on the set X  R n , g x  -differentiable

function defined on the set

U . Then for   0 there exists EFR FIS for which we

have the inequality x  U f x   g x    .
Proof. Take any





  0 and define the function

 

  

g~ x | x*  g x* x  x*  g x* .
Define the function



 x*   sup  max xk  xk*    g x   g~ x | x*   
Let

k 1,n

2



  inf
 x*  , then there exists a set of points
*
x U

a 

j M
j 1

and

-

M

neighborhoods Oa j such that

O

aj

 U . We construct from these neighborhoods

j 1

rule

base
j

R 

j M
j 1
j

: R j : if x is A j then y is B j , B j  Cnj xn    C1j x1  C0j ,
j

where A  ( A1 ,, An ) ,

Ckj , k  1, n , C0j - fuzzy numbers with triangular
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membership functions. We have defined these membership functions by expressions
(15.7)-(15.10)

 xk  a kj
1 
,
 A j  xk   

k
0,


xk  a kj  
xk  a kj  


y  ckj
1 
,
j
C j  y   
w
k
k
0,


wkj 

(15.7)

, k  1, n

y  ckj  wkj

(15.8)

, k  1, n

y  ckj  wkj


j
j
, ck  g k a  , k  1, n
2(n  1) max a kj   , a kj  

(15.9)


j
j
j
j
, c0   g a a  g a 
2(n  1)

(15.10)



w0j 



 

Let we have input for rule base R
j

~j

~
~j

fuzzy sets B , B , B

and

j M
j 1

*

as singleton A at the point x

0

and

Ckj as outputs for singleton A* . So we have the

following statements:
I) y

*

 

 

y *  g x 0    C y *  

II) y : C  y    ,

  min C  y 
y

*

To proof first statement take y that:

 

(15.11)

y *  g x0  
Consider the rule

R j . We have two cases:

1)

 j   A j x0   0 , so  B~ j  y *   1 and  ~~  y *   0 .
B

2)

 j   A j x0   0 , so  A j xk0   0 , max x 0  akj   and

j

k

k

  

k 1, n



g x 0  g~ x 0 | a j  

(15.12)

2
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From triangle inequality we have:

 







  

y *  g x 0  y *  g~ x 0 | a j  g~ x 0 | a j  g x 0

From this inequality and statements (15.11), (15.12) we have





 



  

y *  g~ x0 | a j  y *  g x 0  g~ x0 | a j  g x 0     2   2

(15.13)

 j  x  of fuzzy set B j are

According [TAN08], center Pj  x  and width
calculated as follows:

P j x   cnj xn    c1j x1  c0j ,  j x   wnj xn    w1j x1  w0j
From (15.8) - (15.10), we have:

 

 

 

  

P j x 0  g a j x0  g a j a j  g a j  g~ x0 | a j
j

 

  x 0k

n

0

 x 
k 1



j
k

j
k

2(n  1) max a   , a  

Since the set B

j







2(n  1)



 

2 (15.14)
2(n  1)

is a fuzzy triangle and from (15.11, 15.14), we have

 B j  y *   0,
 B~ j  y*   T *  j ,  B j  y *   1   j  1   j ,
 B~~ j  y *   Tbp  j , 1   j 
Let

~j  0 for first case, ~j  Tbp  j , 1   j  for second case, and

~  max ~j .
j

From (15.3) we have

C y *   ~ . If point x0 is fixed and we have (15.11),

*
value ~ does not depend on the choice of y .

Lets show that ~    min C  y  .
y
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Consider an arbitrary point y
above arguments and

**

 y * . If y **  g x 0    so we have all the

C  y**   ~ . Let y **  g x 0    . We have three cases:

a)

 A j x 0   0   j , so  ~~ j y **   0  ~ j ;

b)

 A j x 0   0 and y **  g~ x 0 | a j    j x 0 .

So
c)

B

 ~~ j  y**   Tbp  j , 1   j   ~ j ;
B

 A j x 0   0 and y **  g~ x 0 | a j    j x0 .

  0

So  B j y

**

 B~ j  y **   T *  j ,  B j  y**   1   j  1   j .

and

So

according to the properties of triangular norms, we obtain:

 ~~ j  y**   Tbp  j , 1   j   ~ j

(15.15)

B

From a), b) and c), we have y

**

C  y**   max  B~~ j  y   max ~ j  ~ .
j 1, M

 

j  ~~ j y **  ~ j . From (15.3) we have
B

 

y * : C y *  ~ ,

Also

j 1, M

then

~    min C  y  and statement (I) is proved.
y

Let prove statement II.
0

For singleton x we can find firing strength

 

j M
j 1

for the rules, and as Oa j is

 -network then exists subset  jk mk1 such that  j k  0 . Take j0  arg max  j and
j



. Then   y   1 since y is center of fuzzy triangle B
 y   T  ,   y   1    1

~ x |a
let y  g

 B~ j0

0

j0

B j0

j0

*

j0

B j0





 B~~ j0  y   Tbp  j 0 ,  B~~ j0  y    j 0
As

 j0  max  j then  j 0  max w j
j

j

j0

. Next
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*

*

j* :  j   j0 , then  j   j0 . We have  ~ j*  y   1   B~ j0  y .

Take

B

According to the properties of triangular norms





 ~~ j*  y   Tbp  j ,  ~ j*  y   Tbp  j0 ,  B~ j0  y    B~~ j0  y    j 0
B

From (15.3) we have

*

B

C  y    j0 . It is obvious that C  y   0 . Also we have

C  y    j0  max  j   j  Tbp  j , 1  Tbp  j , 1   j  . From (15.15), we obtain
j

that statement II is proved.
As

x0

is

arbitrarily,

~
y  DC   D(C (x))

so

applicable

we

can

say

to

all

points

that

defuzzification

operator

x . We have also that

y   g x    ; g x      C  y     min C  y 
y

From (15.7) we obtain

~
y  DC    g x    ; g  x    . So theorem is proved.

So we have proved that EFR FIS is universal fuzzy approximator.

15.3. TRAINING PROCEDURE FOR EFR FIS
At the training stage of EFR FIS we should built knowledge base with rules (15.1) for
given training set ( x j , y j ) , j  1, M . To built knowledge base we should make
partition of input space on fuzzy subspaces defined by the rules antecedents as well
i

as to find fuzzy coefficients C . We have proposed to solve this problem as follows.
Let N - the maximum number of rules (15.1) in knowledge base. This maximum
number of rules is defined by expert. Partition of input space for each rule defined by
the vector

i

i

i

Si  (a1i , b1i , c1i , , ani , bni , cni ) , i  1, N , where triplet a k , bk , ck

defines the membership function
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 Ai ( xkj ) 
k

1
x j  ci
1 k i k
ak

2 bki

j

Note that the absence of connection xk is Ak at the antecedence of any rule can
be interpreted as xk is X (where X is universal set). This fact can be implemented by
i

i

i

tuning coefficients ak , bk , ck .
Let E(S) – error function for EFR FIS that defined as follows.
M





E (S)   y j  Y S, x j

 , S  S , , S 
2

N

1

(15.16)

j 1



1

where Y (S, x j ) - output of EFR FIS, that is based on vectors S  S , , S

N

.

Let we have training set ( x j , y j ) , j  1, M . To construct rules (15.1) for EFR
FIS that minimized mean-square error, we have proposed a genetic algorithm with
fitness function (15.16) [SAV08]. Genetic algorithms have proved itself as efficient
mechanism in learning fuzzy systems [PHA06], [COR04].
We set the uniform grid with some step in the input space. Then we enumerate
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

the grid squares and move from real vectors S  ( a1 , b1 , c1 , , an , bn , cn ) to binary
vectors, which make up the population of genetic algorithm. Before evaluating the
fitness function for the next iteration of the algorithm, we should find fuzzy coefficients

C ki for right part of the rule R i that corresponding to vector Si . We find fuzzy
coefficients as follows.
1. From the training set ( x j , y j ) we choose points satisfying

 A i ( x j )  ~ ,

i
i
~ determined by an
where set A is constructed by vector S . Parameter value 
j

j

expert. So we construct new set of data ( x , y ) , i  1, m .
i

i

i

2. We get any coefficient C k as fuzzy triangle with center d k and width wk ,

k  0, n , i  1, N . Then we use values ( x1j , , xnj ) to calculate function value
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Y  C0i  C1i  x1    Cni  xn , so we get result as fuzzy triangle with center
n

n

d i  d 0i   d ki  xkj and width wi  w0i   wki  | xkj | , i  1, N .
k 1

k 1

i

We find d k by least square method by minimization of standard deviation of d
from

yj,

values
m

j  1, m .

We

find

wki

by

minimizing

i

expression

n

wi  [w0i   wki  | xkj |] , also we want to have membership function value for
j 1

k 1

j

output fuzzy triangle at the points y more than threshold H .
3. We use linear programming methods for decide these tasks.

15.4. EXPERIMENTS
We have developed software that realized EFR FIS.
We have compared the efficacy of EFR FIS and Mamdani FIS on the task of
function approximation. We use following functions:

f1 ( x1, x2 )  ( x1  0.5) 2  ( x2  0.5)2 ,

f 2 ( x1 , x2 ) 

x1  x1x2
.
x1  2 x1 x2  x2  2

Mamdani FIS has been trained by method One-Pass.
Maximum number of rules for EFR FIS has been chosen as 8. So in the tab. 15.1
we presented number of rules for various experiments with Mamdani FIS. In the tab.
15.2 and 15.3 we presented the best, worse and medium values for standard
deviations of EFR FIS and Mamdani FIS from correct values.
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Tab.15.1. Number of rules for Mamdani FIS

Function

Power split

Number of rules

f1

5

25

f1

10

94

f2

5

25

f2

10

90

Tab. 15.2. FISes values for standard deviation for function f1(x)

FIS

Best value

Worse value

Medium value

Mamdani, power split 5

0,003264

0,013570

0,006861

Mamdani, power split 10

0,001117

0,003780

0,001740

EFR

0,001907

0,011218

0,005755

Tab. 15.3. FISes values for standard deviation for function f2(x)

FIS

Best value

Worse value

Medium value

Mamdani, power split 5

0,004378

0,009700

0,006194

Mamdani, power split 10

0,000686

0,001526

0,001011

EFR

0,000211

0,000461

0,000292

So we get that EFR FIS is more accurate than Mamdani FIS and using EFR FIS
can reduce number of rules in more than ten times.
Also we have use EFR FIS for decision making in medicine. We use clinical
neuro-orthopedic, X-rays and tomographic data of 230 women with various
symptomatic lumbar degenerative disc disease at the stationary phase of
exacerbation and remission of incipient stage.
We have used software that realized EFR FIS to estimate 15 quantitative and
qualitative parameters and EFR FIS have shown high percentage of matches with
right diagnosis. The percentage of matches was, on average, more than 90 percent.
According to experts the results suggest high efficiency of EFR FIS in forecasting the
severity of multifactorial human diseases.
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